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NOISE 

From primitive Pong-style 
bleeps to ful ly-f ledged 
musical masterpieces and 
beyond, w e g ive you the 
ultimate guide to tfie sonic 
capabil i t ies of your CPC. So, 
what a re you wait ing for? 
M a k e some noise - techno, 
techno, techno, techno (etc—) 

AA guide: 
Assembly Line 

yow do 
g « t a mention 
(we ' r e not saying 
you'l l l ike it, 
but yow do got 
a mention). 

Review: DES 

A m s t r a d a c t i v i t y 

/ T | Preview: 
ABC Printer 

rur yr wnvn wc ww uevn oinco ww 

More liftings for yow to type in and try 
oat. If yow like that sort of thing. 

1 3 Driving Sims 
What drives yow wp the wall abowt racing 
games? What keeps them on the right 
track? All these dlch+s and more In Clur'i 
look at good, bad and wgly racing games. 

Reviews: 
Public Image 

Cheap'n'cheeriwl or cheap'n'nasty? Keith 
Woods chocks owt the latest batch of public 
domain games, utilities and applications. 

48 
Cheat M o d e 



2 4 Back Issues 

Fighfor 2 t© 
be released. 

5 1 Special: Hero 
Quest maps 

All Hie info you nood to find yovr way 
around every lovol of MeroOeesf. 

This stands for Do It Yowrsotf (sound) FX, and 

The Examine 
Adventures 

producing without having to delve Into any 
complicated stuff like programming. 

All the latest news, reviews and Hps froi 
the murky and mysterious depths of the 
CPC text adventure scene. 



C O V E R T A P E 

Question: what have envelopes, pies and shooting people got in 
common? Nope, not the next Quentin Tarantino film. Give up? 
Then here's Cfur Hodgson with the earth-shattering answer. 

(surprise, surprise) Cybernoid, yet 
another stormin' hit f rom the 

programming genius. 
Cybernoid 2 is a sort of shoot-'em-up/ 

set on a series o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
levels that fl 
consist of a huge | !

 T 9 

number of flip 1 £ 1 • 
screens. Each I ; i | fc*,"^, 
screen has a J j g l » 
huge amount of 
aliens whizzing 
around it, all out 
to get you -
aren't they always? They're not just being 
vicious for the fun of it though, because 
this t ime you're the baddie - they're just 

trying to protect 

S S f mm r * , r ^ ^ f i l i n g 

• • off the back of a 
« I t j L ^ ^ ! " j t f l lorry as it were. 

Your favourite Amstrad j 
magazine is in danger of " - * * 
fast becoming a Raffaele Cecco 

fanzine. This month we have yet another of 
his classic, Past Mastergames gracing our 
covertape - Cybernoid 2, the sequel to 

You're a space pirate on a mission to 
collect 1.500 credits worth of hot cargo 
within a certain t ime. If you can do it in time 
you'll earn an enormous amount of respect 
f rom your fellow pirates and will probably 
never have to work again. 

Sometimes cargo Is just lying about on 
the ground for you to pick up as you zoom 

equipped ship. i I j i&SL. 
But most of the f t * X x | 
really valuable ' • • 
stuff is in ' ! ' . ' , ' 
transit, being 
carr ied by one . . 
of the many m / 
alien ships you B o ( m < i n g k m m k t l h o « i d 
come across on do the trick hero. 

y S H i r t p y n n - * n i 

Destroy tho b ig lumpy 
th ing w i th • i c t k t r . 

5 SEEKERS -
These babies 

automatically 
lock on to 
their targets. W 

To select a weapon just hit the relevant number 
on your keyboard • you should see the display at 
tho top of the screen change accordingly. Hold 
down ftre to activate any of tho special weapons. 

3 DEFENCE 
SHIELD - Gives 

total invulnerability 
for a short time; use 
for negotiating your 
way past 
indestructible • 
caterpillars. 

6 SMART 
BOMB -

These instantly 
destroy all the 
major nasties on 
^ screen - use 

sparingly. 

1BOMBS - Use these 
to destroy missiles 

and heavy gun ^ 
emplacements. 

BOUNCING BOMBS - Four destructive blobs 
that simultaneously bounce around the 

y y screen destroying 
v everything in 

• their path -
> J • useful against 

any awkwardly-
positioned 

^ blocks. 

2TIME BOMBS - When 
dropped out of the 

back of your ship they wait 
for a few seconds and then 
^ blow up. destroying 

anything nearby. 

7 TRACK ROBOT 
- These travel 

around the edge of 
the screen and 
destroy every-
thing they touch, ^ 

jOUKPH MV3ER 



This extra little program, which youll ftnd at the 
end of the covertape. if for designing volume 
envelope* easily (in other words, it's for making 
your CPC make notses; check out the feature 
on page IS for a full explanation - Jargon Ed). 
It works with the standard BASIC ENV 
command's parameters, so you'll be ablo to 
paste the values from the program straight into 
your own sound effect configurations. 

The program is really very easy to use as 
well Simply hit one to Ave. depending on which 
section of the envelope you want to enter, and 
give the three values, separated by commas, 
pressing RETURN at the end. 

To test the sound, instead of hitting a 
number, hit T . and the envelope will be ^ S J 
played in E. Look, ItU all make sense 7 
once you've road the feature, okay. 

If in doubt o i « • smart bomb (end no, 
wo're no* going to mnko any )okes about 
bombs of a lessor intelligence). 

S » U e ( s e c t i o n t o « l t * r or T t o t o s t . 

Well H boat* Hie horrible twsto yov got 
in yoor mouth from llcfcing envelopes. 

your way round the game. The only way to 
get hold of those goodies is to shoot 
the transport ships out of the skies -
- the pilots will promptly drop a 
their cargo, which will land safely • 
on the surface below, just crying out for 
pirates to come by and pick up. 

At the front of your ship is a standard 
gun which will kill most of the smaller 
aliens. But for the bigger, nastier enemies 
you'll need to utilise the range of special 
weapons available to you. You have an 
unlimited number of shots when you're 
using the gun, but you only have a limited 
supply of the special weapons (how many 
you've got left of a particular weapon is 
displayed in the window next to the picture 
of the weapon you're using) 

You can use keyboard controls or a 
joystick to control your ship. Only three 
directions are available; left, right and up -
gravity will take care of the downwards 
movements. To use the joystick or change 
the key controls onter 2 on the intro screen 
to get to the 'define keys' screen, then just 
type in your chosen keys or move the 
joystick accordingly. The controls when you 
first load the game are: 

Left 0 
Right P 
Up Q 
Fire Space 
Now for a few tips on playing this stormer 

of a game. Sometimes i f s tough to protect 
your ship and And the weapon you want at 
the same time. When you travel on to a new 
screen hit five to set up your seekers ready 

___ for use There are five on board 
1 — m your ship so rt doesn't really 

| * matter if you waste one in the 
r* " panic on unfamiliar. 

Use your shield sparingly - there's only 
one on your ship so it's not worth wasting it 
on a screen which you could get through 
without having to resort to your shield. And 
finally, don't just storm through the screens 
as fast as you can - you need to kill as 
many aliens as . . ^ 

because you , 
can't finish the 
game unless ^ B ' C5 
you manage to 
accumulate V> % I 
enough cargo. J — ^ * 

Good l u c k ^ B ^ S V v J J ™ " " ™ " " " ^ 
and be careful Tho miuilo* won't launch 
out there. until you got close. 

A)i|fU0UiUii miM passoiq oq ||im noA pue aiueB 
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C O V E R T A P E 

L e m l f n g 

i i f s f i r i 9 € i f # f i £ 
Getting started! 

To load up either side of the tape, simply rewind 
it. hold down CONTROL and press ENTER. Owners 
of 6128s or 664s will havo to switch thoir 
machines to tape by typing I TAPE first. 

464 owntn beware 
For some inexplicable reason the monu system 
created for side one of this month's covortape 
doesn't seem to work on all standard Amstrad 
464s. Clur and Simon have been scratching their 
heads for days now and can't come up with a 
reason why. If any one out there can we'd love top 
hear from you. Send your solutions to Simon And 
Clur are Thick at the usual address. 

Anyway, to use the Graph Master programs 
and D'bY'F'X on the 464 you will neod to run 
each program separately. To do this typo RUN" 
and then the relevant program namo as shown 
in the list below, then hit return and press play 
on your datacorder. 

P R O G R A M NAMK 
Yearly Histogram GMl 
Histogram GM2 
Yearly 3D Histogram GM3 
3D Histogram GM4 
Pie Chart GM5 
Line Graph GM6 
Bar Chart GM7 
Comparative Bar Chart GM8 
Time Chart GM9 
D'bY'F'X DIYFX 

Disk not tape 
If you've got a disk drive and you want to get a 
disk version of this month's tape It's oasy. Whip 
out your scissors and cut off that token at bottom 
of this page, chuck it in an onvelope along with 
your name and address and a choque or postal 
order for £2 made out to Ablex Audio Vidoo, then 
sond off the whole kit'n'kaboodle to: 

Loading troubles? 
We make the greatest efforts to ensure our cover-
tapes work properly, but if you've triod all that 
and your tape's still not loading then pop it in the 
post (include your name, address and a brief 
description of the problem) to: 

M I O S 

thai lo I 
what a waste of a good pair of trackars. 
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L T _ 

Impress your f r iends , as tound your ne ighbours , a m a z e 
your second cousins r e m o v e d - produce stunning v i s u a l 
representat ions ot numer ica l d a t a in m e r e seconds . 

Whether you're trying to impress ignore that if you want to 
someone with the batting use Graph Master). 

W W averages of the local cricket 
team, convince a company that your phone 
sanitation service will increase their 
productivity or get a few extra marks on 
your homework by making it more legible, 
the best way to present reams of data in an 
easily digestible form is to illustrate i t And 
graphs are the perfect way to do that. 

Graph Master takes the grind out of 
generating charts. The graphs and charts that 
you produce with this program can be printed 

use Graph Master). ^ 
Each of the nine 

options you see are 
separate programs and so have to be loaded 
from tape The first time you use the program 
work through the options one-by-one and tako 
a note of the tape counts for the various bits 
of code Thisll save you loads of time and 
hassle in the future. 

At the beginning of every graph program 
the ftrst question you'll be asked is what you 
want to call the hie. Whatever name you 

out to be stapled to your 
homework or used 
within DTP programs as 
you would clip a r t 

When you load the 
first side of the tape 
you'll be faced with a 
menu of the various 
graph options 
(actually, option A is 
D*bY*F- so just 

AmstradAction C o v e r t a p e I s s u e 1 0 2 
aph Master bits: 1 - Yearly Histogram 2 - Histogram 3 - Yearly 3D Histogram 4 - 3D Histogram 5 - Pie Chart 6 - Line Graph 7 - Bar Chart 8 - Comparative Bar Chart 9 - Time Chart 

The Other Thing: A - D.I.V.F.X. (Envelope Editor) 
Make Your Selection Now 

Option* one • • nine a r t expla ined in depth below. Par fe l l 
instruction* for opt ion A (DIYFX) tee Hie previous po 9 e. 

choose will be the file name that the chart 
will be saved as. The hie on disk will actually 
be called the file name and then G-M (eg. if 
you name the file flip, the file name on tape 
or disk will be FUP.G-M). 

You must remember, though, if you're 
planning on saving the file on to tape, to 
prefix the file name by an exclamation mark 
when you are asked to name it (eg, IF1LE) 
otherwise the file will not save on to tape - it 
will look for a disk. 

Next you'll be asked a range of questions 
dealing with things like what you want to call 
the graph (that i t , the name that will appear 
on screen or on print-outs, as opposed to the 
filename) and naming the axes. When it 
comes to axes, if you get confused over your 
X's. Y s (which is horizontal and which is 
vertical), remember tho mnemonic X is 'a 
cross' (x is 'across', geddit?). Then i fs just a 
case of inputting the data (the on-screen 
prompts aro easy enough to follow), sitting 
back and watching Graph Master do its stuff 

Chart Attack 
If you're not sure just which graph or chart would best suit the statistics you want to represent in a visual 
form. here, to help you out. is a brief description of the various graphs that the program has on offer. 

B D H H ^ B H U ^ H H H ^ H histogram R ^ ^ H v ' - ^ V ' 
— - = = = f = (X-axis = labels. Y-axis 

— = values, both variable I R K 

Mffi I I = = = : : £ • insl"> H I 1 • I I i m 
• i i i S l l l l U H l Virtually the same as 

number two but with ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1 Yearly histogram (X-axis s January to that extra dimonsion to tho finished graph. 1 Yearly histogram (X-axis a January to 
Decombor. Y-axis a valuos) 
Histograms display information as a serios of 
columns, ono for each section on tho X-axis; the 
bigger your number the higher you go. 

2 Histogram (X-axis s 
labels. Y-axis = values, 
both variable in size) 
The same as graph one 
but with dofinable 
X-axis sectors. 

3 Yearly 3D h is togram (X-axis a January to 
Docember. Y-axis a valuos) 
Basically, this graph is exactly the same as number 
ono but the ond results aro a bit more flashy. 

h M h u i i 

5 Pie chart (Input 
labels and values to 
generate a pie chart) 

^

Each wedge is a 
proportional 
representation of a 
percentage - the 

biggor tho wedgo, the bigger the percentage. The 
circle, surprise, surprise, represents 100 per cent. 

6 Lino g raph (X-axis = labels. Y-axis = values, 
both variablo in size) 
Values are ploned according to the X,Y co-
ordinates and the points are joined togother with a 
line - a good one for showing trends. 

7 Bar chart (X-axis = labels. Y-axis = valuos. 
both variable in size) 
A histogram swivelled through 90 dogreos. 

8 Comparative bar chart (X-axis = labels. 
Y-axis s values, both variable in size) 
A bar chart representing not only amounts of 
particular variables but the change in thoso 
variablos ovor a particular time period - useful for 
comparing two sets of data. 

9 Time chart (X-axis = time divisions, Y-axis = 
labels, both variable in size) 
Changes in variables plotted against time. 
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Filt 

Play 
nt 

; user nunber 
^Ibutes 
'o 

We reckon DES could change the way 
you use your CPC forever. It 
certainly makes life a lot easier. Ifs 

a new ROM and disk-based WIMP system that lets 
you perform disk and ROM operations easily and 

rapidly without having to delve into 
BASIC. How? Well, WIMP 
stands for Windows, Icons, 
Menus and Pointers and i fs 
the combination of things 
that make DES such a user-
fnendly program. For more 
details on exactly how it 
works, check out our 
review on page 36 (where 
you'll also discover that we 

have been mightily impressed by DES). 

If you wanted to buy DES i f d set you 
back a very reasonable £24.99 on ROM 
(£15.99 on disk). But thafs still £24.99 
more than you'd have to pay if you win 
this exclusive Amstrad Action/Campursott 
competition. Yep, we're giving away two 
copies of the ROM-based version of DES. 
And all you have to do to win one is 
answer the following questions, then 
come up with a tie breaker suggestion: 

ed a l l 
«Vc t al l 

The questions 

1 Which Des. along with his group the Aces, 
had a hit in the 60s with The Israelites? 

a) Des Lynham 
b) Desmond Dekker 
c) Des O'Connor 

DES uses windows to make 
your computing life easier. 

Where are the largest windows in 
the world at the moment? 
a) The Skegness Fun'n'Splash 
Pleasuredome, UK. 
b) The National Geographical 
Institute Botamca Greenhouse, 
Georgia. USA. 
c) The Palace of Industry and 
Technology, Paris, France. 

Menus are another device 
that DES uses. Which of 

these dishes would you be most 
likely to find on the menu in a 
Chinese restaurant? 
a) Deep Pan Seafood Pizza. 
b) Sizzling Fajitas 
c) Egg Fu Yung. 
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DES - a program so good I t 's wor th buying 
a ROMbox lo r if you havon ' t got one. 

The tie-breaker 
And finally, before that superb slice of silicon can 
be yours, you have to come up with a tie-breaker 
suggestion. All you have to do is come up with 
another threeor four-letter name that, like DES, 
could be an acronym for a Desktop Environment 
System. See what you can make out of names 
like DAVE. ANDY, CLUR (ah, what a shame, 
SIMON'S ruled out), MARK. MARY or anything 
else you can come up with. 

The address bit 
Then, all you have to do is write 
down all your answers on a 
postcard or sealed down 
envelope, and send the whole 
lot off to us here at: 

DES compo, 
Amstrad Action, 
Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 
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BflS 
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DISC. 6 I A S 

B A S 

GRflBF OHT.BflS 

BflS 

RSX.BAS 

VID.IMF 

(0257) 
421915 

O . J . S O F T W A R E 
Fast Friendly Sendee 

(0257) 
421915 

ARCADE 
CA S S 

AddvMfomlrOJeKl £3 75 
lockeiUfMnii 
looonio Bioi — 
CopKKi fibod 
CiKoHMt £2 99 
Diny Cryitol Klngdcn £6 50 
Double Orooon • • Rorfô d.. 
EddfeDuct £375 
EUContoP** £3 75 
GoVjctc Gamei 
GaVwyfcw 
Gloe 1128KJ 
I Jonet fa* Afcnfti 
lna«d.bWSIwlrA»<gSpUre 
terming, £12 95 
Uohl Corodc* ... inn 
itiycBi—*. -- ..... 
My#t 13 75 ... 
Ntw Yofi Wotmxi 
NgeiMyWW Chomp £9 50 
Niofclbreed » Mdntghl Remtonce 
Nonk&SotA 
Outrun Evopc 
PopetboyH. 
PopUp 

£9 50 
lodbnd 13 75 
Shodo>. rS« B ĵi/ 
Shodcw Done* • A»en Storm . ... 
Sporting Trionglei 
SceetF^f 
Str̂ M 1. UN Squadron 
Sope< CouWron £9 50 
Tih,«*.Fo» 

DISK 

£6 99 
.£4.99 
£9 99 
£6 99 

£12 95 
£6 99 

£6 99 
£6.99 
£9 99 

£13 95 
£6 99 

£1595 
£6 99 
£6 99 
£699 
£2 99 

£12 95 
£9 99 

£13 95 
£13.95 
£12 95 
£6 99 

£12 95 
£12 95 
£6 99 

£1295 
£4 99 
PHone 

...£6.99 
£1295 
£12.95 

SPECIAL O F F E R O N D I S K O N L Y 
Monty Python • Monopoly • 

WW SfrMh . Off Short Womor • 
Joytfck Splitter lot £9 99 

AVAILABLE WHIU STOCKS LAST 

COMPILATIONS 
CA S S 
£8 SO 
£9 SO 

DIZZY EXCEUENT AOV Kw* Sra«. Sp̂ focvod. Ydk foft Hop*. Pome 
DOZY CCH1 0axi. Fontory VAxId. Treowre lilond, Mogckjnd 
lOOfZ COUtCTION; bepx. Emlyn Hughe, Arcode Quli, IWn SUhe. 
MEGA 5PC«TS 30. Spiling E^m 
MNDST*ETC»«S Monopoly. SoobMe. Cluedo 
DAJUC FORCE Mnin̂ jM Iwmw. Nigfcfereed . 
SWfRSIAR SEYMOUR Seymoui Sgt. Hwood, Snmheon, w/Wm». So™, Plonet £10 95 
JOCCtt MANIA: F'bo* Mr ». F'bo* Mgr Wcxld Cup. Goito Sup Soct M'pro* SOCC 

DISK 

. .£9.99 
£15 95 
£12.95 
£0 00 

£15.95 

STRATEGY/SIMULATION 
C A S S D I S K 

Cluedo 
CokHKii 4 0 ftrtdge £3 75 
Colouut 4 0 CHcti £3 75 
hdbcM Manog* II 
Foo«bo0 Monoger II . E»p Kn 
Focrfbatf Manoger World Cup 
'o<Xboa MoroQer III 

£2.90 
£9 50 N.gel ManmII W. Chomp 

World Cbu fugby 
F 16 Combot Pilot 

£699 
£7 05 
£7 95 
£ 6 W 
£9 99 
£6 99 

£1295 
£2 90 

£12.95 
£6 99 

£12 95 
£3 75 

BUSINESS/UTILITIES 
Advanced An Shxlio6l2B 
Adv An . AMX Moutc • M Wot 
Colour Oimp 3 |Col Ser Dv«p| 
Croth Court* Typing T* 6128 
DiKofefl* |DiU LMUy) 
Maletolt 1281128k) 
Manilla III |I28Ii) 
M.cro<fc».fln . OTP for 6128/6128 . 
MJoodono'i • will. AM* Moot* -M/A 
Mini Oftco I £12 95 
Mwwy Miy-ô Bf (»PCW) 
Pfopnnt enhooct') ... 
f'otHi £1695 
Protyp* (Print Enhon<*r) 
Taiword6l28 ... 
foi-So** fro- Toiword) 

£1995 
£54 95 
£15 95 
£20.95 
£12 95 
£27.95 
£29 95 
£29 99 
£59 99 
£1695 
£24 95 
£1599 
£20.95 
£21 95 
£23 95 
£24 05 
£20 95 

ACCESSORIES 
£3495 
£54.95 
£59 95 
£7.95 
£3.95 
£895 
£895 
£5 95 

AMX MOUM A fritarfoc* 
AMX Mou» » M, A»t • AAoum Mot 
AmurodfDI 2nd D.»k Orlv. 
Calif* Akgnmant Kit jlnc Gon>»| 
Coiî Ni laod (wirti REM Conn) 
Cow* S«f |2 piae*. ttota modi A mon| 
Copy HoW* 
On* 0»lv« CUonei 3" 

£2 65 5 £1250 10 £23 95 
Dtiiu 3* Cam** Good Ousl 10 £12 99 
Dfik Box 80 x 3 5" lodabU £7 95 
JOMrtdt Spllltar £2.99 
Kboard E.t laodi 464 C8 95. 61 ?8 £9 95 
Kboord E»f laodi 464./6I28. £9 95 
Armory Expontion 64K »ot 464 £44.95 
Mor»«or Stand Tib A 5wi»»I £0 99 
PrlrJ* Cobm : M»i £8 95. 2 Mt. £'0 95 
Printar Cob'< 464 */6128. 2Mir £7.95 
Scr̂ o Filt»» AnliOo»< Mooo/Col £14 95 

JOYSTICKS 
COMPETITION PKO Mir, 
CHEE1AH Bug 
CHEETAH Modi 1 
KONK Sp**cA,ng . 
KONK Ncwgofcy „ 
POWERP1AY Twminaror . .. 
QUICKSHOT Python I 
QUICK SHOT python i MJcro«w*di . 
ZIPSTKX Sup« Pro 
464./6128./GX4000 Gam* PoddU 

£14 95 
£13.95 
£11 95 
£11 95 
£13 95 
£14.95 
£10 95 
£11 95 
£14 95 
£8 95 

EDUCATION 
CA S S 

Pun Sd»ol I Under 5 
Fun School 15-8 
Fun School I 8-12 
Fun School II Und*r 6 
Fun School II 6-0 
F„n School II 8. 
Fun School Ul 5-
Fun School HI 5-7 
Fun School III 7.11 
Fun Sdiooi IV 5-
Fun School IV 5-7 
fun School IV 7.) 1 
PloydoyiM 
Urt Ploy with Wordi 4-8. 
Fun wMh \Myd» 7-
t«od fi«ht Awoy 1 S6 
B»od Right Away 2 6-9 
R»od Right Away 3 7. 
fr»t»r Sp*ling 9» 
Urt Ploy Numb*I 4-8 
Ut> Ploy Money 4 8 
Primary Mo«i» 312 
Fun wi*i Numben 7-
To»g*t AAoiti» 6-13 
Mrco Moth. I I . 
Bono. Malta 12 16 
Mago Mo*» 15. 
Fmrth Mlurvti l i t . 
German Mav»«r 11 • 
Spaniih Tutor 11 • 
Micro Engl »h 8 Ad 
Tl» TKtm B«sti 5« (61281 
Fi»o on Tr»oiu'« ttlond 
Gronny'i Gardwi 6-10 (6128) 
Dtogon World 6-IO|6128| 
Giont KIIUrMoih. Adv9.|4 
An»w.i Bock Jnr Qvu 6 I I 
Arithmattc far Antwer Bock 11 
Seeing I<y Antwer Back 6 11 

£3 99 
£3 99 
£3 99 

£10 95 
£10 95 
£1095 
£10 95 
£10.95 
£10 95 
£1095 
£12 95 
£6 50 
£9 95 
£9 95 
£9 95 
£8.95 

£1295 
.C12.95-
£2495 
£8 50 

X24 95 
£8 95 

£24 95 

£24 95 

£9 50 

DISK 
£8 95 
£8 95 
£8 95 

£1395 
£13.95 
£1395 
£1395 
£13.95 
£1395 

£12 95 
£11 95 
£12.95 
£1295 
£12.95 
£12.95 
£12 95 
£12.95 
£24 94 
£11 95 
£12.95 
£2495 
£12.95 
£24.95 
£16.95 
£16 95 
£16 95 
£24 95 
£1295 
Ell 95 
£19 05 
£23.95 
£15 95 
£11 95 
£7 95 
£795 

P R I N T E R S 
All pcintart lilted bobw are »ollobl« for 

um with AMSTRAD CPC. ATARI ST. 
COMMODORE AMIGA IBM PC & 

COMPATHUfS 
Winn cdtnng ploow »Jo!q compute' 

PANASONIC MRU70 £144 95 
STAR IC100 9 Pm Mono/Colour £169 95 
|lnc Colour * Mono fiibbon • Cotowdwmp 3) 
STAR IC24-20 24 Pin Mono £209.95 
5TARIC24100 24 Pin Mono £219 95 
STAR IC2430 24 Pw> Mon/Cof £249 95 
FRII COtOURDUMP 3 WfTH STAR IC100 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
s 

£1625 
£16 23 
£16 25 
£1625 
£1750 
£1625 

• 1 2 
DMP 2060/3000 £3.75 £7.00 
CITIZEN 1200 £3 75 £700 
FWiCCNCWlO/lIRO £375 £700 
STAR IC)0/20/100 £3 75 £7 00 
5WUC24.10/20/200 £3.95 j£7 50 
Panajc** <XPII24 £3.75 £7.00 
STAR IC200 Mono U.95 £9 50 
STAR IC200 Cofeu. £ II .95 £22 95 
Othtr pcintiK ribbon i pltow pbono 
RIBBON RE-INK CI2.95 
B U D G E T C A S S I T T I S £ 3 . 7 5 E A C H 
Adv Plnbafi 
Continental Clrvwi 
OovbU Orogon II 
Emtyn Hur/wi Soccer 
F16 Combat Ptkot 
Golden Am 
Hud ion Hawk 

E 9C3 » -
Tff«ol Pu»»ulti 
Tmncon II 

Pro Box.no 
Dlrry Yolk Fo& 

Drogoni oF Flame 
F15 Sittke fogle 
Ffcmbo'i Q̂ eit 

Gunthip 
lo»w.Tu.bo 

Rxk Dongê ut M 
SrlentSerMce 
lerminotor ( 

Ro rbow Itland 
WWF 

MANY MOM OAAAIS STOCXIO. PUAM WRttl CM T1UFHONI »OR LATISt PtICI UST. MKtS INCIUM POSTAG4 A PACKING IN U.K. MAS! MAX! CMOUtS A POSIA1 O*MRS MYAMJ TO*. OJ. So»TWA«l AND UNO TO: 
O.J. SofTWAii, 273 Mossy Lia Road, WntownNOTON, Nr. Wkjan, Lancs WN6 9RN (most ormrs mspakhio by rcturn). Acciss A Visa ommrs m/tAX on 0257 421915 
Mon-Frs 9.00 - 17.30, Sat 9.00-12.30 (answi«wioni/»ax outskm hours). Ovirs«as ormrs wiicomi (sottwari aoo £1 h i rim postao*; mymcnt »y atton card, iuaocmioui o« rank oratt) 
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not what's not on the CPC news froni 
Peace and 
harmony 

might not look I t , but 
I d Davo'a only human. 

A month ago. you owned 
a computer with a 
text-only form of input 

- boring BASIC when you turned 
it on. But no all that's changed 
with DES - a package that, as 
well as putting a nice and pretty 
front end onto your machine, 
has cut a path for other 
programmers to follow, as 
they'll soon be able to program 
using DES facilities. As the CPC 
catches up with the GUI 
(Graphical User Interface) age, 
it begins to look as if anything's 
possible - which nutter'll be the 
first to hook up a CD drive? (I 
bet Simon'll give it a go.) 

This month marks more than 
a dosktop though, and now 
we're well and truly into 1994. 
things still aren't slowing down 
for the CPC on the home front. 
With Campursoft's commitment 
to producing top quality 
software comes a system that'll 
allow anybody else to do exactly 
the same. 

Once again the CPC is being 
pushed forward in leaps and 
bounds by just a handful of 
dedicated people long after tho 
industry took It for dead - are 
you beginning to spot a pattern 
yet? If you don't, write in and I'll 
be happy to make you look 
stupid but if you do, we think you 
know how you can help... 

DAVB 

Kits cut Rombo prices 
Avatar have managed to slash the 
prices of two popular ROMBO 
products by offering them in kit form. 

The company is now offering DIY 
kit versions of tho ROMBO ROMboard 
for just £18 (down from £25) and tho 
ROMBO vidoo digisrter, VIDI. for £45 
(a considerable reduction of £20). 

Both the kits contain everything 
that the user will need to build 

I n m e m o r i u m 
It is with great sadness that we 
have to announce the untimely 
death of David Carter who for 
some years ran the much-
respected Penguin Public Domain 
library. He was also an active 
member of WACCI and contributed 
artwork to some of their issues. 
David was in his early 20s. 

complote, fully working versions of 
the products, including instructions, 
though you will need to know what 
you're doing with a soldering iron. 

VIDI comes with a video cable to 
connect it to a video source and the 
softwaro to run it all on disk. 

For further details on both theso 
products you can contact Avatar by 
phoning them on IT 0274 602180. 

David was a diabetic sufferer, 
and so as a small tribute. We here at 
Amstrad Action have decided to 
donate the money we raised from 
the sell-off of 3-inch disks through 
our subs letter recently to the British 
Diabetic Association. 

We would like to express our 
deepest sympathy for David's family 
and friends. 

ParaDOS and Xexor in cut-price 
package 
Quantum and STS 
are dropping the 
price of both 
ParaDOS and 
Xexor, and also 
offering a special 
bundle comprising 
both programs 
retailing for £30. 

ParaDOS, the 
ROM-based high 
capacity disk 
operating system, 
has had £5 shaved off its price and 
now sells for £20. while the suite of 
disk utilities that goes by the name of 
Xexor has dropped in prico from £20 

STS's X o x o r Is now ava i lab le in a double pock 
w i th Quan tum's ParaDOS for fust £ 3 0 . 

to £15. Buy both together, and ifII 
set you back just £30. 

You can ontact Quantum 
Computing on ® 0446 722599. 

It's showtime for WACCI 
Apart from producing a darned fine 
fanzine, providing invaluable 
helpline services and running an 
impressive PD library. WACCI also 
turn up at every All-Formats 
Computer Fair to sell softwaro and 
hardware, show off the latest CPC 
products and. generally, meet up 
with other CPC users. 

So if you to pop along and see 
what WACCI are all about, or you 
just want to check out the latest 
stuff on the market, the next few All 
Formats Fairs will be: 

Feb 27th, Glasgow 
Woodside Hall. St George's Cross 
March 6th. Bristol 
Brunei Centre. Temple Meads. 
March 13. London 
Tolworth Recreation Centre. A3 
Surbiton. London. 
March 19th. North West 
Haydock Park Race Course. 
March 20th. West Midlands 
National Motorcycle Museum. J6 M42 
between Birmingham and Coventry. 
• For further information on All 
Formats Fairs t r 0608 662212. 

T r a l e e r s d i r e c t 
Past Mastergamo Trakers is now 
available direct from the authors. 
Scott and Gary Kennedy for just 
£5 if you send along a disk. 

Trcil< m is now |utt ci fivor. 

The game, which scored 92 
per cent in issue 95, stars an 
eponymous droid who's been 
accidentally loft behind on a 
hostile planet and first rate 
puzzley platform action ensues. 

If you don't send a disk you 
have to pay for postage. Cheques 
can be made payable to either 
Gary or Scott Kennedy. Write to: 
32 Lostock Road. Seedley. Salford. 
Greater Manchester M5 2LH. 

Quantum and STS 
are on the move 
Both Quantum and STS have moved 
to new premisos. Quantum can 
now be found at 11 Court Road. 
Barry. South Glamorgan » 0446 
722599. STS new address is 298 
Holton Road. Barry. South 
Glamorgan. For tho moment. STS 
phone onquiries will have to made 
using the Quantum number. 

Corrections 
• Megablasters, the Dynablasters 
clone we reported last month, will 
not bo roloased into tho Public 
Domain. It will instead be a full-
price commercial release. No firm 
release date has yet been set. but 
you can guarantee AA will be there 
first with the review. 
• Bonzo's Scrapyard is not 
defunct like we said in last month's 
further reading column. It is still 
very much active, is in direct 
contact with Avatar and has given 
CPC Contact full permission to 
reprint Bonzo stuff. Apologies for 
any inconvenience. We will have 
more information about what 
Bonzo are all about in next 
month's issue. 

March 1994 AMSTRAD ACTION 
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Amscene 
Directory 
Some call it the essential guide for all CPC users. Others 
caU It a Yel low Pages lor Hie CPC. Yet more call it a small 
rod planet near the Barnet by-pass. Strange that. M you 
want to be Included in the Directory, or you know of any 
information that needs to be updated, write to: Am scene 
Directory, Amstrad Action, Future Publishing, 3 0 
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2 B W . 

P D L i b r a r i e s 
Am sol 
* lifonwly, Cl®yw#, 

MMrfltltt, Inland 
Large range of European stuff. 

Broysoft 
• a St fcUr?«r*t'« Road, H«y1l«« I .land, 

M«ifi, POII 
3-inch disks only. 

Colrob PD 
L- 9 A viam»r+ Rood. Hamlin«ton. 

New tape-only PO library 

Dortsma 
t? O i l a s s 77VO 

[ - . 49 Hoavttr** Ro«d, Ptum.faod. 
loada* H I S TQX. 

Note the change of address. They have 
also taken over Debbie Howard's 
Adventure PO. 
Demon 

47 HINtw Avww^, HQII Of 
liming HI a on 
3.5fflch disk drive owners might like to 
investigate this one. 
Disk PD 

DOVMI U l l 7LA. 
B 0399 B234B 

Small but perfectly formed. 

CD PD 
49 WoWvtlW, DamitafiU, 

OMW 1X31 2HI 

New library witti a large selection. 

Image PD 
ia u* 

| | » | H | Up>« Tywa m a o QOQ 

Also provides a digitising service. 

PD fun 
0 I 41 MkKoa l^ota , Nir1.br Via 

€mmhHk, U im LA 6 111 
A pokey of 'no serious software.' 

Presto PD 
* 110 Fwll Stroal, londor. , t w a n x a , 

Wm( G la« . r „a» SAI 399. 

They even offer stuff on 5.25-inch disks. 

Signal Software 
* >3 l M | l « l l , O fMl Borr, l l rnl i t f l raai , 

W»»t M U I . W . 943. Sheepsoft 
T7 0 4 4 4 7 3 6 1 3 9 

Based in Wales, ol course. Baaaaa 

Sleepwalker PD 

DUk iettwar. : Jo* MsuUIng, 9 

(•Vfnlry CV7 7PK CumH* u h w i r a ; 7 5 Nl | l i t l * fa l« I m I , 

Special offer to AA readers - d you send 
Joe a disk he! send you a free selection ol 
PO. Only one selection per person, please. 

The Vault 
X 43 Wlndflold Oardon., Clybawn Rood. 
Oalwoy, lr«land. 
V OIO 3S3 91 asaoa 
A new but rapidly expanding library with 
lots of European software. 

F a n z i n e s 

The Eliminator 
33 14 SWlon Rood. Rl«oll, Tor*., Nor*. 
Y orb . h l r . T 0 4 AOJ 
We donl really know much about this one 
because noone's actually sent us a copy 
yet (hint. hint). 
CPC User 
tr 0329 334391 
The UAUffs fanzine. 

CPC Undercover 
• J 37 TrlnlafkaMi Orlva, 

Dranrfl.tbo Im •, Bary, l ama ih i r * 
A technically-minded fanzine that's also on 
the look out for writers. 

Ultra Games 
. • 30 UM«H*I UITM*, OwrHr-U-
Sfra.t , Cm Dvrfeam. DNS 3NW 
£1-worth of cassettebased muftMormat 
fanzine from ttie man who used to 
produce AnvCom. 

Amstrad Contact 
tr 0403 7 53 348 
Sussex-based group run by Dave 
Muggendge that also runs a technical 
lielphne for CPC users. 

UAUG (United 
Amstrad User Group) 
TT 0339 334391 
An AA-recommended user group. 

WACCI 
tr 0403 7 251 OB 
If you're seriously into the techy side of 
the CPC then you really shouldn't be 
missing out on WACCI. 

• p e n d e n t 

m i . 

I n d 
So 
C o m p < 
Avatar 
tr 0443 as 1 703 
Suppliers of Phd Craven products, and a 
few of the Bonzo titles (and don't ask 
what Bonzo titles are - it'd take too long 
to explain). 

BoxForm 
rt OS1 334 3449 
A software house speciafcsing in, would you 
beheve. betting softw^e. It takes all sorts 
in this world 

C o m p u r i o f f 
TT 941 994 473® 
You name it. they do rt. realty - take a 
look at the interview m ish 96. 

DMP Software 
• BO Wol«arfcai»pt Rood. Cod.oll. 

Wo I v ora tor . WV9 191 
Over 30 home-programmed games and 
serious programs on both tape and disk. 

Gary A Scott Kennedy 
tr 041 734 1 304 
Authors of Tracers, a truly great CPC 
game Idon't argue). 

New Age Software 
tr Ol 049.71 1-4301 930 
Responsible for ZapTBaHs. the excellent 
Soundtrakker. and. hopefully, a few 
more titles pretty soon. 

Quantum Computing 
tr 0444 733S99 
The new breakaway sect of STS that 
looks set to pick up where the original 
good plans fell short 

Radical Software 
V OB 1 aS4 9403 
Still releasing top^uality, new software 
for the CPC. If you've written a program 
you think is worth releasing this lot would 
love to hear from you. 

SD Microsystems 
tr 0740 7303S1 
Specialists m business software - take a 
look at the feature in AA93. 

Sentinel Software 
tr OBI 974 7033 
Suppliers of selected STS titles and a 
few original products They don't arf 
churn 'em out. 

Siren Software 
TT 041 734 7S73 
It'd take a hell of a time to Nst everyttwig 
they do - check out their ad (it's the 
yellow halfpage one). 

STS tr 0444 733999 
This lot deal with S/DOS. The Dizzy 
Utility, Disc Imager, Disc Archiver. 

Very Soft 
> 450 R««|hmun Rood, Wlngftnld 
l i lat*, Rotborbom, iovMi Yorb»hlro. 
The people who brought you The Gnpper 
and Comparator The/re also on the look 
out for new programmers. 

T h e B i g 
S o f t i e s 
So you can ring them up and hassle 'em 
about releasing some new stuff. 
Alternative Software 
tr 0977 797777 
CodoMasters tr 0934 914133 
Gremlln/GBH tr 0743 753423 

Ocean/Hit Squad 
O 041 432 4433 
Titus/Pox Hits TT 071 700 3119 
Touchdown tr 0349 541126 
Virgin tr oai 960 2255 
US Gold/Klxx TT 031 394 3399 
Ask 'em vrtiere Street Fighter 2 has got to. 

while you're at it. 
Zeppelin Software 

Date I TT 0793 744707 
The place to go for mice, printers, 
memory expansions, all that sort of stuff-
Microform TT 0773 703131 
Drives, upgrades, disks, all sorts of 
techy stuff like that 
Romantic Robot 
tr 091 300 S970 
Creators of the Multiface. one of the 
most useful penpherals youll find for the 
CPC - there's a complete list of 
multiface cheats in AA90 
WAVE tr 0339 939 109 
Suppliers of loadsa good stuff - their ad 
is on the back cover 

s u p p l i e r s 
OJ Software tr 0397 431919 
Fast friendly service, the ad says. And 
it's right. They've got an impressively 
wide variety of software on offer as weU. 
Software Cavern tr o639 991101 
Probably the largest selection of CPC 
software for sale in the known universe. 
Software Express 
TT 0443 340149 

A new company in Inverness. 

M o i l O r d e r 

Trading Post tr 0993 443139 
They're offering loads of cut price 
cartridges at the moment. 
Tro|an TT 0994 7 7 7 9 9 3 

The people to speak to for cartridge and 
bghtgun stuff 
Wizard Gamos tr 0444 7 3 3 9 9 9 

Games, games and yet more games, 
basically on every imaginable format. 

a n d R e p a i r s 
Avatar 
TT 0443 39170S 

Quantum TT 0444 733S99 
These guysll do anything. Well, within 
reason, of course. 
WIS Eloctronics 
tr OS93 491949 
Amstrad-authorised repairs specialists. 

The 1 0 3 guarantee 
You'll be able to find this month's Shop Save coupon on page 55. 



F A N Z I N E 
V 

Amscene, 
Amstrad Action, 
Future Publishing. 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

And here are a couple of rules: 

• Keep your arbcles to 250 words at most. 
• Make sure your writing is clear. Type or use a 
printer preferably. If we can't read your stuff then 
we can't print it, can we? 

We can't promise to print everything we get 
sent, but you'll have a better chance of getting 

stuff your 
if you take print 
Of tieed the 

here you 
Good kM k 

Get in print 
And getting your literary masterworks published 
is as easy as falling off a piece of pie-shaped log. 
All you have to do is follow the instructions 
below, take heed of the advice in the 
accompanying box-out and then send off your 
stuff to us here at: 

\ > 
1 (though wo will do software 

screen shots). 
DON'T indulge in personal 

attacks on any one. 
DO have fun - experiment as much as you 
want. The more original your pioce the more 
chance it has of being published. 
DON'T expect to get paid. This is a fanzine 
page (well, thafs our excuse). 

Everybody will be famous for 15 minutes, 
said Andy Warhol back in the 60s. 
Personally. I reckon that was just wishful 

thinking on his part the first time he had the 
misfortune to see Burt Reynolds in a film. But he 
had a point, you know - in this age of modern 
communications and the shrinking world 
everyone has the opportunity to get their voices 
heard by the masses. 

And thafs the opportunity we're giving you in 
this new section of the mag. Starting next month 
we're going to give over a page of the mag to 
you lot, so that you can have your say about 
anything you like on the CPC scene. You can 
write game reviews or hardware reviews or have 
a rant about something that gets your goat. 

DO keep to the word count. 
DONT copy old articles. 
DO bear in mind prices and publishers/ 
manufacturers If you're writing a review. 
DON'T write like you would for an English 
essay - journalism is much punchier and less 
dry In style. 
DO send us any relevant pictures if you can 

Save Our Street Fighter 

I 1 
The Street Fighter 2 \ 

Support Club | 
Dear US Gold, J 
I am the proud owner of a rather 
splendid Amstrad CPC and I would be 
wi l l ing to pay up to £ to see Street 
Fighter 2 released for my machine. So 
hurry up and get it f inished. 

Yours fed-up-wai t ingly , 

(Sign your nam* her* ) 

It must not be allowed to happen. We can't let 
Street Fighter 2 on the Amstrad become an 
event like Manchester for the 2000 Olympics, 
Elvis' tour of Britain, The Sex Pistols' God Save 
The Queen getting to number one. Mr Blobby 
getting a puncture, Sky causing a revolution in 
UK TV watching habits - things that should have 
happened but never did. 

According to US Gold, the reason the game 
hasn't been released on the CPC is because 
there isn't a demand for it. Hah! Bilgewateri 
Poppycock! Balderdash! Noel's House Party1. And 
other printable expletives. Amstrad Action has 
got over 20,000 readers who'll say otherwise 
(that's what we reckon, anyway). 

But they have said that if they receive proof 
of that there is sufficient demand to make 
finishing the game worthwhile, they will 
reconsider their decision. Right, well lef s prove 
it to them, then. 

All you have to do is sign the coupon opposite, 
fill in the bit which says how much you would be 
prepared to pay for the game and send the whole 
lot off to US Gold at the following address: 

Market ing Department, 
US GOLD, 
Units 2 - 3 
Hotford W a y 
HoMord 
Birmingham B 6 7 A X 

Hopefully. US Gold will be snowed under with 
these coupons and will finally see some sense. 



W*icom« to a gambht't h*avo - boning 
vou con! octuoty to«« ony monoy 

Thta tup*«b b«Wno 0Om* r*oturov 0 dWwwtf 
woyi to b*«; up tooptoyttOwmon/cocnputor). 
unhmR»d roc® meotinov 6 rocot p*< mMtmg • 
ooch comkstlng of 6 ho mm. bptfrtr. loon 
ihorkt, /om»« poddock puMm otc. «tc. 
Aft«r you v» pJor.«o your bob. |uii lit bock, 
wotcti th» pr*of rocograpMct, ond t*t your 
wtnntngt tot In • ot not. o» mo cat* moy bol 

fSL\ 
PRINTER" OFFER 

I A m s c r . i d A c t i o n c a l l e d t h e S ta r L C 2 0 p r i n t e r " t h e b e s t p r i n t e r 
d I f y o u b u y I t b e f o r e l i s t M a r c h 1 9 9 4 w e ' l l supply you w i t h j 
p . i r A w h i c h c o n t a i n s o v e r C 3 0 w o r t h o f e x t r a s f o r l ess t h a n fa 

In Issue 100 Amstrad Action called the Star LC20 
around ' - a n d 

printer starter 
t h e n o r m a l p r i c e - o n l y C 1 4 . 9 S 

The pack contains: 2 extra ribbons, a printer stand. an A4 
llM+tS tNttfc #f A4 and standard listing paper and 200 

n o r m a l p r ice Is C 3 0 . 0 5 

h a l f 

200 
. O u r 

| W h e n w e l a u n c h e d l t « r * i w i t h t h e l o w e s t I 
a v a i l a b l e . O u r c o m p e t e s h a v e h a d t i m e t o c 3 e h u p , 

so n o w w e f e e l I t 's t i m e t o m o v e t h e g o a l p o s t s a b i t 
f u r t h e r ! W e h a v e s l a s h e d o u r p r ices o n l o a d s o f 
supp l ies p r o d u c t s . W e ' v e c r a s h e d o u r j i r l c e s o n 

b r a n d e d d i s k w i n c l u d i n g I " D isks f r o m u n d e r C 1 . S 0 -
d i s k a c c e s s o r i e s - h e a d c l e a n e r s f o r o n l y £ 3 . 9 5 -

_ p r i n t e r u f p p l i e s - r i b b o n s f r o m u p r f e r £ 2 . 4 0 • a n d 
| m o ^ 6 a c c e s s o r i e s - a l l p r i c e « 9 o w e r e d . I t e m s 

fh l i g h t e d I n or ^ ^ w t r t d j i c c d j 

H M D D E f l a l 

B L A N K D I S K S « CASES 
St x5 XlO XZO 

3" MaxHI Dtiki £175 £7.95 £13.95 £25 95 
3.5'Branded Ditki £0.85 £3.95 £6 95 £12.95 
3.5' Bulk CM Iks £0 55 £2.95 £4.95 £9.45 
SJtr Branded Diilu £0.75 £3.45 £5.95 £10.95 
S.25" Bulk DtJks £0.55 E2.4S £3.95 £7.45 
3V3.5- Cug laml £0.65 12.95 £4.95 £8.95 
Ot»k l.ihrli lO-tO 40 ?0-£0 70 5M1.25 IOO£I 9S 

DRIVE CLEANERS 
3" Dtik Ho-Ml Clc.mcr £3 95 

3.5' Dhk HcmI ClMncr £3.9S 
5.25" DiUt Head Cleaner £3.95 

SPECIAL OFFER auMin* 
10 • r MMtll Dtiki 

10 x 3.5 Branded Oiikt 
10 it 5.25' Bunded CHUu 

PROGRAMMERS READ THIS 
Have you written any programs - either games or serious - for the 
Amttrad CPC (or Commodore/Spectrum). It so, then we can sell 

them for you. 
Write now tor details ot our excellent terms. 

I T R I W A R I 

J. ' . i • 

• s » 5 mm* 
- /sic 

J i S S S r o m S w i v v H : : ' 
Monaco youi own ttoblo yord and bo fho boif 

S T A R C O M M A N D 
Groal »tratog«c wot game for 1 or 2 ptcryor* 

TWH P I N S S 
Excoiiont wmuWlon of Ion Pin Rowling 

FOR MORE INFO ON THESE SEND 
FOR OUR PROOOCT GUIDE 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 
10 3.576 3' capacity Library Cute £1 75 
40 3.5-/30 3" capacity lockaWe £5 45 
80 3.5-/60 r capacity lockaWr £6.45 
50 5.25* capacity tochaWc Box £6.45 

I 100 5.2S- capacity Lotkabte Box £7.4$ 

MOUSE ACCESSORIES 

D I S K S 4 B O X E S O F F E R 
40 cap Box & 30 3- Maxell OnJn 

40 cap Box & 40 3.5' Branded Dliki 
40 cap Box & 40 3.5 Burt. OtiKi 

50 cap Box A 50 5 25 Branded Oitkt 
50 cap Box 6 5.25' Bulk DUki -

Mat £2.9$ House £1.95 pmm b r 
R&3.W n 

, v \ <1 fin 
Swr LCI0/20/100/200 
LC24-IOO DMP stria 

Citizen 1200 Swift 9/24 
Epson LX400/800 

Star LCJ 0/100 U9S £15.95 
Star LC200 f9 95 (I7.9S 
Star IC24200 £10.95 £19.95 

c 0 i v r r i ? ? U 0 U 5 vwrnxNivA 
X 1 W * 5 0 0 R.IQOQ K2QQ0 

1 f * 9.5' Lilting Paper £1.95 £6.95 £10 45 £17 95 
Exact A4 Ustiruj P p̂ef £2.45 £8 45 £12.95 (23.45 
3.5"* 1.5" Labels £1.45 £5.45 £7.95 £12.95 

Panasonic KXPI 123/1170 
ManflMy wroo/si 

Epson LQ400/570/800 

RIBBONS FOR OVER 100 
PRINTERS ARE LISTED IN 
OUR PRODUCT GUIDE 

• r a m V 
| KS I v» ) ' 

Citwcn 1200* £139.95 
-jgiffi k. '^ --

EpiOO LX400 n«1 £144.95 
Pjfiwonlc KXPI 170 1149.95 

S«0totfuST1900* H £149.95 

Epson LX0SO Epson LX0SO CI 99.95 
taruiumc KXPM23 £209.95 

5Uf LC24 I00 £214.95 
Epwn LOS 70* £289.95 

Univtrwl Primer Stand • £6.45 
Standing A4 Copy HoWer • £6.45 
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b M b o n l A i 
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C A S S E T T E S 
C 5 

1 N O R T H M A R I N E R O A D , S C A R B O R O U G H , N O R T H 
Y O R K S H I R E Y 0 1 2 7EY. IF Y O U ' R E I N THE 

S C A R B O R O U G H A R E A , C O M E I N A N D SEE U S . O P E N : 
M o n - S a t 9 . 0 0 a m - 5 . 3 0 p m , TEL: 0 7 2 3 3 7 6 5 8 6 
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DIZZY SPECIALS 
01ZZY PANIC • BUBBLE DIZZY 

FAST FOOO • FANTASY WORLD 
SPELLBOUND DIZZY 
MAGIC LANO DIZZY 

DIZZY DOWN THE RAPI0S 

ANY 2 
FOR 

£5.00 

CASSETTES 
OUR CHOICE 

MIXED TITLES 
10 FOR £5.00 

BUDGET CASSETTES - £1 .99 EACH 

tums ntcu 
tlMOKWOUAK* 
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0AMES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PLEASE NOTE • A PHONE CALL RESERVES YOUR ORDER. ORDERS UNDER £5.00 ADO 50p POSTAGE . PACKING. CHEQUES . POSTAL ORDERS MADE 
PAYABLE TO WIZARD GAMES. PLEASE ALLOW 7 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. A SAE FOR OUR FULL LIST OF GAMES SOFTWARE ARRIVING DAILY 



wmmmm.'miW jmb 

eruus /Mouse 

low A TOTAL MOUSE/ 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE 

FOR YOUR 
AMSTRAD 

AT A TRULY 
NBEATABLE 

PRICE!! 

COMPLETE 
WITH 

> > > > > S P E C I A L 
•r.'-r/.v.v hT',rii »:•:; 

• Gen ius M o u s e is a h i g h r e s o l u t i o n t w o b u t t o n m o u s t f e a t u r i n g o p t i c a l c o u n t i n g , 
t e f l o n g u i d e s , m i c r o s w i t c h e s , r u b b e r c o a t e d ba l l a n d h i g h q u a l i t y i n t e r f a c e . 
• W h e n c o m b i n e d w i t h OCP A d v a n c e d Ar t S t u d i o t h i s g r a p h i c s p a c k a g e is q u i t e s i m p l y 
t h e bes t s y s t e m a v a i l a b l e . The f e a t u r e s a r e u n m a t c h e d . . . 
• Create an linage shrink It. expand 11. move ll. rotate II. copy II. colour It. etc.. etc. 
• Spray pat terns or shades, make elastic lines • stretch and manipulate shapes. 
• Zoom In lo add detail in fine mode. • Full cut and paste facilities plus excellent printer support. 
• Pulldown/Icon driven menus for ease of use. • Mouse operation, plus Joystick and keyboard control. 
• 16 pens. 8 sprays. 16 brushes - so flexible anyone can create superb graphics easily. 

P 4 C K I I 

TAPE OR DISK FOR 4 6 4 OR 8 1 2 8 
(PLEASE STATE W H I C H 

REQUIRED) M.S. 464 NEEDS 
DK 'TRONICS 6 4 K RAM PACK 

C O M P L E T E W I T H M O U S E I N T E R F A C E 

L C 2 0 0 E ) j R P R I N T E R P A C K A G E 

O N L Y £ 4 9 . 9 9 *4K FOR 464 

^ B O GET YOUR ORDER FAST! 
T E L E P H O N E [ 2 4 H r s ] r W P M E M ' E ] C R E D I T C A R D O R D E R S 
0*D€RS NORMALLY M M •D WtTXIN 46 Hf». ALL CHEQUES POSTAL OROERS MADE PAYABLE TO. .. 1 t=Lk ELECTRONICS 

GOVAN ROAD. FENTONINDUSIRIAL ESTATE, FENTON. STOKE-ON-TRENT. 

ST42RS.ENGLANO. FAX0782 744292 T E C H N I C A ^ U S T O M E R S E ^ 

AMS7 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

222. TOTTENHAM COURT RD. 
LONDON. W1. TEL:071 5806460 

FREE! 
MOUSE MAT A N D 
MOUSE HOLDER 

(WORTH C12.99) 
WITH EACH PACKAGE 

NOW YOU C A N PRINT OUT YOUR PICTURES IN FULL COLOUR! 
• The Star LC200 Colour Printer not only prints In Near Letter Quality for your-regular jobs but also 
prints out your pictures from Art Studio, etc.. in genuine colour! 
• LC200 is a full Centronics printer so It works with other computers (Amiga. ST. etc.). 
• Made possible by Datel's unique colour printer--driver now you cart have a hardcopy In up to 16 
colours!! • No more to buy - Just phig frt'and print!! 

• Simple plug in memory expansion gives Instant extra memory. 
• Features bank switching software for easy use by the programmer 
or for use as a data storage area. 
• Ideal for use with the CPM 2.2 etc. 
• The software also features some extra BASIC commands. 
• 64K unit expands 464 to 128K. 
• 64K unit brings 464 up to CPC 6128 memory configuration 
making a much larger software base available. Will work straight ofT 
with many programs designed for this unit (Including OOP Art Studio 
see Ad.). ' 

Hank switching done automatically by software (cassette 464). 

P A C K A G E I N C L U D E S . . . S T A R L C 2 0 0 C O L O U R P R I N T E R R R P C 2 * 9 . 0 0 
C E N T R O N I C S P R I N T E R L E A O R R P C 9 . 9 9 

OATEL C O L O U R P R I N T E R D R I V E R S O F T W A R E R R P C 1 9 . 9 9 
NORMALLY £ 3 2 7 . 9 8 

COMPLETE PACKAGE NOW ONLY £ 2 3 9 . 0 0 
COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER AVAILABLE SEPARATELY ONLY £19 .99 
• If you already have an LCIO or IX! 200 Colour Printer we can supply the Driver separately. 

(14 K 
M E M 011Y 
EXPANSION 

• The Genius Mouse Graphics 
System comcs complete with the 
special Mouse Interface to allow 
super smooth control. 
• Attractively styled to match 
your 464 or 6128 design and 
colour. Simply plugs into 
(expansion/Joystick port. 

T O T A L P A C K A G E 

O N L Y 

£49.99 
I N C L U D E S G E N I U S M O U S E , 

INTERFACE, O C P A D V A N C E D ART 
S T U D I O P L U S FREE M O U S E MAT 

A N D HOLDER 



Dave Colder - Kerle Editor 
Cad HC Pugs Icy (typecasting) 
lave Comedy Film: I .ilc of Brian 
(family he'd most like to be a 
member of: 'Hie Hmidys. 
Most evil thing he's ever done: 
Replaced all the sugar with salt a« one 
breakfast tunc ut collcgc. 
Should Reservoir DORS he released on 
video? Yes 1 mean, conic on. let's be 
honest - What's more likely to corrupt 
the youth ol the nation - Reservoir 
Dogs or Mr Blobby? 

Andy Ounvted - Arcane Art Kdltor 
I 'jiNt us: Fester 'cos I look like him 
when I don't get enough sleep, 
hue Comedy Film: Dead Men Don't 
Wear Plaid 
Family he'd roost like to be a 
member of: The Manners (the original 

series, not the awful new one), because 
I'd love to live in a house like that... 
come to think of it, as a student. I did! 
Most evil thing he's ever done: 
Shutting our family cat (Murky Willow 
- honest!) in a cupboard, then getting 
her out. apologising, calming her 
down, then shoving her back in again. 
Should Reservoir Dogs be released on 
video? Yes. becausc I keep on missing 
it and it I saw the torture scene in a 
cinema I'd probably throw up. 

Simon Forrester - 'Orrible 'Airy 
Cast as: Lurch, becausc 1 make 
visitors to the Amstrad Action office 
feci about as welcome. 
Fare Comedy Film: Evil Dead 3 
Family he'd most like to lie a 
member of: The Royal Family, 
because I wouldn't mind taking part in 

the biggest rip-olf ever the civil list. 
I 'd also like a bigger bedroom. 
Most evil thing he's ever done: 
(Censored - on the grounds ol common 
decency and sanity). 
Should Reservoir Dogs be released on 
video? Yes - in a spcciol limited 
edition moulded plastic 'Splattered 
Entrails' gift pack. 

Clur Hodgson - Weirdo Writer 
Cast as: Wednesday bccausc (here's 
nothing that I love to do more than 
torturing my little brother. 
Favc Comedy Film: The Road Runnei 
Movie (mecp tneep). 
Family she'd most like to he a 
member of: The Ingalls from Utile 
House On the Prairie 
Most evil thing she's ever done: 
Accidentally gassing a budgie. 

Should Reserroir Dogs be released on 
video? All censorship is wrong Let Un-
people dccidc (and if they're too 
young, let their parents decide! Utile 
bit of politic* My name ts Clur 
Hodgson. Thank you. Good night. 

Mary Richards - Home Help 
Cast us: Granny 
Why? No-one else wanted to be the 
ugly old bag. 
Favc Comedy Film: I'm still waning 
for Suimrgran The Movie 
Familv she'd most like to Ik- a 
member or.' The Waughx - just 'cos 
they're so weird. 
Most evil thing she's ever done. 
Sabotaged A A {eh? - Ed). 
Should Reservoir Dogs Ik- released on 
video? All dogs should be released into 
reservoir*. What's a vkleo? 

K I rUKN < > J t H M- V I P v i c s- 1 > 1 

When it comes to creepiness, 
kookiness and indeed* spookiness 

not to mention ookiness, those 
Addamses ain't a patch on the 

Amstrad Action crew. WotiM 
you let this seriously 

I % J 

bizarre bunch loose 
on a magazine 
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wAt'ifor r*. Tin AL CLEA1RA 
When the MULTIFACE was launched in 1986, 
it was an outright winner. No one has ever 
come up with such a powerful, useful add-on. 
Labeled the ESSENTIAL CPC COMPANION, this 
MULTlpurpose interFACE proved to be an 
absolute Godsend for the Amstrad CPC users. 
Remember the first disk drive on the CPC 464? 
Suddenly the loading took seconds rather than 
minutes from tapes. Except that there was not 
much to load - very little had originally been 
released on disks and there was no facility to 
transfer programs from tapes to disks. 

T H E S A V I O U R 
This is one area where the MULT1FACE saved 
everything - literally. The black magic box could 
stop anything any time and SAVE it to disk or 
tape. When the 6128 came with a built-in drive, 
rt was left again to the MULTIFACE to do all the 
transfernng - and to perform other miracles... 
So. in case you just came from Mars, what 
does a MULTIFACE do? First, it sits at the back 
of your CPC. its magic button always ready. 
Press It. and the MULTIFACE takes controll 

A C T I O N ! 
Once in action. It freezes everything and it 
displays its own menu Being fully menu-driven 
and error-trapped, you'll probably never need 
the full manual that comes with the M u l t i f a c e 

Most operations are also entirely AUTOMATIC 
so to SAVE a game once you stopped tl. you 
just name it, insert disk/tape and press a key 
You can then return and continue the program. 
If you get beaten later on. |usl reload from where 
you saved last and play just from there again! 
No need to go back to the start all the time Or 
even bettor the Multiface allows you to POKE 

I N F I N I T E L I V E S 
listed in this magazine and you'll never loose. 
The MULTIFACE comes with a built-in TOOLKIT 
that lets you inspect/alter/dump the CPC RAM. 
It also has its own 8K RAM and 8K ROM 
Many top programs were written with the aid 
of the TOOLKIT and the extra 8K RAM And do 
you like the screen shots in this magazine? 
They are all produced using the MULTIFACE! 

When we announced earlier that we were to 
pull out of the 8-bit market, the surge of interest 
In the MULTIFACE was such, that we had to 
make many more. And not just the MULTIFACE • 
we also have the one and only disassembler, 

T H E I N S I D E R 
that lets you see and alter what happens any 
time anywhere inside a RUNNING CPC program. 
It comes on a disk and loads inside a MULTIFACE. 
Press the magx: button and the INSIDER will di-
sassemble. find text/code, dump the CPC RAM 
to printer, etc. Get it at HALF-PRICE for £Zi95' 

L A S T C H A N C E ! 
As this goes to press, we still have enough 
stock of both the MULTIFACE and INSIDER. 
This, however, is our final clearance and once 
these are sold, we will NOT make any more. 
The MULTIFACE Is terrific value, In fact more 
for the customer than for the manufacturer... 
We will only accept orders when we can supply 
the goods and we give a full guarantee. Plus 
we still offer up to £10 O F F ! m a l l o r d e r s ! 

You MUST NOT uao our product* to copy, roproduco or infringo in any way vtf iatsoew any copynghl matennl without tha pofmiwion of the 
copyright owner We do neither condone nor authorise the use ol our produda >or the reproduction ot copyiight malarial • lo do so t* ILLEGAL' 

All pnoos aro airoady discounted and 
apply to Mail Orders to 5-11994 only. 

I order a MULTIFACE 2 for CPC 464/6128 • e^ -w £39.95 or for CPC + • w w £39.95 

I enclose a cheque/PO/cash lor £ or debit my Access/Visa No. 

Name/address 

PLUS P&P: UK and Europe £2 Overseas £3 

Card Exp 1 1 1 n ~ m 

ROMANTIC ROBOT, 54 Deanscroft Ave. London N W 9 8EN 0 24 hrs 081-200 8870 0 AA 



I can guess the reaction - 1 got a subtle clue 
from the screams of terror coming from 20.000 
non-musical Amstrad Action readors all banging 
on the doors of newsagents up and down the 
country, screaming to be let out - but don't 
worry. At no point in this feature will I be 
assuming you know anything about writing 
music. Granted, at some point I'll be running 
through the basics (really technical things like 
notes), but If Dave can follow it (I could do five 
pages of drummer jokes alone). I'm sure you'll 
all be pretty safo. 

If you want to slide into the world of 
computer music a llttlo moro gently, you can 
always try digging out issuo 93. and running 
8ooTrackcr from tho covertapo - it'll let you 
write simple sequences of notes without being 
distracted by the programming angle, just as 
this feature will hopefully do exactly the 
opposite; letting you concentrato on the 
mochanlcs of CPC noise without bothoring with 
the musical side of things too much. 

If all went well (if you managed to mess that 
up. get a new hobby), you should have heard a 
beep. That beep is probably the most simple 
sound your CPC can make as far as you're 
concerned; i fs the CPC's alert sound, and you'll 
hear it every time you try and delete something 
that isn't there (try just pressing DELETE when 
there's nothing to rub out), and every time you try 
to type too much on one logical line (hold down 
SPACE for about 12 seconds). 

That sound was more than just a beep, 
though, it was a collection of little clicks. If you 
think that's weird, bear in mind that this is how all 
electronic sound is produced; a speaker works 
by vibrating at an incredibly high frequency (if 
you're not all that technically minded - or you're 
Dave - that just means it wobbles really quickly) 
which vibrates the air at the same frequency, 
creating sound waves that your ears will sense. 

Now we know we're just dealing with a series 
of clicks, understanding how the CPC generates 
sound gets a little simpler. In a little while, we'll 
look at how BASIC (and much later on, firmware) 
lets you use the CPC's speaker, but before that, 
there's another question that needs to be asked: 

What art we going to do? 
I suppose answering that might be useful. In this 
feature, we're going to take a look at two main 
uses of sound on the CPC: 
• Sound effects - That's right, the bangs, 
whooshes, kersplangs and any other 
onomatopoeic (a word which is virtually a sound 
effect in itself) words you care to mention. If 
you play any computer game (unless i fs an 
incredibly bad one), you'll be constantly 
bombarded with noise - everything you do 
creates sound, and ifll be these sounds that we'll 
be producing without the aid of a safety net. 

to the crunch 

N m O P C i sonic skills. 

Are your animations a little dull? It's all 
very well having thousands of 
impressively animated objects flying 

around, but when something hits the floor, there 
should be a thud, and when something blows up 
into a thousand tiny pieces, a big beefy bang 
enhances the effect This month, then, we're 
going to take a look at the world of sound, and 
find out just how much of it we can get coming 
out of the back of your CPC. But where to start? 

What is sound? % 
You maybe thinking, "Well, ifs |ust noise, isn't i t r 
But things go a little deeper than that. Lefs start 
with something really simple - try typing this in: 

PRINT CHRM7) 

You'll find tho word distortion' liborally thrown 
around the main foature, and you may not have 
understand what it moans. Listen to any single 
in the charts featuring, say. a guitar. You'll 
notice that as opposod to a spangly, stringy 
noise, the guitar parts produce tho sound 
traditionally associated with electric guitars - a 
crunchy, distorted sound. If you don't boliovo 
me. nnd a guitarist and ask them to play a tune 
without an amplifier (failing that, you can 
clearly hear the difference botween the two 
guitar sounds on Nirvana's Smalls Like Teen 
Spirit). Anyway, the main offect involved in 
producing that crunchy sound i i called 
distortion. So now you know. 

• Music - In many ways, the edges of these two 
categories are blurred; if you want the music to 
sound any good, you'll have to create noises that 
resemble different instruments, and at the end of 
the day, they're just sound effects being played at 
different pitches (notes) in a certain sequence 
and at a certain speed. Once you've got the band 
together, though, you'll be looking at how to get 
them all to play the same tune, and start and stop 
at the same time. 

Manual labour 
If you want to create some truly interesting 
sounds, though, you're going to have to create 
something slightly better than a simple beep. I 
could give you full details of BASIC'S SOUND 
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High notes 
Nothing adds that Anal touch of gloss to a 
computer game quite like music does. During 
the past 101 Issues of this glorious mag of 
ours, we've soon (or rather heard) some 
examples of truly excellent CPC sounds: 

Prohlstorlk 1 - What issue of Amstrad Action 
would be complete without the obligatory 
Prehistorik 2 mention? Plus owners will agree, 
though, that the title screen music to this 96 
per center hat to be one of the best examples 
of music ever on the CPC. 

I t 's another issue o l Amstrad Attion, 
and so yet another stunning grab of 
Rrehlsforlk 2. Tho music's good too. 

Cybornold U l Don't just take my word for 
it - load It up yourself (the second game's on 
this month's covertape. you see) and witness 
sound effects (and indeed music) that, though 
they may sound a little tinny through the 
speakers of the older CPC range (can I start 
calling them the minuses?), are wonderfully 
atmospheric, and complement the weird feel of 
tho game beautifully. 

command along with the ENVelope system 
here, but if you've got a CPC, you've got a 
manual, and if you've got a manual, all the 
information you'll need can be found in 
chapters three, seven and nine. 

Chapter three contains a complete list 
of all BASIC commands, so you'll need to 
take a look at SOUND. ENT, ENV and 
RELEASE. Chapter seven is the reference 
section and straight after the character set 
and keyboard layout you'll find a table 
containing notes and their corresponding 
values for use with the SOUND command. 
Chapter nine will probably be the most use 
to you. though, as it contains a slightly 
more detailed guide to the CPC SOUND 
system, explaining all the bits that would 
have taken up too much space here. 

So, thanks to the manual, we can get 
straight down to work, without having to 
sit through an incredibly boring and 
lengthy explanation. 

The SOUND 
commands 
Fear not - we're starting with BASIC, and 
staying there for the majority of this feature. 
BASIC'S sound system is very simple to 
understand, and starts with a command called, 
funnily enough. SOUND. To create noise, the 
sound command looks very much like this: 

SOUND-cMi,per,dur,vol,env,ent,noi 
Wherever you see three lower-case letters, 

you should either be entering a value, or nothing 
at all, going on to the next comma, and the next 
parameter. Please note that you only have to 
enter the first two parameters, chn and per. to 
create a sound - the rest you can use if you want 
to, or miss off altogether. 

chn - The first value you must give is the 
channel number. Ifs probably easy to think of 
each channel as a speaker, and that your CPC 
has three of them; you can play three sounds at 
the same time, or send any sound to any number 
of channels you want The value is calculated 
with a binary system that's fairly simple to 
understand, with channels A, B. and C 
represented by the value 1, 2 and 4 respectively. 

If you wanted your sound to play on channel 
C, then, the number would be 4. If you wanted 
your sound to play on channels A and C together, 
though, you'd add the values 1 and 4 together, 
and use the number 5. 

per - You'd think, having a full name like 
lone period', that this value was the length of the 
sound, but it isn't. Instead, i fs the pitch, or note, 
of the sound. If you want a specific note as 
opposed to an approximate pitch, you'd be 
wise to take a look at the table at the bottom 
of the opposite page. If you're not creating 
music, and just want any old pitch, 
experiment a little. 

dur - The duration of the note is 
measured in hundredths of a second, 
though if you leave the 
parameter blank, the 
standard is 20. 

vol - The volume of the 
sound works on a range of 0 to 

Cacophony 
Ifs all very woll sitting around talking about tho bost 
CPC music ever (see the box entitled "High Notes"), but 
there really have been some truly duff, and almost 
flatulent (can I say that on live papor?) squawks of 
accompaniments In our time: 
Rile Tho Roadio - 1 know it was on the tape and we're 
all supposed to bo patriotic and ovorything, but 
comparing Rik and Tho Blues Brothers (both of which 
had 12-bar blues tunos) really does reveal a few things. 
Sorry, that's a lio - all it doos is ro-enforce something 
thaf s ball-crunchingly apparont from tho start, being 
that Rlk's theme tune has to be one of the most 
nauseating, grating, and altogether loathsomo pieces of 
gamo music in existence. 
Supor Robin Hood - For a flick-screen platformer 
(and before anyone says anything, Ifs nothing like Dizzy), 
RSH was really quite good, and the music that went along 
with it wasn't that bad either. The only problem was that 
tho Codies (bloss 'om| attomptod to incorporate speech 
into tho game, making Maid Marion shout things like, 
•Help me, Robinf* The only problem was that the quality of 
tho speech would randomly range from appalling to 
vaguely intelligible (on the samo samplo) to extent that 
tho dialogue rtsolf was displayed in a little box at tho same 
time, effectively ruining tho point altogether. 

15. in whole numbers only. What more do you 
need to know, apart from the tact that when 
you're using a volume envelope, this value will 
determine the starting volume on the wave. 

env - Well, who would have guessed? Ifs the 
volume envelope, explained fully later, 

ent - And the tone envelope as well, 
noi - This is the noise factor, again from 0 

to 15. It basically adds white noise to the sound, 
which can act as distortion if used property (take 
a look at the box-out on distortion). 

Volume envelopes 
There are two very important parameters passed 
with the sound command - the volume and tone 
envelopes. These are what turns a normal, flat 
and very boring note into something a little more 
tolerable. Let's take a look at a very simple 
volume envelope: 

As you can see. what we've got 
e is a pattern describing how the 

volume will act throughout the length of the 
sound This particular envelope will make the 

volume drop away immediately, and keep 
dropping until it hits zero, and then there's 

silence. As with most things computer 
related, this wave is described by 
numbers. As this is a relatively simple little 

pattern, only six numbers are used: 

everybody needs to hoar tho oxcollont 
version o l Everybody Neods Somebody 
from tho CPC Bluos Brothors. 
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As woll as being really cool to listen to, 
Cybcrnold Is roally incredibly dif f icult. 

Tho Blues Brother* Well, would you credit It? 
ITs another covert ape game (not that we're 
biased or anything). Though the 12-bar blues 
theme tune does tend to grate on your nerves 
slightly after the four hundred and fifty-second 
rendition, there's no denying that this CPC 
version has bean excellently adapted. 
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Step Size Time 
1 15 1 

15 - 1 1 
There are two sections in the pattern. The 

first takes the volume right up to fuH in no time at 
all, as there is one step, 15 volume counts high, 
happening in one hundredth of a second. The 
second section deals with the decrease in 
volume, and as the diagram shows, there are 15 
steps, each - 1 volume count m size (they 
decrease the volume as opposed to increasing 
it), each step being one hundredth of a second 
long. Lefs set this up on a CPC, then. 

Before you start, take a look at the 
command you're going to use: 

ENUnuA,stp,siz, t i n , s t p , s i z , t i n . . . 
It's all very simple. The first parameter 

states which of BASIC'S envelopes you'll be 
defining (you can use up to 15), and then you 
just stack your envelope parameters on 
afterwards. You can use up to five different 
envelope sections, though when using the 
command, you can enter just the amount you 
need to and stop if you want. Anyway: 

011*1,1,15,1,16.-1.1 
Now you can get that to play by using the 

SOUND command: 
SOUND-1,638,0,8,1 
What you should have noticed is that no note 

duration was given (it was zero), as this will tell 
the CPC to play the note for as long as the 
envelope lasts. For now, that's all you'll need to 
know about volume envelopes. 

Tone envelopes 
If you managed to get to grips with volume 
envelopes, tone envelopes shouldn't pose too 
much of a problem - they're virtually the same. 
Let's try one out: 

Step Size Time 
20 - 4 4 1 
10 88 1 

The BASIC version looks like this: 
ENM,20,-44,1,10,88,1 
SOUND-1,1517,0,15,0,1 

The only problem you'll experience is that the 
note plays for a lot longer than the tone envelope 
(can I call them antelopes from now on?). You 
could remedy this in two ways; either couple the 
antelope with an envelope (volume), that lasts for 
the correct amount of time. Failing that, you 
could calculate how many hundredths of a 
second your tone envelope lasts for, and state 
that figure as the duration for the sound 
command. All you have to do is multiply the 
number of steps by the time per step in each 
section, and add the results together. 
20x1 + 10x1 is quite obviously 30. 

SOUND-1,1517,30,IS,0,1 
Fun, huh? Oh, by the way. you've now seen all 

you need to see for the time being - if you 
haven't worked this stuff out by now, you should 
pick it up again on the way. 

Effects 
Before you create any new tunes, you'll need 
some sound effects to play them with. These 
sound effects can be anything from a plop to a 
splang; you'll need instruments for when you 

Even lyrics? 
The more astute readers among you are 
bound to have noticed the mention of 
computer speech elsewhere in this feature, 
and probably want to give it a try. After all. if 
the CPC can generate other sounds in the 
form of waves, why can't it handle speech 
(which is exactly the same)? The simple 
answor is that it can. The reason Cm not going 
to show you how is simple as well: i fd take a 
five page feature on its own to go through 
phonetics, dictionaries, intonation, phrasing 
and everything else that goes alongside the 
spoken word. I'll see what i can do about 
persuading Clur to line up a speech digitiser 
for the covertape, so you may get lucky... 

CPC S O U N D 

effects. In fact, it can turn just about anything 
into a sound effect - try it at the different levels 
(0 to 15). and you'll see what I mean. 

Please bear in mind, though, that you'll 
never get a completely accurate mimicry of any 
sound - the trick to good sound effects and 
music is to suggest a sound, rather than imitate 
it. If you try to mimic the sound exactly, it'll 
sound abysmal, and you'll come off looking like a 
complete tonka. Without further ado. then, let's 
run through a couple. All of the starting volumes 
will be fifteen. Anyway: 

come to write music as well. There 
are various elements to a normal 
sound effect: 
• Volume - You'll find that 
nearly all natural sounds 
decrease in volume very 
quickly; they all consist 
of a hit (or 
very fast 
attack), and a 
fairly rapid 
decay, with 
virtually no 
sustain whatsoever. 

Musical instruments, as we've already seen, 
work in a different way. with the standard 
attack, sustain and decay sections to the 
volume wave (drums work as sound effects 
instead of musical instruments, which says 
quite a lot if you ask me). 
• Tone - Oddly enough, most sound effects 
don't exactly go through many pitch changes. If 
you're trying to portray fluids, pitch changes are 
usually a Good Thing', but most other sounds 
stay at the same note. 

If you're writing music, you'll obviously only 
want one pitch, because an instrument that 
changes note halfway through the sound is going 
to sound very odd indeed, and you'll have a hell 
of a time getting it to work with your tune. 
• Distortion - White noise (that's what those in 
the know call it) is always handy for sound 

Name Pitch Noise Envelope 
Bass Drum 1517 15 15.-1.2 
Rim Shot 0638 0 1 1.0,1 
Scrape 1517 05 15.-1,1 

15.1,1 
Cymbal 0190 15 15.-1.20 
Snare 3034 01 16.1.2 

15.-1.1 
Short chime 16.1.1 

15.-1.2 
Longer chime 16.1.1 

15.-1,8 
Echo 8.7.10 
Stutter 8.-7.5 
Plop 0638 20,-100,1* 

( 'This one is an antelope.) 

Ploy around 
A little experimentation should provide you with a 
whole range of different noises and types of noise, 
so fiddle to your heart's content. For an easier t o 
use envelope editor (with a built in mm keyboard 
type thing), dig out your copy of BooTracker 
IAA92), and have a play. If you ask me, though, we 
ought to think about some tunes... 

Making beautiful music 
Okay then, i fs time to write some music. We're 
going to do this in BASIC first so everyone can 
follow it (and actually use it in their own 
programs), but the principles can all be used 
easily from machine code as well. We'll start with 
a collection of notes, adapted (well, ripped off) 
from a song called Sanitarium Here's the very 
simple version of the tune: 

Tone Periods 
Just a thought - you might not want to have to start flicking through your manual for tone periods to 
correspond to notes all the time, so here's a quick look-up table. To use it, just match up the octavo 
and note you want, and you'll find the value you need. 

Oct -4 •3 -2 •1 0 1 2 3 

C 40EEE 10777 4036C 40 IDE 400EF 40077 4003C 400 IE 
C# 40E18 4070C 40386 401C3 400E1 40071 40038 4001C 
D A 01) 40 406A7 40353 401AA 400D5 4006A 40035 400 IB 
D# 40C8E 40647 40324 40192 400C9 40064 40032 40019 
E 40BDA 405ED 402F6 4017B 4006E 4005F 4002F 40018 
F 4062F 40598 402CC 40166 40083 40059 4002D 40016 
F# 40A8F 40547 402A4 40152 400A9 40054 4002A 40015 
G &09F7 404FC 4027E 4013F 4009F 40050 40028 40014 
G# 40968 404B4 4025A 4012D 40096 4004B 40026 40013 
A 408E1 40470 40238 4011C 4008E 40047 40024 40012 
A# &0861 40431 40218 4010C 40086 40043 40022 40011 
B 407E9 403F4 401 FA 400FD 4007F 4003F 40020 40010 
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Interrupts 
Warning to anyone who wants to write sound or 
music that needs to run without interrupts - ail of 
tho firmware commands foaturod here will turn 
interrupts back on, so beware. 

CAPE 10-READ-n« 
EAIO 20-IF-n$=,,***,,THEN-END 
CAEP 30-n=UAL<iil) 
CAIP 40•SOUND•1,n 
CAPD 50-GOTO-10 
FAKB 60-DATA-1517,1012,676,638 
EAJP 70-DATA-1517,956,638,638 
EAGP 80-DATA>1517,851,568,638 
DAI0 90-DATA-9O2,602,451 
EALC IOO-DATA'956,638,478 
DAJD 110-DATA-676,*** 

Sounds hideous, doesn't it? The reason it 
sounds so laughably bad is because the notes 
are being played as solid sound - they don't have 
an attack, sustain or decay. What we really need 
to add is a volume envelope, to make the notes a 
little more distinguishable from each other. The 
lines you'll need to add are: 

EABC S-ENU'1,3,5,1,10,-1,2 
EANA 40-SOUND l , n , 0 , 0 , 1 

Still sounds pretty bad. doesn't it? You know, 
Cm beginning to think this feature may not have 
been such a brilliant idea after all - surely you'd 
be better off buying a Yamaha keyboard or 
something? On second thoughts, you'd better not 
- your CPC is capable of producing some 
perfectly decent effects, and all we've got to do 
is show you how to get at them. 

We'll start with a proper instrument, and a 
proper instrument's sound wave This proper 
sound wave Isn't the actual sound that any real 
instrument makes, it's |ust the sound we'd prefer 
to be producing. Lefs take a look: 

BE 1 

COX TO" m i\ L.CMOT 2 * 

mot act. • I I t i l t r to in* t*t) l U l l t l l i * 1 — Wfiffi tWAMI MM .. an m« 

Software 
Of course, you don't have to craata everything 
yourself - you can buy packages to do aH of 
that for you. so let's take a look at two 
packages still readily available that could 
seriously help your musical musings... 

BooTracker 
Ooh. What a wonderful little package this ia. 
indeedy (I wonder who could have written ft. by 
chance? - Dave). The package features three-
channel sound, definable instruments and an 
envelope system that's compatible with BASIC, 
and just about everything else a musician could 
hope for. It was also given away on issue 92't 
covertape. so turn to Back Issues and don't 
whinge whon you're asked to fork out a measly 
£2.95 {plus a quid for postage and packing). 

Soundtrrnkker, Hi* one really good CPC 
music application loft on tho market. 

• In case you're wondering, both packages 
work by listing notos (as opposed to 
constructing sheot music), and can compile 
machine code files to be run in your own 
programs, be they BASIC or machine code. 

I f s amaiing, lt '» wonderful, It's woll 
written, beautiful, useful and Halry's. 

Soundtrakker 
Unfortunately (for my ego), Soundtrakker Is an 
excellent music utility too. Unlike BooTracker. 
this package deals with hardware envelopes, 
and so can create tunos that run without 
interrupts, a Godsend for demo writers. 

You can gat hold of a copy of this splendid 
disk-only package (Thn Norris gave It 93 per 
cent ten issues back) by sending your cheques 
or postal orders to Sentinel Software. 41 
Enmore Gardons. East Sheen. London. SW14 
8RF. The wholo thing will cost you £24.99. 

B O O T I t n C K E R 

As you can see. this wave has three 
sections; attack, sustain and delay. Looking at 
the diagram might give a wrong impression of 
the sound, though; the attack isn't a gradual 
slide into the noise, i fs a quick increase in 
volume right at the beginning of the note, that 
actually defines the volume. The sustain is the 
part of the note that we all hear, being the main 
part. The decay is just as it seems, as well - i fs 
the note gradually fading away, before the next 
one comes in. In reality, this wave would 
probably look more like this: 

F I G U R E 2 
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As the attack is too short and the decay too 
long, though, you would encounter problems 
when transposing this on to the CPC, so the 
sound wave is modified to produce a rougher 
approximation of the noise. The sound wave we 
created earlier looks like this: 

Whereas the replacement wave looks like this: 

So lefs insert the new envelope into the old 
position in the program, with the line: 

FAMG-S-ENU'1,5,3,1,1,0,10,15,-1,2 
Run the program again. Whereas before it didn't 
sound any good because it was a badly designed 
instrument, now it sounds abysmal because 
there's no backing - 1 promise you. 

This means we're going to add backing -
well, you are. All you have to do is use what 
you've learnt so far. take a tune, and write a 
program that'll play a note on all three channels. 

But I've got no idea 
what I'm doing*-
1 wouldn't be that cruel. Here's a very simple 
BASIC tune driver: I 
FAIB 10•EUERY•25,3-G0SUB•60 
DAPN 20F0R'd:i 'T0«100 
CAGE 30-NEXT-d 
GACG 40•IF•INKEY$=""THEN-GOTO•20 
BAHF 50-END 
DAHK 60• READ•al,bS,cl 
KAJG 70• IF• i iz 'QWim•PRINT• REMAIN(3):REIUR 

N 
IAHA 80-a:UAL(af):b=UAL(bl):c:UAL(c$) 
HA0C 90•IF•a<>0•THEN•SOUND-1,a,0,0,1 
HAKF 100•IF•b< >8•T HEN•SOUND•2,b,0,8,2 
HAAG l lO-IF-cOO* THEN-SOUND-4,0,0,0,3 
CACH 120-GOTO-60 

After the routine, you should give the data for 
the tune, in the following format: 
130'DATA-a,b,c 
140'DATA'a,b,c 

Where the a, b and c are the 
notes to be played on each 
particular channel. Each channel 
will use its own volume envelope, 
these being envelopes 1, 
2 and 3 for 
channels a, b and c 
respectively. If you 
don't want a note to be 

More than fust 
so running out and buying a room-full of 

MIDI gear will sot you back quite a lot. In fact, you'll 
be working two jobs for the rest of your life trying 
to pay off the bill at tho music shop. What to do? 

If you contact Datel Electronics on 0782 744707. 
they'd be really quito happy to soli you a certain little 
black box called the RAM Music Machine. This little 
box Is a lot more than simply a MIDI intorface (though 
it does act as a MIDI controller whon you want it to), 
as It includes a complete soundtrackor, a drum kit 



played on any particular 
channel, give the tone value 

zero (handy for giving longer 
lasting envelopes time to finish). 

The speed of the tune is 
determined by the number 
>5 in line 1 0 - the delay 

between each note Is 
measured in 50ths of a second, so at 

the minute, the program plays two notes per 
second. At the end of the tune, you should have: 

DATA-END,END,END 
This will tell the program to stop. 

Machine code 
Yep, ifs that dreaded stuff again. There'll be a lot 
of people out there hoping I'm going to cover 
hardware sound (you know, the stuff that works 
with interrupts turned off), but for now I'll stick 
with the firmware versions of the sound 
commands, dealing with more complicated 
chippery in Assembly Line in the very near future. 

In the meantime, here's my condensed version 
of the sound firmware, for all those who don't have 
a copy of Soft 968, The Firmware Guide (known 
here on in as The Book Of The Dead). 

4BCA7 - Sound Reset 
This call resets the sound chip, closing down all 
noise, and generally stopping everything, really. 
As there are no entry conditions, you could 
access this one from BASIC, with a quick 
CALL-4BCA7. AF, BC. DE. and HL all corrupt. It 
says here that all other registers are preserved 
but, apart from the index and alternative sets, 
what others are there? 

4BCAA - Sound Queue 
This is the direct equivalent of BASIC'S SOUND 
command, as it adds a sound to the sound 
queue of one or more channels. If there's no 
space on the queue, carry will be false, and HL 
will be preserved. If there was space, everything 
corrupts except for the carry flag, which is true. 
Everything else corrupts. 

On entry, HL must contain the address of the 
data block, which must lie in the central area of 
the first 64k of RAM (somewhere between &4000 
and &bfff). The data block is laid out as follows: 

Byte Data 
0 Channel 
1 Volume envelope 
2 Tone envelope (antelope) 
3&4 Tone period (pitch) 
5 Noise period 
6 Initial volume 
7&8 Duration 

a MIDI interface 
and an incredibly high quality samplor. Tho reason it 
can do all these wondorfu! things is bocauso it doesn't 
rely on the CPC's own hardware - ifs got lots of its 
own. built in. Tito incredibly oasy-to-use software that 
you'll need to run the little black box comes on disk 
or tape, loads in a flash and converts your standard 
CPC into a total noiso experience. 

If I were to give RMM a rating it'd bo around 85 
per cent, I'd probably rate it at about 85 per cent -
go out and buy one now (or tomorrow at the latest). 

Where data shares two bytes, i fs stored in 
the form of a word, which is written low byte first 
(this is standard anyway). Where duration is 
stated, if the value is zero the sound will last for 
the length of the volume envelope. II negative 
numbers are used (using the standard minus 
number representation), the envelope will be 
repeated that many times. Unfortunately, this 
means that the longest possible standard noo-
enveloped duration count is 32.768, but thafs a 
good 327 seconds, so what's the problem? 

4BCB3 - Sound Release 
This command, as well as releasing all sounds 
held on channels from the start, automatically 
releases sounds bound by the Sound Hold 
command. On entry, the channel to be released 
must be held in A in standard bit form (the form 
that we've discussed more times than I can 
remember). Oh yeah, and AF. BC. DE. HL and IX 
all corrupt on exit. 

ABCBS - Sound Hold 
This one simply holds every sound channel 
indefinitely, whether they're sounding off or not. 
There are no entry conditions, and no exit 
conditions that you'd ever really find any use for. 

MIDI matters 
Of course, you might not want to create any noise 
at all with your CPC's own speaker or sound 
system. Have you ever heard of MIDI? The whole 
thing can go to quite hideous technical detail, but 
for now all you need to know is that, using a 
standard known as MIDI, you can make electronic 
instruments talk to oach other (as long as they're 
MIDI compatible), and do various bits and pieces, 
taking advantage of the fact that they're all linked 
to each other and a computer: this enables the 
computer to control or play the instruments and for 
tho instruments to send data back to the computer 
to be recorded and edited. You could time each 
instrument to do various things at cortain times, or 
control the whole lot from a computer. 

&BCB9 - Sound Continue 
Here's the undo for the Sound Hold command. 
There are no entry conditions, though AF, BC. 
DE. and IX corrupt on exit. 

ABCBC - Sound Ampl Envelope 
Ifs the firmware equivalent of the ENV 
command, and is just as easy to use. On entry, 
A contains the envelope number, and HL 
contains the data address. On exit, if the 
envelope was set up okay, the carry flag is true, 
HL contains the address of the data block plus 
16. and both A and BC are corrupt. If the 
envelope was invalid, carry is false, though 
A. B and HL are preserved. Whatever the 
weather. DE and other flags corrupt. The data 
block has a simple layout: 

Byte Data 
0 Number of sections 
1-3 Section one 
4-6 Section two 
7-9 Section three 
10-12 Section four 
13-15 Section five 

CPC S O U N D 
The data in each section is also arranged simply: 

1 Number of steps 
2 Step size 
3 Step time 

If the number of envelope sections is set to zero, 
the sound will be held for two seconds at a 
constant volume. 

4BCBF - Sound Tone Envelope 
Just as the previous address was the equivalent 
of ENV, this one is the direct equivalent of ENT, 
so we'll use this to define antelopes. It works in 
almost exactly the same way, as well. 

Sounding offi 
So now. hopefully, you know all about writing 
music. With a bit of luck, you know how to get it 
on to your CPC as well. Instead of me |ust 
saying 'have fun' and letting you get on with it. 
though. I've decided to let you put what you've 
learnt to good use. 

Albums are expensive, aren't they? Thafs 
why we're offering the album on CD of your 
choice - any album you wish (as long as it's 
currently available and not a collector's item), 
courtesy of Amstrad Action. All you have to do is 
write a piece of music on your CPC. using either 

Ifs a pity. then, that your CPC doesn't have a 
MIDI port. But if you're really into the whole thing 
you can get hold of MIDI interfaces, that'll let you 
take advantage of this musical revolution without 
going to the expenso of a more powerful machine. 

The only problem is that nowadays there aren't 
any MIDI interfaces for the CPC commercially 
available, but don't let that deter you - just keep an 
eye out for them in our Reader Ads section: you 
should pick one up for £30 or £40 quid, and from 
then on all you havo to buy are instruments. 

H you want to learn more about MIDI, what you 
can do with i t and what K can do for you, I 
recommend you buy yourself a copy of the excellent 
Future Musk: (one of AA's sister magazines) which is 
all about making music electronically. Ifs availablo in 
all good newsagents now (as the saying goes). 

BASIC, machine code or a soundtracker 
package. The tune doesn't have to be original, 
either - cover versions of other songs will be 
quite acceptable. The closing date for this little 
competition is the 11th of March, so get writing, 
and send your entries along to: 
I Can Write Music Better Than Hairy, Yes. 
Amstrad Action, 
Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

We'll accept entries on both 
tape and disk, and we 

might even put the 
winner on the covertape 

for the world to hear. 
There are no rules, apart 

from: the editor's decision is 
final, he will not give in to 

blackmail and nobody who 
bought that dire Things 
Can Only Get Better 

single is allowed to 
enter. Have fun. 
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Stand as ide Tony Hart. Roll over Rolf 
Harris. Clur Hodgson is here to show you 
how to be create artistic masterpieces in 
BASIC (or tacky drawings off spaceships, 
at least). Can you tell what it is yet? 

Why bother with expensive, 
dedicated art packages 
when all the drawing 

commands and colour controls you'll ever 
need can be accessed using BASIC 
commands? Okay, because they're about a 
zillion times faster and easier. I suppose. 
But since is a series about programming 
BASIC, we're going to have to do things the 
hard way. Believe me. the experience will 
do you the world of good and you'll be a 
better person for it. 

This month's program for dissection will 
draw a simple on screen space scene with 
a rocket heading for the stars. For starters, 
lef s have a look at the complete listing: 
16 CLS 
20 REM l i t t l e stars 
38 FOR n=l TO 8 
40 READ x,9 
50 PLOT x,«» 
68 NEXT n 
78 REN rocket body 
80 NOVE 158,60 
90 FOR «r l TO 6 
100 READ x,y 
110 DRAU x,9 
120 NEXT ft 
138 REN top f in 
140 NOVE 100,150 
150 DRAU 70,190 
160 DRAM 178,198 
170 REN speed stripes 
180 NOVE 90,130 
198 DRAU 18,88 
288 NOVE 188,100 
216 DRAU 20.30 
220 NOVE 120,70 
230 DRAU 58,16 
240 REN big star 
258 NOVE 580,360 
268 FOR n: l TO 16 
278 READ x,y 
280 DRAU x.y 
298 NEXT n 

000 - 0000000 

388 REN colour i t in 
316 NOVE 208,158 
328 FILL 3 
330 NOVE 588,388 
340 FILL 1 
350 NOVE 170,50 
360 FILL 2 
376 NOVE 180,170 
380 FILL 2 
398 DATA 108,388,158,378,250,340,320,380 
, 350,70,428,100,500, ISO, 600,166 
400 DATA 300,160,340,240,250,240,100,ISO 
,176,28,238,118 
416 DATA 538,328,578,316,548,288,S48,236 
,568,256,458,238,468,288.426,310.470,320, 
588,36 8 

Last month we took a look at the basics 
of programming on your CPC using 
characters and numbers. But manipulating 
data is only half the story; a large 
proportion of most programs is taken up 
by graphics instructions. The four main 
instructions for manipulating graphics on 
the CPC are move. draw, plot and fill. 

Screen set-up 
But before I tell you about 
these the most important 
thing to know is how the 
screen of your Amstrad is set up. The best 
way to think about graphics on the CPC is 
to picture your monitor's screen as if it 
were a grid separated into 254.961 little 
squares (639 graduations horizontally and 

399 graduations vertically). 
If you take a piece of graph paper and 

put a mark on the page the way you tell 

— 
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someone else where your mark is by giving 
them the coordinates of the point in the 
form of two numbers x and y. The two 
numbers represent how far along (x) and 
how far up (y) that point should be. Co-
ordinates are given in the order x.y (if you 
forget which way round the x and y go just 
remember that you go ALONG the corridor 
and then UP the stairs). 

Gonna make 
you a star 
Now if s time to get down 
to actually drawing 
something on screen - for now let's just 
concentrate on putting dots of colour in 
specific parts of the screen. For this we'll 
use the plot command. 

Say we want to put a dot bang in the 
middle of the screen; that will be at 
x=320 and y=200 (ish). Just type in 
PLOT 320.200 and hit return. You should 
see a single dot appear right slap bang 
in the place you wanted it. 'cos that's 
what plot does (colours one pixel at the 
coordinates you give it). 

For our drawing I thought it would be 
nice to sprinkle a few stars (single pixel 
dots to you and me) in the background to 
give the picture a sense of depth. There 
are eight dots in total to put on the picture. 
You could write eight lines of program to 
scatter them, like this: 
18 plot 108,380 
28 plot 158,376 

Basically BASIC was brought to you 
this month by these instructions... 

CLS - Clear the screen 
REM - This stands for remark and tells 
the computer to ignore any text that is 
contained in the line that follows. 
READ X - Tells the program to find a data 
statement and assign the appropriate 
character or string to this variable x. 
FOR NEXT LOOPS - A short and concise 
way to instruct Arnold to do the same 
thing over and over again. 
PLOT X,Y - Colour in one pixel on-screen 
at those coordinates. 
DRAW X.Y - Draw a line from where the 
cursor's current position to tho co-
ordinates repesented by x and y. 

WOVE X.Y - Move the invisable cursor to 
these co-ordinates without making any 
marks on screen. 
FILL (number) - FiN the space that the 
cursor is presently in with the colour 
represented by this number. 
DATA - Data statements are what the 
program looks for when you give the 
instruction READ. They consist of lists of 
data seperated by commas. Evory time a 
piece of data is used i f s ticked off the list 
and Arnold won't read it again unless you 
order him to RESTORE, in which case 
he'll go back to the beginning of the very 
first data statement in your program. 

AMSTRAD ACTION 



Okay, It may mil look much, but I'm no 
artist and It's the th wry I'm explaining 
here. If you do como up with anything 
that's any good ymi could use it as an Intro 
ficrcen for another program. Just put in a 
loop a! tho end to instruct Arnold to wait 
until a koy f* prossed to go on to tho next 
•action of tho program I'll show you how 
to go about doing that later in lhc Basically 
Basic scrlos. Stay tunod folks 

30 plot 250,340 
40 plot 328,380 
50 plot 350,70 
60 plot 420,100 
70 plot S00.1S0 
80 plot 880.180 

However, there is a much tidier way to 
instruct Arnold to do exactly the same thing 
which involves learning about two new 
operations; reading data statements and 
using FOR NEXT loops These all basically a 
better (and less long-winded) way of doing 
the same operations again and again but 
using different variables. 

First the loops; a simple looping 
program would read something like this: 
10 FOR m l to 5 
20 PRINT "hello" 
30 NEXT a 

This will print on-screen the word 'hello' 
five times in succession. Basically, the 
first and last lines tell the computer to 
follow the instructions in the middle five 
times. If you wanted it to print 'hello' ten 
times then just alter the parameters in 
line 10 to read. FOR m = l to 10. You can 
put any number of instructions in the 
middle of the loop including commands to 
read data statements. 

Data statements are lines of your 
program m which to store variables that 
can be called up at any time during the 
running of the program. They consist of the 
line number (more often than not data 
statements are to be found at the end of 
programs, for neatness more than anything 
else), the word DATA and the list of 
numbers or characters separated by 
commas. For example: 
10 DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 
388 DATA Clur, Sifton, Nary, Save, Andy, 
Boris, Colin 
1460 DATA 34592 

Now we've got that cleared up. let's 
take a look at the first section of the 

rocket program (which incidentally 
achieves the same result as the eight 
plot commands listed above). 
30 For to 8 
40 READ x,y 
50 PLOT x,y 
60 NEXT * 

It's just a FOR NEXT loop with a READ 
and PLOT command contained within it. 
Eight times, and eight times only, the 
program will read two numbers (if you were 
reading characters the variables would 
have to be x$ and a$) from a DATA 
statement. Then it will PLOT the point 
represented by the coordinates it has just 
read. The DATA statements that it uses are 
hidden away at the bottom of the program: 
390 DATA 100,300,150,370,250,340,320,380, 
350,70,420,108,500,150,600,100 

The best thing about using data 
statements is that Arnold remembers which 
lumps of data you've already used and 
goes on to READ the next bits when you 
ask it to READ again For example, the 
following program... 
10 FOR ft-l to 2 
20 READ x 
30 PRINT x 
40 NEXT n 
50 DATA 3, 6, 9, 7 
60 END 

...would, when run, print out on screen: 
3 6 

At line 20 it READs the first number (3), 
assigns the number to the variable x. ticks 
that off, prints it and updates m's value by 
adding 1 to the 1 we started with to make 
m=2. Then it loops round and looks for the 
next item in the data list which is the number 
6, ticks it off and prints it. Then it updates m 
again. At the instruction on line 40 the CPC 
goes back to line 10 but as m now equals 
more than two it ignores the loop and goes 
on until line 60 where the program ends. 

Lift off 
The next section of the 
program, which starts on 
line 70 with a REM 
statement, draws the outline of the rocket 
itself. First of all you need to move the 
cursor to where you want the starting 
point of the rocket body to be, the bottom 
most point of the rocket; the coordinates 
for that are x=150, y=60. Use the 
command MOVE 150,60 to move the 
cursor from its current position to the 

starting point without drawing anything on-
screen between the two points. 

The next command we use is to draw 
lines from one point to another. We're 
already at 150,60 so the command DRAW 
300,160 will draw a line on screen 
between those two points. The next DRAW 
command will draw a line starting from 
300.160 to the coordinates you set. 
Instead of having a long list of draw 
commands I've set up a FOR NEXT loop 
with READ and DRAW commands within it 
(as before with the little stars). The data for 
this loop is contained in line 400 - Arnold 
knows to look there for the data because 
he's already used up all the data from line 
390 for plotting the stars. 

After the rocket the speed stripes are 
next (starting on line 170). I could have set 
up a loop to do this with but that would use 
up more space than just doing the MOVE 
and DRAW commands separately. This bit 
just draws three sloped lines at the base of 
the rocket to give a feeling of movement 
(little tip I picked up from Andy there). 

The next important section of the 
program begins on line 300. On the 
Amstrad the fiWw command is one of the 
simplest in BASIC. All you have to do is 
move the invisible cursor to a point inside 
the shape you want to fill with a specific 
colour and order Arnold to fill that space. 

On start-up there are four colours at 
your disposal: blue, yellow, cyan and red. 
Each colour is represented by a number -
0, 1. 2 and 3 respectively. Rockets look 
good in red so to colour the rocket body in 
we simply move the cursor to a point inside 
the rocket body (line 310 MOVE 200,150) 
and then fill the shape there with the 
command FILL 3 (line 320). The star we fill 
in with the colour yellow (lines 330 and 
340) and the fins of the rocket look good in 
that greeny blue colour they like to call 
cyan to be posh (lines 350 to 3800). If we 
wanted we could fill the background in the 
same way but the sky is blue so we might 
as well leave it as it is. 

Next Month 
Thafs it for this month's installment of 
your all-new hands-on approach to BASIC 
programming course. Next month I might 
take you through a simple pools coupon 
program. But I don't know whether I should 
be encouraging gambling. But it'll be 
something to do with random 
numbers, anyway. TTFN. ^ r 
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Line 
Beyond t ime, beyond space , b e y o n d your w i ldes t 
imaginat ion— Simon For res te r ' s monthly mach ine code 
tutor ia l goes w h e r e no monthly mach ine code tutor ia l by 
S imon Forrester has gone before - disk o pera t io ns . 

on't you just love the sound of 
screaming tape users? I do. because 
I'm cruel like that Which means I'm 

going to enioy the next bit. because this month 
Cm going to be dealing with disk operations. 
Fear not 464 users (darn it - my better nature 
gets in the way again) as some of this will be 
relevant to you (yeah - the really boring bits). I'm 
going to start by looking at disk formats. 

All formats fair 
Well, you try coming up with a decent sub-
heading for this one. The fact that if s a very 
obvious lie has nothing to do with it (HI be fair to 
users of all formats except tapes). Anyway, a 
disk is laid out with 40 tracks (as opposed to a 
record having one groove spiralling around, a 
disk has 40 concentric rings). Each of these 
tracks is split into nine segments, known as 
sectors. A sector can hold up to 512 bytes, or 
half a kilobyte, making one side of a disk (these 
things are double-sided, you know) capable of 
storing 180k. 

There are two types of standard disk formats 
that the CPC uses (there is a third, but I'd be 
wasting my time - no-one has ever used it). The 
first is data format. This is the most used disk 
format, as you can store a huge 178k on each 
disk (2k is given away to a directory of what's on 
each disk). The second is system format (aka. 
vendor) which can hold only 169k, having wasted 
the rest of the space on a lot of useless junk (and 
making it a pretty pointless alternative), l e f s 
look at that a little more clearly. 

Format K B S e c t o r s 

Data 178 «C? 

Systen 169 M ? 

You may be confused by the right-hand 
column in the above table. Ifs easily sorted, 
though; if your disk is a data format, the sectors 

of each track are known as sectors &cl to &c9, 
whereas if you're using a system format, the 
sectors are numbered &41 to &49. 

Lefs try reading one of those tracks, then. If 
you've got a data disk, lefs read track zero (did I 
mention that the tracks are numbered 0 to 39?), 
sector &c l . and see what we can see: 
BIOS: Read Sector - &C666 

HL - Address of buffer 

E - Drive number 

D - Track nunber 

C - Sector rnwber 

So this is a firmware call that reads a certain 
sector from a certain track from a certain 
disk, and puts the 512 bytes at the address 
held in HL. The drive number would be zero for 
drive A. and one for drive B. Lefs look at that in 
a listing form: 

disk firmware call that might just help us out. 
and here it is in all its glory: 
BIOS: Write Sector - 4C64E 

HL - Address of buffer 

E - Drive nunber 

D - Track nunber 

C - Sector nunber 

It doesn't take a genius to work out that the 
two calls are almost exactly the same, except for 
the fact that instead of taking the information 
from a sector and placing it in memory, the 512 
bytes starting at the address held in HL are 
placed straight on to the disk. However. I really 
wouldn't advise writing any sectors to any disks 
until you've figured out what exactly you might be 
writing over - there's no way of recovering over-
written sectors, so be careful. 

These boots are 
made for loading 
The only real problem is that you can't start 
writing randomly over sectors if you want to 
keep other files _ 

BfiBBHi 

Id hMSOQO 
Id de.aQOQO 
Id M c l 

rst 3 

du secred 

ret 

. s e c r e d : d y Sc6S6,S07 
Just about the only thing that you might 

have been caught out on here is the weird 
firmware bit. Ifs a very simple principle - the 
routine we need is stuck in the disk ROM (slot 
seven), and the italicised section at the bottom 
of the listing is just a very simple way of 

accessing that ROM without having to mess 
around with thousands of fiddly, 

irritating little initialisation procedures 
There now. wasn't that easy? But 

what would happen if we wanted to 
write a sector instead? There's another 

on your disk without having to sit and work 
out what sectors are used by which programs. 
There is another solution, though, and i fs a 
little more straightforward than asking the user 
to run a single file that'll do all the loading. 
Unfortunately, it means dipping our toes slightly 
in the world of CP/M. 

CP/M, for all those who don't know, stands 
for Crazily Programmed Mess. And it Is. If we 
completely ignore the majority of the system and 
just use the odd bit we want, though, it can be of 
use. Remember those disks you got with your 
machine, loaded once, read the manual which 
stated that once you'd touched the disks with any 
part of your body your entire existence belonged 
to Amstrad. panicked and pretended to lose 
them in the polystyrene packaging? If you can 
remember that far back, youll remember that, in 
order to load CP/M. you needed the BASIC 
command 'ICPM'. All this command was actually 
doing was taking the first sector from the first 
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M A C H I N E CODE r. 

I've had th« odd letter from people who're 
still having Incredible problems with ZAPP 
and labelt. Let's start from the beginning. 
Let's say. for example, you havo to enter the 
following lines of code: 
. loop : r s t 3 

du secrcd 

When you enter the line into ZAPP. all 
you need to do Is type: 
loopsrst 3 

du stored 

And when ZAPP displays it. It should look 
something like this: 
loop :rst 3 

2 du secred 

And thoro we have it. If anyone else 
dares to ring or write about this. I'll kiN them. 

Next month 
Or*t«li "I know this catalogue is supposed 
to have the complete guide to summer 
clothes, but I just cant find what I want." 
H o n s o l : "So you need • way to look 
beyond the realms of what conventional 
society caQs 'a catalogue' and reach the 
uncatalogued warehouses of swimwear." 
Orat f t l : "An extended catalogue, is. I take 
it, what you mean." 

Mal iy t D id I mention that I'd be covering 
extonded catalogues next month in 
Assembly Una?" 
H«ns«l: "Where the hell did this propeller 
head appear from?" 
Gr*t« l : "Yaah - naff off out of our story." 
Hansol: I s it just me. or is Simon getting a 
bit desperate with these Next Month bitsr 

On toast 
I like Chuckie Fgg. me. As a game, it's a nice 
single file thang that we can use to adequately 
demonstrates the success (or otherwise! of your 
routines, without requiring you to do any hacking 
to get at the file m the first place (we might 
cover cracking protection systems at a late' 
date, if Dave can hold off the law suits for long 
enough). Before the original author gets all 
uptight. I'm not advocating the unauthorised 
piracy of this game, and I'm not giving away any 
information that anybody with a rough technical 
knowledge of the CPC couldn't work out lor 
themselves. We'll check out the tape version. If 
you look at it, you'll find it contains a very simple 
BASIC program to print a few things on screen, 
which then runs the machine code file - the file 
has The following attributes: 

F i l e CHUCKIE.BIN 
Addr a 8000 
Lngt A233E 
Exec 49A97 

So. all we have to do is load the file into 
memory, and write it out into individual sectors. 
How many sectors is &233E. though? Well, in 
decimal, that makes 9022 bytes, the best part of 
9k. and 18 sectors on a disk. 

t r lc inc: Id a,d 
CP 3 
OP z,A9a97 
inc d 
Id e . M l 
re t 

secred:du 4cG6G,*07 

Right, let's take a look at what ^ 
all the different bits of that listing do 
1 These two lines set both the location 
and code limit lor the program you're creating. 
2 Next, you have to set up your slartmfc track, 
sector, drive and address values, ready to be 
incremented within tne main loop. 
3 This is the main loop of the program. All i fs 
doing is reading thp sector into the memory 
address contained in HL and looping. When you 
run out of sectors (the count reads &CA before 
the track is read), the routine 'Irkinc' is called 
into action. 
4 All that's going on in this oart of the program 
is that it is checking which track it lias reached 
the end of. and running the game if it's reached 
the final track. If, however, i fs reached the 
second track the program returns to the main 
loop, where it reads in track three 

track of a system formal disk, loading it into 
address &100, and running it. 

We can use this feature to our own advantage, 
as. if you format a disk to system format and put 
your sector loader routine or the first sector of 

On an even grander scale 
As well as making the whole affair slightly easier 
to understand, this program is written with 
larger program sizes m mind - lo read in a 
different file, all you need to do is alter the 
starling variables (stating whereabouts the 
program sits on the disk) and the compare 
instruction in 'trkinr., because that decides 
when to stop redding Ki\ A A A 
{youH have to v

 M • 
change the ' • " ' n A ' , 
execution / ' V ^ M d 
address x n ^ 
as well). * J I f \ 

And so, J l i P j ; j | 
here ends ^ I v t ^ ~ M 
the sermon i \ J l 
according to ;v X 
the Rev. ' ^ S O " " ' 
Hairy for . " 
this month. + + 

RETURN 

i men 

Exactly two tracks, then. Lefs write a loader 
that'd read two tracks from a disk, place them 
into memory and execute them as if they were 
Chuckie ERR (see - I'm not going show anyone 
how to copy it. even though ifs not Detected): 

or s A100 . 
l i n i t «2ff

 1 

Id e,40G 
Id d,*02 2 
Id o , M l 
Id hl,A809Q 

. l oop : r s t 3 
d* secred 
inc c 
Id a.&ca 
op c 
c a l l z , t r k i n c V 3 
push de 
Id de,A200 
add h l , d e 
pop de 
jp loop 

the first track, the user can load the whole thing 
wth an ICPM command. So as long as you' first 
loader is jnder 512 bytes long (and that's not 
difficult, is it?), you can use the system perfectly. 
One other point lo remernoer is that, as the disk 
isn't going to be accessed by BASIC or CP/7rf in 
any real sense, you dont have to worry about the 
variot^ tracks and ttungs that system format 
disks are usually wcighec down with, and use the 
entire 180k. Lefs take a look at a loader. 
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26" T E C H N I C A L Q U E R I E S chy 

JUS l l t l » 

bought the MS800 disk, would it be possible 
to format to 800k. even though my 3.5-inch 
drive is an A drive? Also, is it possible to use 
double-sided 3.5-inch disks - my drive is 
single-sided and doesn't have a side switch -
by manually turning the disk over to use the 
other side? I ask this question because I 
want to buy PD games, but PD Fun and 
Presto PD use double-sided disks. 

Duane Saunders. Colchester 

Memory man 
There's a bit of confusion about the 

machine code source Ales you can leave a blank 
line. With BASIC programs you will need to enter a 
line consisting of just one colon. 

Probably the best tip. though, is to indent 
loops, so that every line between the FOR and the 
NEXT of a BASIC program has an extra space at 
its start. This makes It vory obvious if you miss a 
NEXT statement, for example, and helps clarify 
the structure of nested loops (ie. loops within 
loops). Machine coders will also find it useful for 
PUSHes and POPs — an extremely common 
source of frustration. 

•. amount of memory you can use in a 
• ' machine code program (try initialising 

AMSDOS from Siren Software's Hacfctt. for example, 
and note where it suggests you locate its 
workspace). Free CPC memory runs from &40 to 
&B0FF. Workspace between &AC00 and &BOFF is 
usually taken up by BASIC, and between &A700 and 
&ABFF by the disk system. That's not to say that you 
have to keep these areas free - you're hardly going 
to need BASIC workspace In a machine code 
program, for starters, so put the disk system up at 
&AC00 and you'U have over l k extra free. 

Write to him, enclosing a disk, at: Fairhaven, 
Whiteway. near Stroud. Gloucestershire GL6 7EP 
(remomber to enclose an SAE with your disk). 

Keep it tidy 
Debugging is the least enjoyable part of producing 
a computer program. One way to make it easier is 
to ensure that your programs are laid out sensibly. 
That way. you'll know exactly which bit does what, 
and any confusion should become apparent 

The most obvious suggestion is to make sure 
that you always, "comment your code". This means 
using REM statements in BASIC programs - how you 
do it in machine code dopends on your assembler -
to document exactly what each subroutine and each 
section of the main program does, what registers or 
variables it changes, and so on. 

A program is much easier to understand if 
commands are grouped sensibly. One huge slab of 
code tells you very little but careful use of 
multiple-statement lines (more than one command 
on a line, separated by colons) can make it more 
obvious which statements go together In a routine. 
It helps to leave a space between routines. In 

Horror story 
Mrs M Blackmore wrote in with a cautionary tale 
about how it pays to make back-ups. Her Mini 
Office disk, together with over 50 documents and 
a large address database, decided to stop 
working over Christmas. Unfortunately, disks do 
this every so often. Ifs all very well to say. "keep 
back-ups," but the need only hits home when 
something like this happens. 

Mrs Blackmore then described how she bought 
some cheap disks which wouldn't at first format. 
Whon she copied a working disk on to the cheap 
disks and erased the files they were okay. 
Aaaaaargh. If a disk doesn't format, there's a good 
reason for it. Don't try to push your luck and risk 
another disaster - throw it away. 

Programming p r o b l e m s ? P e r p l e x e d by your p r i n t e r ? 
Puzz l ing over your P O K E s ? N e v e r f e a r . R ichard Fairfturst is 
here to so lve a l l these myster ies a n d more . 

5 Are there going to be any more upgrade 
projects - say for the older machines? 
6 A little advice to anyone with a ROMbox -
get the public domain games ROM from 
Avatar, as it is good fun just to play the 
simple games at a keypress. 
7 What is the 12v DC on the front of my 
CTM 644 colour monitor for? 
8 What package can I get that allows the 
import of graphics into Protext on ROM? 
9 Will GPaint go on to ROM, and if so, who 
could do it for me and for how much? 
1 0 1 do very large text on Protext and have 
managed to get the computer to come up with 
'no memory spare'. Would a memory 
expansion help, and which one should I go for? 
1 1 Will the 256k silicon disk work on my 
machine (no disk drive at present)? 
Andrew Smith. Plymouth 

1 The socket is meant to be connected to an 
amplrfier, or a hi-fi with an AUX socket, rather than 
to headphones. You can either find an amplifier 
and connect it between the CPC and the 
headphones, or buy a CPC-dedicated sound set-
up - Siren Software's Personal Sound System will 
do everything you need f * * 061 724 7572). 
2 Issue 96's special should have told you most 
of what you need to know; sadly, a lot of the 
ROMs that were available a few years ago have 
disappeared from the market. 
3 We'll see what we can do. 
4 Ifs for a 'sideways RAM" unit manufactured 
many moons ago by Rombo. This acts just like a 

Information nation 
A rather knowledgeable chap by the name of Kevin 
Thackor is producing a complete guide to. getting 
the most out of the CPC' - firmware calls and chip 
programming details included. 

Kevin has kindly said that he will send a free 
copy of the text files to anyone who asks. If you 
want to contribute to the project, he is also on the 
lookout for more information. 

The 3.5-inch question 
I have a 464 Plus with a 3.5-inch A drive and 
128k. At the moment I am using the system 
disk supplied with the disk drive f rom Siren 
Software to format my disks to 178k. If I 

NUNS - few !J H » M I C « i t i l ) . ?r«jrtf H l u M liilscn. 

Yes, this would be possible using MS800. 
However, Quantum Computing's ParaDOS is a 
zillion times better (see Simon's review in AA99) 
and it offers more features. Telephone Quantum 
on 0446 746920. 

Sorry, you can't flip 3.5-inch disks over and 
use the other side. You could fit a side switch, 
which would be easy. Alternatively, ParaDOS 
provides features for side-switching controlled by 
the computer - MS800 doesn't. 

By the way. the PD libraries probably won't 
mind cooying programs on to just one side of a 
disk if you send twice as many disks. You should 
check this with them first Richard 

Pump up the CPC 
1 If I plug headphones into the 
I/O port on my CPC464 (very 
old version), I can barely hear 
the sound, but the stereo effect 
is brilliant. Is there any way of 
making It louder and. if so, how? 
2 Could you do a round-up of 
the software available on ROM? I mean, you 
have done one on carts. 
3 How about putting a decent spell-checker 
on the covertape? 
4 What is the small connector on the back of 
my Rombo ROMbox for. and how do I use it? 

If you actually manago to gal a copy out of 
Quantvm, ParaDOS i t wal l worth having. 
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T E C H N I C A L Q U E R I E S 

Erm... I hate to ask you this, but are you sure 
that you've got the printer cable the right way up? 
Try turning it the other way up at the CPC's end. 
You should have more luck. R ichard 

And finally— 
Many thanks to David Candlish of Coventry, who lent 
us a DMP-1 manual (which I asked for in a previous 
Techy Forum). PoworPsge 128 (available from the 
revamped Robot PO - see Amscenc on page eight for 
further details) should now be compatible with the 
beast which should prove useful to owners of 
Amstracfs first ever printer. 

A star is born 
I have recently purchased a Star LC-100 
colour printer, but I am stuck. How can I 
change the colours without a driver for a 
word processor? Could you please tell me 
how to change the colour in BASIC. Tasword 
464 and Brunword Elite? 
Jonathan Phillips. Ilkeston 

Printer code* 
thankfully, the 
select a colou 
brackets, a d 

e often complicated tmt. 
tar printers make it very easy to 
Send the text ((C)) (tv-
tal C, atfd two closing brackets), 

followed by a number from 0 to 6 specifying the 
colour. s i J h K l for red, and 2 forNML You 
could jusfembed this in your document # 
Tasword or Brunword and, _ 
in you 

the printer using 
PRINT #8 as J K / ^ ^ ^ * 
you would _ 
any other \ 

Richard 

Whoops 
I have just purchased 

a Citizen 120D Plus printer which the 
manual says will work with a CPC but I can't 
get it to work. I've tr ied print ing out f rom 
Tasword and f rom BASIC. All It does is 
move the printer head a few characters to 
the left and back. Please help! 
No name, Lowestoft 
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ROM chip, but you can change its contents. Its 
mam function is to aid ROM development. 
Another example of 'sideways RAM' is the 
Microstyle RAM-ROM. 
5 There isn't really any way in which you can 
upgrade the older machines internally. The 464 
Plus is just crying out for more memory and a disk 
interface because it is exactly the same design as 
the 6128 Plus, with slightly fewer components. 
This also explains why it is so easy to put a tape 
interface on a 6128 Plus. The old 464 and 6128 
are completely different in design, and there is no 
easy way to upgrade either model. 
6 Please note that AA takes no responsibility for 
lost sleep or lack of productivity caused by 
repeated playing of Auntie John's rather good 
Pacman game on the ROM. (Phil Craven's Avatar 
can now be contacted on w 0274 602180). 
7 It's for a 664 or 6128 - to power the internal 
disk drive. 
8 Sentinel Software's Pr&Ext is the only 
package to offer this feature (*r 081 876 7032). 
It so happens. I wrote it. 

9 Theoretically you could get it on to ROM, but 
it would require some fiddling - the normal disk-

to-ROM conversion software supplied with an 
EPROM programmer doesn't work with a part-
BASIC, part-machine code program like GPamt. 
Best to leave it alone. 
1 0 No. that wouldn't help. The CPC only has 
64k main memory, which is the memory that 
almost all programs use for their principal 
storage area: for example. Protext can't do 
anything with the extra memory of either a 6128 
or a memory expansion. 
1 1 No. But tins is no great loss, because a disk 
drive is a far better investment, and if you haven't 
got one, start saving your pennies. Richard 

PC attitudes 
I have some important documents created 

in Protext on a CPC 6128 that I would 
like to be able to import into a DOS-
based word-processing package 
(Microsoft Word, or Word for Windows) 
on my PC at work. Please could you 
tell me how and where I might be able 
to get Protext files translated into 
Word format or ASCII text files? 
PG Hayles, Wiltshire 

Enter Protext and load your document. 
Then, at the command line, type PROG to 
enter program mode, then PF. Now enter 
the filename you want to save the ASCII file 
as. and it w:ll be generated for you. 

You'll also need to save it on to a disk 
which can be read by the PC, which means 
a 3.54nch disk in DOS format. Assuming 
you have a 3.5-inch disk drive, all you need 
is a PC disk utility to transfer the tile on to 
the disk, like the superb shareware DOS-
Copy. You can get a copy of this from 
most PD libraries - try Sheepsoft. Dartsma 
or Presto. Richard 

Video star 
I am currently trying my best to write 
a program which will keep records of 

This Is the voice of the Mysterons. You will reveal 
all your techy problems to Richard Falrhurst. You 
will disclose your programming hints and tips to 
other AA readors. Write now to: Techy Forum. 
Amstrad Action, Futuro Publishing, 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

videos and members of a video club. I am 
using the arrays of the 464's memory to 
control who has what and to hold the 
information I require, ie. members' names 
and addresses, when the videos were 
borrowed, etc. That's all fine until I come to 
saving the arrays and reloading them into 
memory. To be honest. I don't know zip 
about binary codes. 

I have tried to save the arrays as binary, 
but I can't. I fs driving me up the flamin' 
wall. Can you help? I don't understand 
how to find the start address, the 
length or the entry point 
(whatever the heck that is). 
Robert Watkins. Deal 

Hang on. 
Where have you 
got the idea that 
you need to 
save the arrays as 
binary? I mean, let's 
think about this for a moment. 
A BASIC program is held in 
memory, and you don't save that as 
binary, do you? 

Forget that idea. Instead, here's what you 
need to do. First of all. 'open' a file for output 
using the command OPENOU1 'filename'. You 
can then send all the arrays to this file using 
PRINT to stream #9, and when you've finished. 
CLOSEOUT. So. if you had 50 members and their 
names were held in the array n$. here's a 
program you could use: 

1 0 0 OPEHOUT "nanes . d a t " 
l i e FOR n-1 TO 50 
1 2 0 PRINT »9,n$(n) 

130 NEXT 
140 CLOSEOUT 

To reload the data, use the commands 
OPENIN and CLOSEIN instead, and rather than 
PRINTing to #9, INPUT from there instead. To 
turn the above routine into a reloading routine, 
first of all you would need to alter lines 100 and 
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This is the picture 
I have drawn a picture with Screen Designer 
f rom your covertape and I can load it into 
BASIC using the command LOAD 
"!PICTURE",&COOO. However, there is one 
thing which is puzzling me. Sometimes, or 
rather, most of the t ime, when I load it in, it 
is disjointed. Different sections appear at 
different points of the monitor. Why is this 
and how can I stop it? Please help. 
Justin Williams, Bridlington 

Ifs easy to stop. Make sure that, immediately 
before you load the picture, the screen mode is 
reset using a MODE command. 

A detailed explanation of why isn't really much 
use unless you understand the complex workings 
of screen memory. But here's the general idea. 
Every time the screen scrolls, its 'start address' 
- the point in memory where the record of what's 
on the screen starts - will move. Ifs usually at 
&C000 but, scroll the screen up one line, and the 
start address will become &C050. However, you 

are still loading the screen into &C000, and this 
difference in start addresses causes the 
disjointed effect. A MODE command resets the 
start address to &C000. so use one of these and 
don't scroll the screen afterwards! R ichard 

A corrupted CPC picture, geddit? (Well, 
It's a OX actually, but you gut Hi* idea.) 

140 into OPENIN and CLOSEIN commands, and 
then replace the PRINT in line 120 with LINE 
INPUT (it doesn't matter if you have a comma in 
the middle of string data.) 

It beats messing around with start addresses 
and entry points, doesn't it? R ichard 

Squeak 
I have 101 problems that need answering, 
but I will try this one out first. I bought a 
second-hand 6128 with colour monitor, lots 
of games and an AMX mouse. 

It's the mouse that's causing the 
problem; when I connect it up, a few lines of 
garbage appear on the screen then the 
computer completely locks up. I hope you 
can help - 1 have learnt what little I know by 
reading Amstrad Action. 
S Jerromes, Birmingham 

The mouse isn't designed to be plugged 
straight into the computer (this is because a 
joystick detects which direction you're pushing 
in. whereas a mouse detects the speed of 
movement as well). It needs an interface to 
work properly, otherwise you'll get results like 
those you described. Unlike some other 
computers, ie, the Macintosh, Amiga and the 
ST, the CPC doesn't need a mouse to be 
operated so don't worry too much. 

There should be an interface with your set-up, 
together with a manual describing how to set it 
up. If not, place a "wanted' ad in the Small Ads 
section (starting on page 35 in this issue), thafs 
what i fs there for. R ichard 

What a din 
I recently bought (unwisely, I think now) a 
CPC6128 Plus. To my amazement I found 
no DIN socket at the rear of the machine for 
connecting it up to a cassette player. 

Is it possible to do so by some other 
means? I see that Avatar advertise a 6128 
Plus tape port DIY kit. Will this do the job? 
Would it be diff icult to set up? 
Fergus McCarthy, Cork 

T)ie Avatar 0274 602180) kit will do the job 
perfectly and, if you can cope with a bit of 
soldering then you should be able to carry the 
instructions out quite easily. We printed a 
hardware project on how to upgrade your 6128 
Plus to cassette compatibility fissue AA92). You 
may find it helpful. And once you've finished the 
project, you'll be able to load and play cassette 
games just like any 464 owner. And thafs 
yer lot for this month R ichard © 

Never mind 
the read fail 
I have a disk containing nine Protext files 
which I use monthly and continually update. 
After use I erase all the BAcKup files. I did 
this the other day and, to my horror, when I 
tried to CAT the disk to ensure that my files 
were intact. I only got the message, 'read 
fail'. I got the same result when I t r ied to 
access the files. 

Using a wonderful piece of software 
called Nirvana (a general-purpose disk 
utility, a bit like Xexor or Discology but 
nowhere near as good - Richard), I 
formatted a new disk and copied the old 
faulty disk to the new one. To my delight I 
retr ieved it all. but in copying tracks one 
and two a read fail message flashed on the 
screen. However, when I tr ied to CAT the 
disk the screen fi l led with information in 
MODE 0, so only a portion could be read. I 
then experimented by using an old Type-In 
called Dirprint which printed out the 
catalogue of the new disk, apart f rom one 
entry of gobbledygook. This gave me the 
titles I wanted. I formatted another disk 
and copied the individual files one at a 
t ime. To my delight I had a working replica 
of the original. 

I realise that the first two tracks were 
causing the problem, but I am surprised 

that I was able to do so much - an 
explanation would be appreciated. 
HR Nightingale, Huntingdon 

One side of a disk can contain a lot of 
information - 180k. To be able to handle all this, 
the CPC has to keep a notepad of where each 
program is stored on the disk. It does this in an 
area known as the directory'. Every time you try 
to catalogue the disk using the CAT command, it 

This poor soul obviously forgot to bock up 
bis disks. Lot that bo a warning to you. 

reads the directory. Every time you try to load a 
file, it reads the directory to find out where the 
program is stored, and so on. 

Guess where the directory is stored on the 
disk? You guessed it - the first couple of tracks, 
the ones which became corrupt on your disk. As 
you can imagine, having such an essential part 
go wrong is about the worst thing that can 
happen to a disk. 

So how did you manage to save so much 
information from the magnetic wasteland in the 
sky? Nirvana read as much information as it 
could and wrote it out to the disk again. A few 
bits would have been corrupt but. just because a 
track is reported as 'corrupt', it doesn't mean 
that nothing can be read from it. Where 
information was missing, meaningless 
characters would have been placed on the disk 
when you copied it; apart from that, the copy 
would be the same as the original. 

Cataloguing the disk produces the normal 
filenames. It also produces filenames made up 
of meaningless characters which have found 
their way into the directory track. Printing these 
on to the screen caused it to go into MODE 0 
and. therefore, everything was unreadable. 
Thankfully, in Dirprint you found a program that 
doesn't print up the meaningless characters with 
destructive results - thafs how your rescue 
operation worked. Congratulations! (Our smug 
correspondent writes: that'll teach you not to 
keep backups.) R ichard 
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UADIUDS 
Bargains ga lore and much, much more in the 

CPC second-hand superstore. 

FOR SALE 

Amstrad games for sale. Over five only 
35p each disease. Write to Brian Day. 23 
The Spinney. Bedford. Beds. MK41 OHA 
lor a games list or phone Brian on 0234 
328414. 
Compilation cassettes including Taito 
coirvop. hits (eight titles), game set and 
match (eight titles). MultiMixx 1 (three 
titles). Phone lor complete list 071 822 
3727 Ask lor Roger 
Atari 800XL lex cond.) wrtts new data 
cassette, joystick, Itantfcook. sohe progs, 
inc Tutor and Cartridge games. £50 ONO 
Consider swap or p.ex for Amstrad colour 
monitor. Phone David on Medway 0634 
271290 
CPC 464 mono monitor MP2 for use with 
TV 150 Plus cassettes, games and 
software. £130 0N0. Call Derek on 0734 
816397 (evenings). 
DD1-1 Disk Drive Interface cn/cable 
with manual. £60. Ashford. Kent Tel: 
0233635039. 
World of Sport game cartridge for the 
CPC Plus range or GX4000. Boxed with 
instructions, only £6.50 inc p&p Phone 
Russel on 0358 723230. 
Amstrad CPC464. 664.6128 
compatible cassette games, large 
selection from £2. List avsilible. Tel 
0582 581259. 
Amstrad 464 plus, mono monitor only, 
sti boxed. £30.00 ono. 
Mddesbourough 467413. code 0642. 
6128. colour monitor, multiface. 
Iightpen. 60 tapes. 60 disks, games, 
programs. Advanced Art Studio, joystick, 
manual, tape deck, all leads. £175. 
0757 248756 Keith. 
Amstrad 464 plus upgraded to 6128, 
colour monitor, loads of games and 
office tapes. DMP1 printer included but 
no disk drive Bargain at £180 ono. Tel 
Dave on 0784 437265. 
Elite on cass, will swap for Moon walker 
or seH for cash. For CPC 464. Zahir 
Ahmed. 32 Chapel Street. Lye. 
Stourbndge. W. Midlands DY9 8BX. 
Amstrad Action and Ace magazines 
(first Issues to recents). pritine condition. 
CPC 464 games (tape) 50p each 
reductions for buying in bulk or 
collecting. Ring evenings (0865) 378562 
ask for Mrs E Evans 

Amstrad 6128 plus, colour monitor and 
computer, original boxes, over 40 disks, 
games and educational including 
mmOffice II, Footbal Director II. S»n City 
and Fun School 3&4. Plus AA. ACU and 
Attack mags. All for £150.0604 702 635 
Games for Amstrads for a list ol disk 
or cassette games send £1 to Rizwan. 
373 Rotton Park Road. Edgebaston. 
B'ham B16 OLB.. Please state which list 
is required. 

Amstrad 464+, colour monitor DD1-1 
disk drive, both hardly used, mint 
condition, loads of tapes and disks, AA 
mags. 30 kit. MmiOffice 2. Hollywood 
pack. Trivial Pursuit. £250 ono. 
Telephone 0772 313695 after 7pm. 
Amstrad CPC 464 Over £1400 of kit. 
256k memory expansion. 2x disk drives, 
printer, joystick, mouse. DTP. word 
processor, databases, graphics, special 
fonts, programming books, ect. £650 
ono Ring John 0353 624456. 
Portasound PSS-290 Yamaha 
keyboard. Brand new, includes manual, 
complete keyboard player book, adaptor 
and box. Superb condition. Write to 
Rizwan. 373 Rotton Park Road. 
Edgebaston. Btiam B16 OLB. 
Amstrad CPC 464 upgraded to 6128, 
green screen monitor, disk drive, 
manuals, software on tape and disks, 
loads of mags. £140 ono. Also CPC 
6128 green screen monitor £95. 
Telephone 0272 663809. 
Amstrad soft 158. Original copy ol 
CPC 464 operating system firmware 
specification in first class conditon. £25 
ono. ring John on 0353 624456 after 
6.30pm 
Colchestcr. Essex: CPC 6128. green 
screen monitor, Muliface II. disks, 
cassette recorder. Centronics lead. 
Brunword, Cashmaster ledger, database, 
AA mags and tapes, £175, phone David 
0206 760377. 
464 plus, colour monitor, joypad. 
100+ games. Multiface. 25 AA 
magazines. Games include Lemmgs. 
F16. HeroQuest. Turrican. Soccer 
Stars. IK* etc. Worth £500+. will 
accept £230. Telephone 0222 
520312. Shabaz after 5pm 
Home grown machine code games 
Irom strategy to shoot 'emups. Good 
graphics and payability, menu driven. 
£2.99 plus disk or £4.99. Kevin 
Heywood. 18 Sinclair Avenue. Banbury. 
Oxon 0X16 7DW. 
Galactic Warfare version 4.4. strategic 
wargame. 2 players, 2 scenarios, 
various spaceships, missiles, ground 
units, hidden movement, m/code, 
keyboard/joystick, save game. Version 
4.2 reviewed AA97 £2 • disk/c20 tape 
• SAE. P Gardener, 2 Crofton Road, 
North End. Portsmouth P02 ONT. 
Amstrad CPC 464 colour monitor. 
DDM disk drrve. games on tape & disk. 
Joystick, system disks. 64k memory 
expansion, all manuals, clock radio. 
MiniOffice II (disk) £230 ono. Tel NeH on 
0900 66316. 
Siren 3.5-inch 2nd drive, with manual, 
side switch, comes with RAMDOS. 
MS800. Poor paintwork, hence £60. 
Also Adlan with ROMBOX £40. PAW plus 
manuals £10. Write to 14 Bute Court. 
Greenock, Inverclyde, Strathclyde, 
Scotland PA 16 7AG. 

Amstrad CPC 6128. colour and mono 
monitors, TV modulator. DMP2000 
printer, aditional 3.5" disk drive, Protext, 
Word Processor. Mastercalc 
spreadsheet. £300. Tel John Marshall 
(Bath) 0225 334290. 
38 quality assorted games (cassettes) 
including Rick Dangerous 2. Loopz 
collection. Terminator 2 and F16 
Combat Pilot. £50 ono Ask for Joe on 
0604 408039 
Mags: ACU - March 1990-May 1992. 
CPC Attack - June 1992-October 1992. 
60p each Plus stamped addressed 
envelope — big enough for the mag(s) • 
to: A Swinbourne, 11 Vicarage View. 
Redditch. Worcs. B97 4RF 
Amstrad Action complete cover story 
issues one to 100 complete with 44 
convertapes. £100. Buyer collects. 
Telephone Frank on 071 639 9319 
(Peckharn/Dulwich border). 
Amstrad 464 green monitor manuals 
DDI 1 disc drive.One hundred inograms for 
Amstrad — lots of games, colour 
modulation, |oy stick. £120 ONO. Tel: 
Eastbourne 0323 647318. 
DKTronics 256K memory expansion for 
Amstrad CPL 6128 computer. £70. Tel: 
0253 353024. Ask for Alick. 
2 x CPC464's. Colour monitors, both with 
dust covers 3 x joy sticks, loads of games. 
1 x mouse, handbook m excellent 
condition. £225. The lot will split Tel: 
0273 516203 (Brighton area). 
Low priced games for sale. Over 100. all 
less than £10. all on tape, including 
Bonanza Brothers. Dizzy, Mercs. Nigel 
Mansetl and Back to the Future two and 
three. Write to Frenzy Productions. 9 
Chiltem Close, N.Langney, Eastbourne. 
East Sussex BN23 8HD 
Magazinos: ACU - March 1990-May 
1992. CPC Attack - June 1992-October 
1992. 60p each. Send stamped addressed 
envelope — big enough for mag(s) — to: 
A. Swwbourne. 11 Vicarage View, 
Redditch. Worcs. B97 4RF. 
Amstrad 6128 with colour monitor, 
joysticks, mouse. 100's of games/utilities. 
'AA' issues, cassette player and 
connection leads. AH items excellent 
condition. £325 ONO. ask for Anthony on 
0923 510417. 
6128. mono. £60 Tapes from 60p Discs 
from £1.00. Cassette deck, mittiface and 
over 400 other items. All must go at silly 
prices. Call Wayne on 0532 319383 or 
send sae to 42 Stanley View, Armley, 
Leeds LS12 ITS. 
Amstrad CPC colour monitor for CPC 
6128. Perfect working order £65. Buyer to 
collect. Tel: 0582 391885. 
Amstrad CPC 6128 computer and 
colour monitor. Manual, dust covers, 
joystick and cassette lead. Disks (18 No.) 
Plus mini office two. chess and other 
games Little used. £140 ONO. Tel Jon 
on 0394 383094. 

CPC 6128, mono monitor, various games 
and utilities (word pro supercak: etc) 51/4* 
disc drive included and cassette deck. AH 
original books and small desk. |oystick, 
Iightpen. £150. Tel: 0425 473231. 
Amstrad 6128 Plus with colour monitor 
and TV turner, £75. Mannesman Tally 
MT81 Printer. £40 Disk games, includes 
Pirates. Lemmings, £4 each. Disk 
compilations, includes Megasports. £7 
each For full list send stamped addressed 
envelope to Cofcn Attle. 10 Edward Street. 
Esh Winning. County Durham DH7 9PF 
Stop Press. The ultimate DTP package, 
AMX mouse plus interface, a must with 
OCP art studio, excellent condition. £23 
each or both for £40. Phone Andrew on 
0234 870571. 
Amstrad 464 with colour monitor. Over 
100 games plus manual and joystick Very 
good condition, worth £600 Plus — sel for 
£250. Tel: Steven on 0895 422271 any 
time before 9pm. 

PiN PALS 
Contacts wanted. Any age. country 
Swap demos, knowledge, tips, etc 
Experienced demo writers preferred. For 
example of my atxlity/mfo. write to: Kevin 
Thacker, Fairhaven, WTuteway. Nr. Stroud, 
Gtos. GL6 7EP 
Penpals, any age. 14 to 69 (what's 
wrong with thirteen year olds then? Ed), 
male or female who can help me with 
understanding the Amstrad 646 • am I 
too old to learn? I know basic, it's the 
technical part I would like to get to know 
better. I am 57 with no job. I have plenty 
of time on my hands. Write to Nora Lees. 
285 Franklm Road, Cotteridge. 
Birmingham B30 1NH. 
Femalo pon-pals wanted. Aged 16 to 
20. Please state your hobbies and 
interests and write to D Townsend, 30 
Barlows Road. Tedley. Basingstoke. Hants 
Pen-pals. Aged 13-17. male/lemale with 
CPC6128. Would like to swap games and 
tips. Please write now to Philip Lakin, 
Tyne-Yr Ardd. DyffryrvArdudwy. Gwynedd, 
Wales LL44 2ET 

Great Value. Homebrew Games in 
machine code, from Strategy to Shoot-'em 
ups, £2.50 Plus disk or £4.50. Send 
stamped addressed envelope for info to 
Kevin Heywood. 18 Sinclair Avenue. 
Banbury. Oxon 0X16 7DW 
Urgent. Have CPC 6128 Plus with colour 
monitor and multiface two — want to swap 
for CPC 6128 with multiface two and 
colour monitor Phone Roger on 0625 
610878 after 6.30pm 
Attention: CPC Gisde is a manual deserting 
the firmware, gate array. z80. crtc. etc. Has 
examples For more info, write to/send disk 
to: Kevwi Thacker, Fairhaven. Whiteway. Nr 
Stroud, Gk>s. GL6 7EP. 

New Dimensions — Fanzine of science 
fiction. Dedicated to SaFi on television and 
satellite. For first issue send 60p and 
stamped addressed envelope to New 
Dimensions, 15 Hinsly Drive, Plas. 
Goulbourne. Wrexham. Clywd LL13 9QH. 
Amszine: A new Amstrad fanzine. 
Reviewed AA99. Only £1! Issues one and 
two available now. Phone Johathan on 
0663 744863 for details. 
Holsworthy. Devon 

Continued on page 35 * 
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Super Monitor 
By Crown of Bong! 10 ffil & 

Super Monitor is a 
handy utility from 
Crown for playing 
about with other 
people's code. 

Once you've loaded 
in your little piece of 
code, you've got no 
less than 40 different 
commands to help 
you mess about with 
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it. Yes. you read correctly, thafs four-oh! 
Included in these are disassemble, 
memory map and dump, compare 
memory, find, examine memory for 
sountrakker modules, type to memory 
and zap (fill) memory. In short, there's 
just about everything you could think of, 
and your newly-edited code can easily be 
saved off once you've finished. 

All operations are quickly earned out. 
The whole thing is user-fnendly. and 
includes a full command 
summary It is iust the thing / T j k T V 
for scrutinising other I J H I H W 
people's work. y 

Super All 
By Claude Le Moullec 

This Claude fellow, it seems, 
likes nothing better than ripping 
off other people's game ideas. And why not? 
This time he turns his cloning hand to that old 
favourite, Bombjack. 

If you don't already know. Bombjack is a 
game involving a little caped fellow called Jack, 
who flies around a screen collecting bombs. 
Super All features an alligator called All Cator 
(groan!) who's got a 
rocket strapped to his 
back and who does 
pretty much the same 
thing. Unfortunately. All 
lacks Jack's versatility in 
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* 

the air and only 
ever has one 
nasty chasing 
after him. Also 
unlike Jack, he 
doesn't get large bonuses for collecting his 
bombs in a particular order. 

The result of all these deficiencies is that the 
wonderful gameplay which made the original so 
much fun just isn't there. When you add basic 
graphics and irritating sound you 
know you've got the kind of turkey 
that'd keep a family of four going 
from Christmas Day to Easter. 
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Sort ing out the c h e a p ' n ' c h e e r f u l s f rom the c h e a p ' n ' n a s t i e s . 
I t 's out man with his f inger on PD pu l se , Ke i th W o o d s . 

Lei Mings 
By Claude Le Moullec 

Notice anything strangely familiar 
about the title Les Mings? No? Well say the two 
words quickly, in your best Gallic accent. Yes, 
you've guessed it, what we've got here is a 
public domain clone of the world's favourite 
puzzler - Lemmings. 

You all know what Lemmings is about - lots 
of blue rodents spill out of a door at one side of 
the screen and march sheep-like straight into the 
deadly hazards that surround them. It's your job 
to guide as many of them as possible to an exit 
before they do themselves any harm; you do this 
by giving certain lemmings particular tasks to do. 
such as bridge-building or tunnelling so that you 
can create a route that avoids the hazards. 

So where does this 
PD version differ from 

the original? Well first, 
there aren't as many 
icons residing at the 
bottom of the 

screen, so you can't 
make your Mings do as 

many things. 

Hmff oal This Is giving 
ma a sansa of da|a * » . 

Secondly, there's 
only ever one Ming on 
screen at any one time. 
Instead of saving as many 
Mings as possible, you only 
have to save one King Ming. All the others are 
just servants, whose lives are ultimately 
expendable in the mission to clear the way for 
the King. I fs unfair I know. but. hey, life is 
unfair. But come the revolution... 

Er, anyway, until then, back to the game. 
Lemmings with only one lemming might sound 
useless but it actually works quite well and, 
although it means that this game isn't as fast 
and frantic as the original, its 16 levels are 

designed well enough to ensure 
that i fs nearly as good a 
puzzler. On the presentation 
front this game lacks any kind of 
intro or decent sound but the 
graphics throughout are bright 
and colourful and the Mings are 
well animated. 

Overall it's not a bad effort. 
It's well up there with the best PD 
games. Not everybody will like it. 
but for Lemmings fans 
craving that little 
bit more, it's an 
essential game. 
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Alien Attack 
By Mr X 
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Those blasted aliens are at it again — invading 
Earth that is. Don't they ever learn? Apparently not. 
This time they're back in force and they won't take 
no for an answer. 

This month's third clone is yet another 
version of the classic Space 

Invaders. It is your job to 
blast the attacking aliens 
off of the screen and 
dodge their shots. At the 
same time, watch out for 

the aliens that swoop down 
out of the pack. 

What makes this PD version of the game 
interesting is that it uses an extra-long screen. 
This makes things quite frantic and the game 
more playable than any other version. It has lots 
of smooth, fast, colourful sprites. Although it is 
slightly repetitive, it gets harder as you go on. 
Your highest score is permanently recorded, so 
long-term interest is guaranteed. 

Without a doubt this is the best Space 
Invaders clone to grace the PD 
scene. It may be simple, but it's 
one of the most playable games 
you'll come across. 

Plus! 
II By Blue Impuls 

Hands up all Plus owners who have 
ever wished they could use the extra 

colours of the Plus machines in their own 
programs. Hmmm. that seems to be just about 
everybody with a Plus. Well, i fs quite simple to 
do from BASIC or machine code, and this utility 
makes it even easier. 

There are two parts to this program. First 
there's the colour changer. This enables you to 
load in a standard 17k screen file in any mode, 
and change the colours using the Plus' 4096 
colour palette. This is done by choosing an ink 
and giving it three values between 0 and 15. for 
red, green and blue. By mixing these values you 
can choose any of the 4096 colours. 

When you have chosen your colours, hit 
copy and your screen is saved. It can then 
easily be loaded outside the environment of the 
utility complete with its brand spanking new Plus 
colours. All of which means that if you've 
already got a utility like Advanced Art Studio and 

you don't want to splash out on the excellent 
SmArU. then Plus! is a useful alternative. 

The other part of this utility features a sprite 
editor for editing the Plus' hardware sprites. The 
sprites are edited on a 16X16 grid, which you 
move across using your paddle. Again, all 4096 
colours can be used. In addition, the sprites, 
being independent of any screen mode, can be 
viewed in any of their possible shapes and sizes. 
A blank screen can be cailed up in which you can 
place your sprites side by side to see how they 
look. This is very useful if you want to build up a 
larger sprite by sticking a few together. Once 
you've finished, the sprites can be saved off for 
use outside the program. 

There are drawbacks. One major omission 
from this program is the instructions. Not a 
problem when it comes to the colour selector, 
but the sprite editor will take some time to figure 
out. Also, it doesn't tell you how to use what 
you've saved outside the program, so you'll need 
to examine the files for loading, call addresses, 
etc. The other drawback is that the sprite editor 
is slow and tiresome to use. You'll probably find 
yourself getting fed up with it. 

Overall, then. Plus! is not a bad 
program, but there is definitely some 
room for improvement. 
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Clone on... 
Fed up with game clones? Well it's tough if 
you are because next month I'll be looking at 
some PD Pipemania clones. I l l also be 
continuing and concluding my look at PD Phis 
utilities with a review of the latest version of 
Logon's B-ASIC. Don't miss it) 

Bad Mag II 
By Crown of BENG! 

Diskzines, or rather fanzines on disk, are very 
popular with the European CPC scene. They 
outnumber paper fanzines and have often been 
criticised as being little more than fancy demos 
with some text thrown in. 

The Bad Mag is different. There are no fancy 
space-filling intros in this 'zine - just 68 lengthy 
articles. That doesn't mean that i fs badly coded. 
Crown has made the best use of his coding skill 
to produce the best-looking, and most user-
friendly, fanzine ever. 
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A europcan ditkxino - but don't panic, a 
good hoH of It Is wrlHon In In Ingllsh. 

The whole thing is m overscan (no border) and 
most of the screen is filled with text. There is a 
small heading at the top. and a small control bar 
at the bottom. 

Control is simplicity itself. Text can be 
scrolled from right to left, column by column, 
using a joystick or keys. When you've finished 
reading hit the spacebar to bring back the menu. 
Then you can choose your next article. Any time 
you can't figure out what to do hit escape and a 
handy help file will appear. 

As for the all-important content, anything 
goes. It might be a CPC fanzine, but it includes a 
large number of norvCPC articles. They range 
from a review of Super Cauldron, to How to Make 
Love in a Car (by Lovebyte of the HJT of course!). 
Most of the articles are well written and highly 
amusing. Being a German diskzme. many of them 
are in German, but more than half are in English 
so you can't complain. 

In short, the Bad Mag represents exactly what 
a diskzine should be. It gives clever coding a 
practical purpose and is an extremely 
enjoyable read. No other diskzine 
comes close to matching it. 

Available now from all good 
public domain librarie*— 

So where do you get all this lovely software 
from? The answer, my friend, is. strangely 
enough, not blowing in the wind. In fact, you'll 
find it on page nine of this very issue, in the 
Amscene Directory under PD libraries. PD, you 
see, is not commercial software, i fs not 
copyrighted and, in theory at least, H is free. 

What this means Is that if you know someone 
who's got a PD program you want, it is perfectly 
legal to copy it. If. however, you want to get hold 

of a specific program and you don't know anyone 
who's got it. thafs when you turn to PD libraries. 
They have tons of the stuff available which you can 
order by post or over the phone, but they will ask 
you to pay some (usually pretty small) amount to 
cover postage and packaging. In some cases they 
may also ask you to send along your own disk or 
cassette for them to copy the programs on to. 

So check out the directory, get phoning around 
and And the libraries that suit your needs. 
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Line 760 
Random numbers - unfortunately they're 
impossible to generate, but you can come 
close. The part we're interested In will be 
more workable as: 
PRINT INT(MD«10> 

But what Is this doing? Well, try just: 
MINT RND 

You should get a number somewhere 
botween zero and one. Next, multiply this 
figure by 10, to achieve a number between 
zero and ten (obviously): 
PRINT RNDMO 

All you have to do now is ask for all the 
numbers after the decimal point to be 
lopped (you want to round the number to 
an integer, maths fans): 
PRINT INTdNNll) 

LISTINGS 

So what do you get if you type in Hie listings Simon has compiled 
for you this month? A few hundred pounds, a few dead parrots and 
some black and white pictures. 

Mini -Cars 
First off this month is an odd little game, in which 
you get to bet on car races. You start off with 
£100 (told you so) and chose how much to bet. 
before selecting a car (using the 1, 2 or 3 
buttons), and watching it race round a track. 
Thanks to Reginald Hotchkiss and Sheridan 
Wheeldon (readers who just give initials for their 
first names now receive the honour of having a 
new title picked for them). 
DAOD 10 LET HON:108 
HftCO 20-INK-0,8:INK-1,26:INK-2,6:INK>3,24 
mm 30 • PAPER •8:PEN•1:H0DE•1:LOCATE•13.5:PRIN 

I -HIHI CAR RACLR-:PEH 2:LOCATE•10.S:PRI 
HT-"Des»s«-by•S.Hhf*Idon":PEM-3itLOCATE* 
9,10: PR IHT • "Pr ogran • bji-R. Hotchkiss" :PEN • 
1:L0CATE-3,18:PR INT•"Destsned-A Written 
for'AA'4-readers" 

JAHP 40-PEN•3:LOCATE-17.21:PRINT-"Havffun!" 
CBEP 50 PEN1:L0CATE'5,24:PRINT'"<ENTER>'0R*< 

RETURN)-TO-CONTINUE":PEN'8:INPUI'AI 
DAXC 60•PAPER•0:CLS 
BALC 70-REN 
HAHF 88RENnini-carrac»r<C) 
KAAD 30•LET - alap=0: LET -blaprO:LET•clap=0 
BAFJ 100 REN 
BACJ 110 REN 
IADO 120'REN'Pti!9n-by-S.Uheeldon 
JALN 138•REN•Projra*-by<R.Hotchkiss 
BAJJ 140 REN 
IALN 150 REH-symbol- set up-(cars) 
BALJ 160 REN 
FAEN 178-REN-CARGOING-RIGHT 
EBFG 188-SYMBOL-242,4X1168118,4X11111111,4X11 

811811,1X11811881.1X11811881,1X11011811, 
4X11111111,1X1100110 

FADH 190 PEHCAR-C0INC LEFT 
EBPF 206-SYNBOL243,4X1188118.1X11111111,1X11 

611811,4X10011811.4X18611811,4X11811811, 
4X11111111,4X1180110 

EAG0 218-REN'CAR 'GOING - UP 
EBCA 228'SYNB0L>244,4X1111118,4X11168111,4X11 

000011,4X1111110,4X1111110,4X11000011,AX 
11111111,4X1111118 

FALH 238•REM-CAR-GOING•DOWN 
EBFA 248SYHB0L'24SI4X1111118,4X11111111.4X11 

888611,4X1111118,4X1111118,4X11886011,4X 
11108111,4X1111118 

0BJF 258•PAPER-8:CLS:NODE•1:L0CATE•4,5:PEN•2: 
PRINT•"ENTER-AH0UNT'TO-BET"ilOCATE-4,6:P 
RINT•"YOU-HAVE'£";N0N;"LEFT":INPUT-BET2 

CALP 268•IF•BEI2)H0N•THEN•GOTO•258 
GANN 278•IF•bet2(:8•THEN GOTO•258 
LAAK 268•CLS:LOCATE•12,7:INPUT•"H0M•NAN Y•LAPS 

"jSLAP 
GAJG 290•IF•SLAP:0•THEN-GOTO•280 
CAIC 300-MODE-0 
KAHA 310PEN-l:LOCATE'2,3:PRIHT'"KEYS'l,-2 AN 

D-3" 
KAGP 326•PEN•2:L0CATE-2,4:PRIHI-*T0-CHOOSE CA 

R-TO" 
LAIE 338•PEN•3:LOCATE•2.S:PRINT•"PLACE•YOUR•B 

ET-0N" 
LA0H 348•LOCATE•2,6:PEN-1:PRINT-"SPACEBAR'CON 

FIRMS" 
ABF0 358•LOCATE•S,12:PEN•l:PRINT'CHRf(242);"• 

";CHRI(243)j"'":CHRI(244)i,,*;CHRf(245) 
CACA 380 • BE I -1 
DAIA 370•If:IMKEYI 
CCFH 380•IF•Il="l"•THEN•L0CATE*S,12:PEN•1:PRI 

HTCHRI(242);"'";CHR»(243);""iCHRI(244> 
I".-;CHR«(24S>:L0CATE-5,14:PRINT.-
*":L0CATE • S, 16 :PRINT " :LET-BET=1 

BCEH 390•IF• Il="2"•THEN LOCATE-S(12:PRINT•" • • 
":L0CAIE'S,14:PEN'2:PRINT'CHRI(242) 

;"-"lCHRI(243)j"'";CHRI(244)j-."jCHRI(24 
5):LOCATE S,16:PRINT'" ":BET=2 

BCPG 466-IF-Il="3"'THEN-LOCATE-S,12rPRINT•"•• 
•iL0CATES,14:PRINT'" ":L0CAT 

E'S,16:PEN'3:PRINT.CHRI(242);,.,;CHRI(24 
3);"'"}CHRI(244)j*'*;CHRI(24S) :BEI:3 

FABN 410-IF-II:''"'THEN-GOTO-430 
CAJK 420-GOTO-370 
BAJJ 430 CLS 
GAFG 440•IF-BET:1'THEN-BORDER 26 
GAFD 458•IF•BEI=2•THEN•BORDER•6 
GAHG 468•IF•BET=3•THEN•BORDER•24 
BAPJ 478 REN 
FAGA 488 REN-SET-UP TRACK 
CACD 498-NODE'S 
0ACF 500 • FOR•L=4•TO•17:L0CATE•L,5:PEN•BET:PRI 

NT •CHRK207) iNCXT -L 
HAKH S10-FOR-1:5-TO'21:LOCATE-17,1 .'PRINT-CHRI 

<207):NEXT•1 
0AEK 520•FOR•1=17•TO•4•STEP•-1:LOCATE•1,21:PR 

INT-CHRK207) :NFXT-1 
OACH S30-FOR•1=21•TO•S•STEP--1:L0CATE*4,1:PRI 

NT-CHRt(287):NEXM 
HAGL S40•PEN•BET:L0CATE'7,11:PAPER•0:PRINT•sI 

ap;"LAPS" 
JAHP 558•LOCATE•8,13:PEN 1:PRINT'"LAPS";alap 
KAAA 568•LOCATE•8,14:PEN•2:PR INT•"LAPS";blap 

JAEI S70-LOCATE-8,15:PEN•3:PRINT•"LAPS";CLAP 
JAKE 586•LOCATE•6,22:PEN-BET:PRINT'CHRK149) 
JANE 596•LOCATE'6,23:PEN'BET:PRINT<CHR1(149) 
JAFE 600-LOCATE-6,24:PEN-BET:PRINT'CHRK149) 
CAPH 618 PAPER-6 
EAGP 626 LET-A1:7:LET'A2:22 
FACC 630-LET*Bl=12:LET-B2=23 
FAPC 648•LET*C1:17:LET>02=24 
BAPO 658•PEN 1 
HAGH 660-LOCATE A1.A2:PRINT-CHRf<242> 
BACP 670 PEN>2 
HAKH 680•LOCATE•B1,B2:PRINT-CHRI(242) 
BAFP 690 PEN.3 
HAFH 700-LOCATE-Cl,C2:PRINT-CHRI(242) 
LABO 710•FOR•L=8 < TO - 58:SOUND - 2,1968.6,1S:SOUN 

D-2,1500,0.5,0 
CAEG 720 NEXT L 
BAOJ 730 REN 
FAII 740•REM• SET CARS GOING 
BAAK 750-REN 

Ooh, watch ovt car. You go fast, and you 
come f rom the place where Hioy ittako cars* 

FACK 768'LET* i2=INT(RND*lS)*l 
LAJI 770•IF•i2=2*0R•12=3*0R•i2=4*0R•i2=S•IHEN 

•LET•1=1 
NAFL 788-IF i2=6'0R,i2=7'0R' i2=8 0R'i2=9'0R'i 

2=10* THEN - LET•1=2 
ABNK 790*IF*i2:ll'0R-i2=12'0R-i2=13-OR'i2=14-

OR-i2=15--OR-i2=16* THEN-LET•1=3 
GAGB 800-IF'al<=0-THEN'LET-ai=l 
GAJB 810-IF'bl<:0-THEN-LEI'bl=l 
GAHB 820•IF•cl< =0•THEN-LET•cl=l 
ICLA 838 IF al=6'AND A2)21 THEN LET alap=alap 

•1 .'LOCATE-8,13: PEN-1 iPRIHT-"LAPS" ;ALAP:L 
0CATE-A1.A2:PEN-BET:PRINT-CHRI(149):PEN• 
1:LEI'A1:A1M:L0CATEAI,A2:PRINT'CHRI(24 
2) 

GCKP 846•IF • Bl=6 • AND•B2)21•THEN•LET•BLAP=BLAP 
•1:L0CAIE-8,14:PEN'2:PR1NT'"LAPS";BLAP:L 
OCATE-Bl,B2:PEN•BET:PRINT'CHRI(149>:LET• 
B1=B1»I:LOCATE-B1,B2:PIN'2.-PRINT-CHRI (24 
2) 

HCJA 858•IF Ci=8 AND C2>21•THEN•LET CLAP=CLAP 
•l:LOCATE'8,15:PEN.3:PRINT'"LAPS";CLAP:L 
OCATE CI,C2:PEN-BET:PRINT-CHRK149):LET• 
C1=CI*1:L0CATE-CI,C2:PEN•3:PRINT•CHRt(24 

Line 180 
The symbol command and the system 
behind this is a little deep to go into right 
now, but what you might be interested in is 
the odd numbering system, with 
&x l 1001101 and the like. Ifs actually very 
simple, as &x is the prefix you must place 
on numbers if you want them to be 
expressed as binary. Try: 
PRINT 4x18181618 

You should get the grand total of 170 
as the result of that little lot. Now try: 
PRINT BINK4) 

You should see the number 100. What 
you've actually done is requested the 
binary version of a decimal 4. To get a 
proper eight-digit binary number, just use 
a second parameter to suggest spaces: 
PRINT BINK4.8) 



LISTINGS 

3 
T 

O N 

CD OO 8 8 

You con have either car one, car two or 
car throe. One. Two. Three. Three cars. 

2) 
PftAO 860IFALAP:slap'OR'BLAP:slap'OR'CLAP:$l 

ap•THEM C0T0-1220 
EAPH 870-SOUND-2,1900,1,15 
KBCC 888•IF-1=1• AND•A2)21•THIH•LOCATE•ftl,A2:P 

ENl:PRINT'"'":LET'a2:22:LETAl:Al*liL0C 
ATE -A1,A2:FRAME:PFIHT•CHRIC242) 

KBCD 890•IF•1:2•AND B2)21'THEN*LOCATE>B1,B2:P 
RIHT••:PEH•2:LET *b2=23:LET•81=B1*1tLOC 
ATE • Bl, B2 :FR AHE: PRINT-CHRK 242) 

KBFD 988•IF•1:3•AND -C2)21•THEN•LOCATE-CI,C2:P 
RINTLET'c2:24:LET'Cl:Cl*l:LOCATE*C1 
,C2:PEN-3:FRANE:PRINT-CHRf(242) 

BAOJ 910 REN 

JAPN 920-REM'cars-at-top-going-left 
BAAX 930-REN 
FACB 94O-IF-al(:0-THEN-al:l 
FAJB 9S0-IF-bl(:0-IHENbl:l 
FANB 968 • IF • cl< :8 • THEN • d : 1 
NBXB 978-IF-I:1•AND-A2(5-AND-al):l•THEN•L0CAT 

E-Al,A2:PRINT-"-":PEN-l:LET-a2:4:LEI-Al: 
A1-1:L0CATE-A1,A2:FRAME:PRINT-CHRI(243) 

NBFA 988-IF-I:2-AND-B2(S'AND-bl):l>THEN-L0CAI 
EB1(B2:PRINT-"'":PEN-2:1II-B2:3:LEI-B1: 
Bl-1:L0CATE-Bl,B2:FRAME:PRINT-CHRf(243) 

FAPB 998IF-cl<:0-THEM-el:l 
KBNA 1000-IF-1:3-AND C2(S-AND-cl):2-THEN L0CA 

TE-C1,C2:PEN'3:PRINT-"'":LET'C1^1-1:L0C 
ATE-01,C2:FFANE:PRINT-CHRI(243) 

BACN 1818-REN 

JAMP 1828-REM-cars-at-right-going-up 
BAIN 1838-REN 
FA0D 1848-IF'll<:8-THEN-al:l 
FABE iese iF bl<:8-THEN-bl:l 
FAEE 1860-IF-cl<:0-THEN-cl:l 
IBC0 1078 -IF•Al>17•AND-a2)1 - THEN -LOCATE•A1,A2 

:PRINT*-":PEN-l:LET'A2:A2-l:LET-Al:18sL 
0CATE-A1,A2:PRTNT-CHRI(244) 

IBPO 1080•IF-Bl)18•AND•b2)1-THEN-LOCATE-Bl,12 
:PRINT-".":PEN-2:LETB2:B2-l:LEI-Bl:19:L 
0CATEB1,B2:PRINI-CHRI(244) 

IBCP 1890 - IF>C1)18 - AND -c2)l*THEN-LOCATE-CI,C2 
:PRINT-"-B:PEN-3:LETC2:C2-1:LETC1:20:L 
0CATE-C1,C2:PRINT'CHRI(244) 

BACN 1100-REN 

XAFN 1110-REN-cars-at-left-coning-doun 
BAIN 1128-REN 
LBLE 1130-IF-al<4 AND-a2<25-THEN-LOCATE-al,a2 

:PRINT-*-,:LET-al:3:LET-a2:a2+l:LOCATE-a 
l,a2:PEN-1:FRANE:PRINT-CHRf(245) 

LBEF 1148•IF -bl<3 - AND-b2<2S-THEN-LOCATE-bl,b2 
:PRINT<a:LET-bl:2:LET-b2:b2*l:LOCATE-b 

l,b2:PEH 2:FRAHE:PRINT-CHRK245) 
LBNF llS8 1Fcl(2-AND-c2(25-THEN-LOCATE-cl,c2 

:PRINT-'-":LET-cl:l:LET-c2:c2*l:LOCATEc 
1,c2:PEN-3:FRANE:PR INT•CHR1(245) 

CAON 1168-GOTO>7&8 
BANN 1178-REN 
EAFL 1188-REN-END-OF-RACE 
BAPN 1198-REM 
CADJ 1200-CLS:NODE-1:PAPER-0:CLS 
CALX 1210•INK*1,26 
BAJN 1220-REN 
EABL 1230•REM END•OF•RACE 
BALM 1240-REN 
GAIJ 1250-CLS:M0DE1:PAPER0:CLS 
BBPF 1260-IF-ALAP:SLAP-THEN PEN•1:LOCATE-4.5s 

PRINT-"HHITE-CAR-HON•THE-RACE* 
ABNL 1270-IF-BLAP:SLAP•THEN-PEN•2.LOCATE-4.S: 

PRINT-"RED-CAR-HON-THE-RACE* 
BBAN 1280•IF >CLAP:SLAP- THEN•PEN•3:LOCATE-4.S: 

PRINT• "YELLOW-CAR-WON•THE•RACE" 
NANA 1290-PEN-BET .'LOCATE-4,8:PRINT'"YOUR'BET • 

WAS-ON-'j 
JAEL 1380•IF•BET:1-THEN-PRINT-'THE-WHITE-CAR" 
JAAB 1310-IF-BET:2'THEN'PRINT'"THE-RED'CAR" 
XADB 1320•IF•BET:3•THEN•PRINT-"THE-YELLOW-CAR 

RED CAR MOM THE RACE 

YOUR BET HAS ON THE RED CAR 

MINNER! 
<ENTER> OR <RETURN> TO CONTINUE 

To bet you need money. Money. With 
money you can buy ail sorts of things. 

DABI 1338-LOCATE-4.11 
BBHA 1348-IF-BET:!-AND-ALAP:SLAP-THEN PRINT'" 

WINNER I"sLEI NON:NON»(BET2«2) 
BBXA 1350-IF-BET:2-AND-BLAP:SLAP-THEN - PRINT 

WINNER !":LETNON:NON»(BET2»2) 
BBNA 1360•IF•BET=3- AND-CLAP:SLAP•IHEN•PRINT 

WINNER I" :LET NON:NON»(BET2*2) 
FBHA 1370 • IF • BET=1 • AND • ALAPOSLAP THEN - PRINT • 

*YOU-WASTED•YOUR-£*;BET2iLET-N0N:N0N-BEI 
2 

EBEI 1380'IF*BET:2-AND-BLAPOSLAP'THEN-PRINT* 
•YOU-LOST•YOUR•£,;BET2:LET'NON:NON-BEI2 

EBIH 1390•IF•BET:3•AND CLAP<>SLAP•THEN•PRINT• 
"YOU•LOSE•YOUR-£*;BET2:LET-NON:N0N-BET2 

DABI 1400-LOCATE'4,13 
NBX H 1410•IF•NON <:0•T HEN•PRINT•"NO•NONE Y•LEFI 

":LOCATE•1,20:PEN-0:PRINT•"(ENTER)»0R•<R 
ETURN)•TO-CONTINUE"I INPUT•Al:RUN 

HBPE 1420-IF-MON)0'THEN PRINT "(ENTER) - OR-(RE 
TURN)•TO-CONTINUE":LOCATE•1,20:PEH-0:INP 
UT-AS:C0T0-SO 

Parrot 
Ray Collins is the source of our second game 
this month. So here's a version of Simon, in 
which you have to follow the sequence of parrots 
with your joystick - you'll get the hang of it once 
you get going. Ray claims he can follow up to 15 
notes, so can anyone beat that? 
EANB 10-REN-parrot 
ABFD 20-REN-by-ARCsoftware-(c)-apri1•1993-for 

•AMSTRAD-ACTION 
CANE 30-REN don't-cheat•!MM 
BAIC 40-REN 
PAAO 1000'MODE-1:INK 0,13:1NX'1,8:INX-2,9:INK 

•3,26: PAPER•0:BORDER•13:PEN•3 
BACN 1818 REM i 
EAJC 1828'x:RND(-TINE) 
DABH 1030 - DIN•no(SO) 
FAAB 1040•SYNBOL • AFTER -199 
DAPE 1050-GOSUB-1710 
DAAF 1868-COSUB-2258 
DADX 1070'sc:8:hi:0 
DAAF 1080-GOSUB-2050 
DAHN 1090-F0R-a:l•TO-4 
DALE IIOO'GOSUB'1530 
CADX 1110-NEXTa 

Typing listings 
^ ^ g ^ ^ k If you've never typed in a listing 

from AA before, then reading 
V this following blurb is a 

REALLY GOOD IDEA. 
• Basically, all you need to do is 

type in exactly what we print EXCEPT 
the first four letters in each lino. 
• The first four letters are a code which work in 
conjunction with our unique and utterly 
excellent TypeChecker program below. 
• Only pross RETURN when you get to tho end 
of a command line. If a command line goes on 
to two lines do not press RETURN at the break 
in the line. Your lines on screen should break in 
exactly the same place as they do in the mag. 

TypeChecker 
This is a program that enables you to check 
whether you have typed AA listings in correctly. 
Type it in. then SAVE it for future use. So. when 
you want to type in an AA listing, and you want 
to double check that you got it right: 
• Load up TypeChecker. 
• Type NEW. 
• Type in the listing of your choice. 
• When you've finished type LIST. 
• At the end of overy line a highlighted code 
will appear. It should correspond with the code 
printed in front of the same line in AA. If it 
doesn't you have typed in that line incorrectly. 

PANL 10*'-TypeChecker-Ul.O••-By-Sinon-Forrest 
tr-'Dec-1992 

NA0J 20-' -For-Ans trad-Act ion--Pub lie Dona in 
DANK 30-NDWRY-49FFF 
CAJK 40-csun:0 
GAME 50•FOR•addrA000•TO•4 A0SB 
DAKJ 60-READ'bytel 
GAJB 78'bytt=UAL("4"*bjjttt) 
FACF 80 P0KE-addr,byte 
GAFB 90csun:csun+byte 
DALK 100-NEXT-addr 
0ACI 110•IF•csua(>12ADD•THEN - PRINT•"Checks un • 

Error":END 
LANE 115•POKE•AA001,PEEK•(ABB5B):POKE•AA002,P 

EEX'(IBBSC) 
KAMI 120•POKE 4BB5A,4C3:POKE'4BB5B,43:POKE-4B 

BSCAO 
NACN 130•PRINT•"TypeChecker'U1.0'Installed":E 

ND 
NABC 140•DATA-CF,FE,93,FE,0A,CA,00,AO,F5,CS,D 

5,ES,FE,0D,CA,22 
LACJ 150'DATA'A0,5F,16,00,2A.SA,AO,19.22,5A,A 

0,E1,D1,C1,F1,C3 
LAFJ 160-DATA>00,AO,3E,20,CD,00,AO,3E,18,CD,0 

0,A0,2A(5A,AQ,7C 
LADI 170-DAIA'CD,4S,A0,7D,CD,4S,A0,3E#18,CD,0 

0,AO,21,00,00,22 
LACN 180'DAIA'SA,AO,C3(1B,AO,FS,E6,OF,C6,41,C 

D,00,A0,F1,E6,F0 
KAJC 190-DATA-IF,IF,IF,IF,C6,41,CD,00,AO,C9,0 

0,00,END 

Turning TypeChecker off (it is automatically 
initialised when you RUN the program above) 
and back on again is quite simple: 

POKE 4BBSB.0 To turn it off 
POKE 4BB5B, 3 To turn it back on again 

TypeChecker was an Amstrad Action 
presentation brought to you Hi association with 
Hairy Happening Productions Ltd. 

March 1994 AMSTRAD ACTION 

Line 1040 
Just a quick note to let you know that 
certain things are possible. Look at the 
following fictional extract: 
IF a:)16 THEN 

The :) is to show you that combinations 
of conditions are possible - you can put a 
whole lot between IF and THEN: 

s Equals 
< Is smaller than 
> Is bigger than 
<s Is not bigger than 
s> Is not smaller than 
<> Is not 

All this, of course, just moans you'll be able 
to cut down on those slow IF... THEN 
instructions. Hallelujah. 



3 4 ^ H D n n n 
CAAD ll20-po:O 
FAIG 1130-REM nam- loop 
EftNO 1146•n=IN T < RH& < i)*4)•1 
MOD 11S8 • po=po« 1 
DAAK 1168-no(po):n 
KANG 1178-G0SUB-2168:LOCATE-28,10:PRINT"MY-TU 

RN" 
EflDC 1180•FOR•B=1•TO•po 
DAfiF 1198COSUB-2218 
CAEX 1280 NEXI'b 
CACF 1218 FOP•1=1•TO•508 sNEXT•t 
BAFL 12 SO•b=1 
LADB 1230 <C0SU6 • 2160: LOCATE •20,10:PRIHT*aV0UR« 

TURN" 
FANK 1240•IF•J0Y<0)=8•THEN•1240 
ABJK 12S0-IF'J0V<0>=1•THEM•:C0SUB•1650:G0S 

UB>1590:F0R•t=l»T0•100:NEXT•t 
ABOK 1270•IF-J0Y(0):2-THEN-a=3:G0SUB-1650:GOS 

UB•1S90:F0R•t=l•TO•188:NEXT•t 
ABCL 1288•IF J0Y<0)=4•THEN•«=4:G0SUB•1658:COS 

UB•1530:FOR•t=l•TO <100:NEXT•I 
ABFL 1298•IF•J0Y(8):8•THEN-«=2:COSUB•1658:COS 

UB•1S90:FOR -1 = 1•TO•188:NEXT•t 
DABF 1310-GOSUB•1658 
DAPE 1328-GOSUB-1538 
IAPC 1330-IF no(b)=* THEN-1340•ELSE•1378 
NCAI 1348•IF•b:po•THEN COSUB 2168:LOCATE•28.1 

0:PRlNT"Mel I-done":LOCATE 20.12:PR INI-po 
*so»far•rLOCATE•30,1:PEN-2:PRINT"SC0 

RE:";P0:IF'PO)NI•THEN•HI:P0:LOCATE'38,3: 
PRINT-HI/SC:-iHI 

PALB 1358•IF•b:po•THEN•FOR•t:1•TO•1888:NEXT•t 
:C0$U8-2168:GOTOI140 

EABK 1368<b:b«l:COT0'1240 
DAEF 1378-COSUB-2168 
ACEA I388•LOCATE•28,18:PRINT"Hronj":LOCATE•28 

,ll:PRINT"S»qupncfM0CATE-28,13:PRINT'i 
fUr*";po-l:LOCATE-28,14:PRINI'nove$" 

CAHI 1398•FOR•1=1•TO•1880:NEXT•t 
DAOE 1406•COSUB • 2160 
OAIJ 1410•LOCATE•20,10:PRINT"SEOUENCE":LOCATE 

•28,12:PRINT"'•-UAS." 
CABE 1420-FOR•T=1•TO•1000:NEXT•T 
EABC 1430 F0RB=1T0P0 
DAOE 1440-COSUB - 2210 
CALI 14S0-NEXT. B 
DAEF 1460 COSUB-2160 
HANJ 1470-LOCATE-20,10 sPRINT'Tryaya in" :x:RND 

(-TINE) 
GAHI 1488'FOR't=l'TO'lOO0:NEXT't 
DAHF 1498-GOSUB-2168 
DADA 1S00•GOTO•1120 
BAOL 1518'END 
FAJI 1528-REN-up-parrot 
PANJ 1538 - PEN•l:LOCATE>px(«),py<a):PRINT*CHRt 

(200) ;CHRX201> jCHRI (282> 
OAEJ I540-LOCATE-px(a),py<a)*l:PRlNI-CHRI(203 

>;CHRf(284 >:CHRf(285) 
OAPJ 1550•LOCATE•px(a),py(a)+2:PRINT-CHRI(206 

);CHRK207);CHRf (208) 
OAIJ 1560•LOCATE•px(a),py(a)«3:PRINT*CHRf(289 

);CHRI(210);CHRI(211) 
CANN 1570•RE TURN 
CADF 1580-REM-bmt-parrot 
FANA 1598•SOUND•4,50»a,15,15 
CAIC 1595 • PEN -1 
BBFB 1688'L0CATE'px(a)-l,py(a)*2:PRINI-CHRI(2 

12);CHRK213);CHRI(214);CHRI(215) 
NABN 1610-LOCATE-px(*)-l,py(a)»3:PRINT-CHRI(2 

V O U K T U R H 

Pretty parrots. Can you saa Ntom? They 
pull tbo strings. What pattern do thay 
make? Pattarn. Parrots. Parrot pattarnsl 

Grab 
Converter 

It wasn't there. 
Sorry avoryona. 

Hero it Is at last -
the mode 0 to S e r i p u * 
modo 2 grab ^ m A 
converter that A S T 1T 
you've all been ( r # " V 

waiting for (since 
issue 99. in fact). 
All you have to do 
is type it in. giving ^ f 

the filenames of 
both the muhiface ' f ' ' ." 
grab and the 
screen file you 
want to save out. m mi • I f 
and the program l a i . i l T . i i J ^ 
will do the rest. it wasn't there, 
creating a picture Sorry ovoryone. 
in mode 2 that 
can be loaded into a DTP package or the 
like - have fun. 
DAFX 10-MEMORY-43FFF 
DAPG 20-addr:4BE80 
DAHJ 30•READ-bytel 
GAAP 40 • IF «by t t f w" THEN -GOTO • 88 
HAND 50•POKE•addr,VAL("4'«byttl) • 
EAFF 60 addr:addr*l 
CADE 70-GOTO'30 
BA0P 80-NODE 1 
BABG 98-CAT 
FAIN 100-INPUT*1"Input' 
FAAI 118-IF* J I:""THEN-GOTO-90 « 
GABD 128'INPUT'"0utput:"#ol 
DAHJ 130'LOAD-if,<4800 
CAPN 140 CALL'48880 
DAHA ISO-CALL•ABE80 
FACG 168•SAVE•ol,b,4C00O,44008 
CAJH 170-GOTO-80 
FANI 180-DATA-3E.02.CD,1C,BD,21 
FAPF 190'DATA•0O,CO,7E,O6,OO,4F 
FANH 2O0'DATA-E6,AA,FE,00,28,83 
FAHH 218>DATA'3E,F0,47,79,E6,55 
FALG 220•DATA-FE,00,28,04,78,C6 
FAIG 238'DAIA'0F,47,78,77,23,7C 
FAGJ 240-DATA-B5.FE,00,20,DF,C9 
CAFE 258'DATA'M 

1ANF 1838-SYNB0L.212,7,31,63,127,99,99,127,83 
JAIK 1840-SYMBOL-213,144,225,247,251,139,115, 

251,255 
JA0E 1850-SYMBOL-214,0,254,255,255,255,255,25 

5,255 
JAOA 1860'SYNBOL'215,3,14,252,2S2,248,24O,224 

,128 

IAHB 1870-SYMBOL-216,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16 
JAIC 1880-SYMBOL-217,255,170,85,170,85,170,8S 

,255 
CAFN 2038-RETURN 
GALN 2040•REN-set*up>scrten 
NAI0 20S0•FOR•y=1•TO•4:LOCATE -10(y:PRINT-CHRI 

(216):NEAT-y 
NANB 2060• FOR-y=l • TO• 12.LOCATE• 14,si:PRINT• CHR 

f(tl6):NEXT*y 
NAAP 2870-FOR-a=l-TO-14:LOCATE-6,s:PRINT'CHRf 

(216) :NEXT*y 
NAPL 2080•FOR•y=1•TO•6:LOCATC•3,y:PRINT•CHRI( 

216):NEXT • y 
NAAP 2898'FOR x:l'TO'28:LOCATE'X,l:PRINT'CHRt 

(217):HEXT•* 
LACK 2188-LOCATE-18,9:PRINT'CHRI(217);CHRS(21 

7);CHRI(217) 
LAGN 2110'LOCATE*14,17:PRINT*CHRI(217);CHRf(2 

17);C HR1(217) 
LAKK 2120-L0CATE-6,19:PRINT'CHRI(217);CHR1(21 

V O U R T U K N 

09);CHRI(21O) 
JAEP 1620•LOCATE'px(a),py(a):PRINT-CHRI(216) 
CAKM 1630-RETURN 
CAPK 1640-REM'blanlcparrot 
IAAJ 1650-LOCATE-px(a),py(a):PRINT" 
IANO 1660-L0CATE'px(a),py(a)M:PRINTM •• •" 
JANE 1670-LOCATE-px(a)-l,py(a)t2:PRINT"•• 
JAPE 1680*LOCATE*px(a)-l,py(a)t3:PRINT"*• 
CAAN 1690-RETURN 
EAJN 1700•REN def-char 
HAPN 1718'SYMBOL>208,16,16,16,16,0,14,31,63 
IALJ 1720'SYMBOL*281,0,8,28,126,127,207,287,2 

87 
HALC 1738'SYMBOL-282,8,8,8,8,8,8,128,128 
HABL 1740-SYMBOL-283,63,49,40,8,16,33,35,3 
JAAL 1758•SYMBOL - 284,255,2S5,254,124,126,255, 

255,255 
HAOJ 1768'SYMBOL>285,8,0,8,8,8,128,192,192 
GAPG 1770-SYMBOL-206,3,3,3,3,3,1,1,1 
JANK 1788'SYNBOL'287,223,191,191,223,223,239, 

247,251 
JALK 1798-SYNBOL-288,192,192.224,224,224.248, 

240,248 
HAAA 1880'SYMBOL<209,1,0,8,8,56,127,8,6 
IAED 1810'SYNBOL>218,253,126,12,24,48,252,8,8 
HAEN 1820'SYNBOL'211,248,120,60.28,14,6,3,8 

Typo-Ins has boon a Children's Television 
Workshop Production © Sesamo Street 
1 9 9 4 brought to yoa by tho letters S and F. 

7):CHRI(217) 
LAAK 2130-LOCATE-3,11 :PRINT-CHRI (217) ;CHRK21 

7);CHRI(217) 
HAJG 2140-LOCATE-8,21:PRINT"PARR0T" 
DBNI 2145-LOCATE-1,24:PEN2:PRINT"ARCsoftuare 

-copyright-(c)•1993.-AMSIRAD," 
CAIN 2158-RETURN 
EAAD 2160-FOR•V=10-TO•15 
IAGN 2170-LOCATE-20,y:PRINT'STRINCf(9,32) 
CADN 2180-NEXT-y 
CAMN 2190-RETURN 
IACG 2218*a:no(b):C0SUB'1658:G0SUB-1598 
GAAF 2228 FOR• t=l•TO•100:NEXT•t 
FAGP 2230-GOSUB'1650:G0SUB-1530 
CAIN 2248-RETURN 
JAIC 2258-px(l):l0:px(2):14:px(3):6:px(4):3 
JAEH 2260'py(l)=5:py(2)=13:py(3)=15:py(4)=7 
CALM 2270-RETURN 



Buying goods through the post 

There are loads of great questions you want to ask them. • Keep records of correspondence 

bargains to be found in the w c h a s compatibility, price. or phone calls with the company -
ads and classified ads in postage costs, etc. dates, torms agreed, etc. 

Amstrad Action. But some of you • Check about a delivery date (ask e If a problem does occur the first 
may be a bit reticent about h o w , o n * Ulk® before you place to contact is tho company 
sending money through the post should receive the goods). causing the problem. Be calm, and 
for goods you haven't seen to * Novor send cash through the explain clearly what the problem 
someone youVo only talked to over Post- If possible use a credit card Is. Most faults are Just mix ups and 
the phone. But don't panic. Just because that will probably give you can be sorted out 
follow our simple guide to buying *ome form of Insurance coverage. • If. however, you still have 
goods by post and you Failing that, use a PO or cheque. problems write to Amstrad Action's 
cant go wrong. r . • Beware companies advertising department at the 
• Before o r d e r i n g t h a t seem to loave following address: 
anything try to c o n t a c t t h e i r answer phones Alison Winter, 
the company by phone t o p e r m a n e n t l y switched AA advertising department, 
check that the p r o d u c t o n or who don't put a Future Publishing, 
you want is in s t o c k . I , phone number or 30 Monmouth Street. 
Write down a list of address in their ads. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

Reader Ads 
(Continued from page 29} 
Imapct issue two is out now and it's 
free. I'm mad. etc. For a coppy send 
SSAE to: Impact. 53 High Lane. 
Burslem, StokeK)ivTrent. Staffordshire 
ST6 7DF. 

New Tape PD library called Tape 
PD (I bet that took a while to think up 
- Dave) Write to Tape PD. 39 
Woodville. Bickington. Barnstaple. 
North Devon EX31 2HL 
We noed your Public Domain programs 
for our expanding library and would like to 
let you know the disk PD News is 
available now. Send a disk and a 
stamped addressed envelope to Disk PD. 
lower Dexbeer, Dexbeer. Holsworthy, 
Devon EX22 71A. 
Soft PD library tor 20p a section. Send a 
stamped addressed envelope lor a 
catalogue. For tape only, send your orders 
to Soft PD. 8 Chalfont Road. St Johns 
Estate. Colchester. Essex C04 4NT 
Power PD is the cheapest PD library in 
Britain. Over 50 selections at 15p. 
Quality software on disk or tape. Send 
SAE to: 33 East Lane. Sandiway. 
NorthwKh. Cheshire CW8 2QQ 
PD Fun, back and better than ever 
100% lun and now 100% quality (true). 
All this is now offered on 3.5" disks as 
well. PD Fun, 41 Michelgate. Kwkby. 
Lonsdale. Lanes LA6 2BE. 

Cartridge games for 464 Plus. Will pay 
£5 per cartridge — more if boxed Tel. 
David on 061 653 0698. 
Any disks to fit Amstrad CPC 6128. 
Mouse also required. Phone Karl on 081 
690 7940. 
A John Morrison PC8 designer cartridge 
wanted. The full version required with 
prwiter routines included it and was 
marketed in late 1980's. Phone Alan on 
061 928 7260 after 6.00pm 

Fruity Frank, Millionaire and Horsein 
Around Stables editions wanted Willing to 
pay £5 for each Please write to Andy 
Hudson, 5 Trocadero Court, Normanton 
Road. Derby DEI 2GR. 
MP3 Modulator/TV Turner for use with 
6128 and CTM644 monitor. Phone D 
Eales on 0203 448946 
Laser Squad disk. H possible with lull 
instructions, cassette considered. Phone 
lan on 081 965 9950 after 6pm. 
Amstrad 464 Plus operating manual 
wanted. Teephone Stephen Hay on 
03552 44732. 
Amstrad CPC6128 disk version of Sim 
City wanted Tel: Michael Chivers on 081 
994 8924. 
Mulbface Two for CPC 6128. Will swap 
any four of the following disks: Equindx. 
DUN. Darach. Armagedoon. Roland. 
Stnder, BTTF Two. Addams Family. Phone 
Richard on 010 353 2884037. 
Wanted for 6128: Printer. Multiface Two. 
second disk drive, word processor. DTP 
packages, plus anything interesting, Tel: 
Dave Parlett on Coventry 0203 666766. 
Wanted 6128 disk drive or 6128 
keyboard working but cheap. Ring Keith 
on Selby 0757 248756. 

Ram music machine. Will pay up to £10. 
Phone Stuart on 0786 475982 after 6pm. 
WantedlWantedfWanted! AA1 andAA2 
(in readable condition please). Write to 
Bruno. Postfach 43, 8804 AUSTRIA. 
Testers wanted for unpublished 
programs. Personal copying allowed. Afl 
Amstrad CPC's games, serious, utilities 
etc. First class stamp to Maybrook 
Software, 95 Humberstorie Road, 
Luton LU4 9SR 
Desperately wantod, any back issues 
of AA. good price paid, more il with 
covertape. Contact Fleur Rose (made up 
name! • Ed). 49 Albury, Southend-on-
Sea. Essex SS2 4SI. 
Wanted strategy war games CPC 
good prices paid. Unused MuJtHace II for 
sale £20. 36 Mountain View. Baghall 
Road. Bray. Co. Wicklow. Ireland. Or 
phone (Irom UK) 010 3531 2868616. 
Prince of Persia and Turrican 2 on 
disk. Will pay a reasonable price. Tel 
0642 825360. 
PD advontures for new adventure PD 
library. Send on tape or disk plus SAE to 
Moon Shine PD. 19A Kenyon Avenue, 
rexham. Clwyd LL11 2SP Help given if 
writing an adventure. 

Amstrad Action, issue 24, September 
1987. State your own price. Write to 
Tony Statton 4 Wmdway Road. Canton, 
Cardiff CF5 1AF. 
Jack Nicklaus Golf wanted on disk. 
Phone 0273 376442 alter 7pm. 
Wanted: Amazing Amstrad Omnibus 
031 551 2305. 

Do you have CPM+ on ROM? Have you 
moved and want to change the details 
on the ROM? I may be able to help. 
Phone 0738 29536 after 6pm 
Ink Master 2 home-programmed. Gives 
3465 colours on any CPC. Send tape/disk 
and £2 to: Alan Payne, 89 Wolver 
hampton Road. Codshal, Wolverhampton, 

fli Mi 
O R D E R F O R M SEND TO: SMALL ADS, AMSTRAD ACTION, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH, AVON BA1 2BW 

Please place the following advertisement in the next available issue of Amstrad Action 

Name 

Addrosa READER ADS! 
I f s t r u e - y o u c a n a d v e r t i s e i n 

A m s t r a d A c t i o n f o r N O T H I N G ! I f s a l l p a r t 
o f o u r c o n t i n u i n g e f f o r t s t o p r o v i d e y o u 

w i t h t h e b e s t v a l u e m a g a z i n e 
p o s s i b l e . 

Classification. Tick box: - I For Sale • Wanted - J Services -J User Groups J Other 

Write your a d v e r t i s e m e n t here , o n e w o r d per box . Inc lude your n a m e a n d p h o n e n u m b e r i f you w a n t t h e m pr in ted . 
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Living in Mi« 9 0 s Is a l l a boot convenience - TV dinners, 
remote controls, automatic cars, automatic cat-feeding bowls 
and delay-action plant food. Now yoar Amstrad catches up 
with the convenience age thanks to Its very own user-friendly 
graphical user interface. Clur re laxes Into tho revlew— 

Imagine yourself stranded on a desert island 
somewhere in the Pacific, the one and only 
survivor of the most horrific plane crash 

known to date. You think you're all alone and 
start your search for a supply of fresh water. 
Unbeknown to you thousands of pairs of eyes are 
watching your every move. They watch you for 
days as you fail miserably to cope with the 
unfriendly environment. 

Weeks go by until the native pygmies reveal 
themselves. You're terrified - you think they're 
going to boil you and have you with mange tout 
for lunch. How do you communicate? Shout 
loudly at them in English? Pointless. Spend ages 
learning their language? A bit time-consuming. Or 
do you do the sensible thing and draw pictures in 
the sand to represent the plane, your fellow 
passengers, your hunger and your lack of 
hostility? Sounds like your best bet to me. 
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You're in a similar situation with your CPC. 
How do you get it to follow instructions? It doesn't 
understand English, and so your only choice is to 
learn its languages - machine code or BASIC. Or 
do you? What if you could communicate via some 
visuals-based system. That's exactly what DES, 
the new WIMP system on ROM (and 3nnch disk) 
from CampurSoft. is designed to do. 

What a WIMP 
DES is known as a WIMP system; WIMP is an 
acronym for Windows. Icons, Menus and 
Pointers. What this essentially means is that a 
WIMP is a graphical control system for your 
computer that is not keyboard command-based, 
like BASIC, but uses a system of pictures and 
pull-down menus along with an arrow-shaped 
pointer to access disks. ROM chips, hard drives, 
user groups and desktop utilities like file copying 
and disk formatting. 

DES who? 
DES brings a comprehensive WIMP system (rarely 
seen on the 8-brt computers) to your CPC. On start-
up DES displays a menu bar at the top of the 
screen and five icons. Two icons look like disks; 
these represent disk drives. Click on either of these 
and DES will examine the drive to see if there's a 
disk in it If there is DES will build up a catalogue of 
the disk and display the files on the disk on screen 
as a set of icons confined in a box called a window. 
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Another icon is designed to look like a folder; 
this is the user folder which allows you to access 
any user destination with ease The next icon is 
reminiscent of a chip, this one represents the 
ROMbox. Open it up and a window will appear on 
screen listing all the ROM chips you have 
connected to your machine. Highlight one by 
moving the pointer over it and hit return to run 
the program on that chip. 

The next icon is the weirdest-looking one. 
but represents a function you'll probably use 
quite a bit - it's a dustbin. You see, instead of 
erasing files from a disk manually in BASIC, all 
you have to do is highlight the unwanted file's 
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Compare and contrast 
Dosktop systems have been around (or a while on business machines and the bigger home computers 
How does DES on the CPC compare? Lefs have a r • I • • T E I C J B T T S S C H B B 
look see at the CPCt b.ggor brother's GUIs. I I I — — — 
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Windows, the user-friendly inteffm* that 
opened up the PC non-computer literate users. 

The OKM desktop on the Atari ST -
probably the most similar Oraphical 
User Interlace to OfS. 
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The Mackintosh front end Is renowned as 
one of the most easy-to-use systems. 
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icon, move the pointer to the dustbin and hit 
return, then the file will be deleted for good. 

The menu bar has three words written on it: 
file, disc and options. Move the pointer over one 
of the words and hit return; what is known as a 
pull-down menu will appear. These menus contain 
lists of CPC utilities which you activate by 
highlighting them with the pointer. 
• In the file menu are all the utilities that can be 
used on individual files - run, rename, copy, 
select all etc. 
• The disc menu contains all those utilities that 
go to work on discs, doing things like formatting, 
copying, verifying (checking discs for faults) and 
archiving discs to tape. 
• The final menu contains all sorts of options 
relating to DES itself, the set up of the program 
(colours, screen blanker, disc scanner, set-ups. 
etc) and the exit option to send you out of DES 
and into BASIC. 

What does it all moan? 
DES comes to you on two ROM chips - there will 
be a cut-down disc version available by the time 
this issue hits the streets, but we haven't seen 
the disc version yet so I can't really comment on 
it All you do to access all the goodies DES has 
to offer is plonk the chips in your ROMbox 
(anywhere, in any order) and away you go. 

The most noticeable thing about DES on ROM 
is on start-up. After any other ROMs you have 
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installed in your system have been recognised by 
the CPC. DES will boot up automatically with no 
need for you to manually run the program (you 
can, if you wish, halt the process by holding 
down space as you boot up tfie machine). 

--The automatic loading and running of DES 
means that for CPC novices there is now a way 

Anyone who's had to contond with 
Amiga BASIC will know what a Oodtond 
the Amiga Workbench Is. 

We reviewed DES on ROM but it is available 
from CampurSoft on both ROM (£24.99) and 
disk (£14.99). However as a special offer to 
Amstrad Action readers, if you purchase your 
copy within a month of the cover date of this 
issue (within three months of the cover date 
for our overseas readers) you can have DES at 
the special rate of £19.99 for the ROM and 
£11.99 for the disk version. 

If you're interested in purchasing the 
programmers' guide, it will be available soon at 
£2.99 or thereabouts (CampurSoft hadn't 
decided on an exact price at the time of this 
issue going to press). 

For details, or to place an order, write to 
CampurSoft. 10 Mcintosh Ct. Well Park. Glasgow 
G31 2HW. Or phone them on 041 554 4735. 
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for them explore the CPC without any knowledge 
of the Amstrad's BASIC commands. You can run 
programs on disc or ROM. explore discs, edit 
discs and generally fiddle about with the system. 

For experienced users DES offers a whole 
new look to programming for the CPC. For a 
small fee CampurSoft will supply a programmers' 
manual to any programmers keen to utilise the 
DES system. This details all the things you'd 
need to know about the set-up of the code within 
the chips and a few handy hints and tips too. 
CampurSoft are keen for people to write 
programs compatible with DES and so will not 
charge any royalties or put any restrictions on 
what you want to do with it. 

Pals forever 
DES is fully compatible with PCW discs; providing 
you have ROMDOS installed in your system you 
can perform any of the options in the file and 
disc menus on PCW 173k and 720k discs 
(except for formatting). DES isn't an emulator; it 
doesn't enable you to run PCW programs, but 
does let you transfer data - such as ASCII text 
files - from the PCW to the CPC. 

The only compatibility problem that I have 
found so far is that used in conjunction with a 
Multiface. the chips seem to have problems 
booting up. It doesn't happen every time, but on 
occasions DES will just completely refuse to boot 
up if a Multiface is plugged into the machine. 

Auritamcstic or***? 
The manual is extensive and particularly 
thorough, not that you should have to refer to it 
too often, hopefu ly. The program itself is pretty 
intuitive to use but sometimes you might just 
need that extra prompting from the manual. If 

R E V I E W 
you still have problems with the program there is 
a back up service offered by CampurSoft. just in 
case of those little emergencies. 

Apply yourself 
At the moment two applications exist that are 
compatible with the DES ROM chips - Camera (a 
screen-grabbing program) and a disc editor 
compatible with all Amstrad formats. ROMDOS 
formats and PCW discs too. There will be a disc 
available soon with these and more utilities on it 
which will cost around £9 and we will bring you 
news on that as soon as we have it. 

Doesn't It do well? 
For the moment all you get when you give over 
your hard-earned dosh is the standard DES. the 
desktop environment package. What it actually 
sets out to do it does darn well - 1 can't fault the 
utilibes and it's pretty speedy. And considering 
the price of programs on single ROMs. £20 isn't 
that much to ask for two. 

But there's a nagging doubt in the back of 
my mind - DESs success will depend on the 
software support it gets from other sections of 
the CPC scene. If it doesn't get it then it'll 
remain an interesting experiment with few 
practical uses; sure you don't have to use 
long-winded BASIC, but is this a luxury worth 
paying £20 for? Think about it - where would 
Windows for the PC be if it wasn't for all the 
great packages that use the system? Consigned 
to history probably. 

CampurSoft themselves are certainly 
dedicated to DES - all their future releases 
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(including a graphics program that they're 
working on but aren't going to tell me much 
about yet) will be DES compatible. If the rest of 
the industry tries it and likes it as much as we did 
then we may be looking at the essential piece of 
CPC hardware that no owner could be without. 

Ifs a bit of a gamble to spend £20 on 
something that may or may not take off. But if 
people don't buy it. programmers won't 
program for it. It's your decision -
power to the purchased ® 

Details 
PRODUCT: DES 
PRICE: £24.99 (ROM)/£14.99 disk (but check 
out the special offer box-out). 
AVAILABLE FROM. Campursoft. 10 Mcintosh 
Court. Wellpark. Glasgow. ScoUand G31 2HW 
n 041 554 4735. 
RATING: It does what it sets out to do with style, 
but its success as a WIMP system 
will be determined by the software fi/L 
that is developed to run with it. U " ? /fl 
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S e n d y o u r l e t te r s to : R e a c t i o n , A m s t r a d A c t i o n , 3 0 M o n m o u t h S t r e e t , B a t h BA1 2 B W 

A question 
of sport 
Congratulations on producing 
a great magazine. I just have 

a few questions to ask you. 
1 Is Sfeg The Slug out on the CPC yet? If it 
is why haven't you reviewed it yet? 
2 I was looking through some back issues 
of AA the other day when I noticed a game 
called Football Frenzy in the adventure 
section. What is it. where can I get it f rom 
and is it any good? 
3 I'm looking for a decent rugby simulator. 
Can you help? 
4 Are there any management games lined 
up for the covertape? 
5 Can I buy CPC games in HMV megastores? 
6 Are there any decent rugby management 
sims available (I already have Rugby Coach)? 
7 Is the GAC booklet still available? 
I like Simon's review style. I don't know what 
F Stewart (AA92) was talking about. 
David Nicholls, Devon 

1 Steg the Slug has been out for a while 
from Codef/lasters ( t r 0926 814132). 
Personally, though, I don't reckon the CPC 
version is much cop. 
2 Football Frenzy is, er, a text adventure 
about, er. football Thafs why it was in the 
adventure section. It used to be sold by 
Alternative Software 0977 797777) but 
unfortunately i fs no longer available. You 
could always try using our Small Ads section. 
3 World Class Rugby (from Audiogenic 
» 081 424 2244) is pretty darned funky. 

Unfortunately, it's no longer available, but 
there's always our trusty Small Ads section 
(hang on, I'm getting a sense of deja vu). 
4 Not for the next few issues at least. 
5 To be frank, there's more chance of 
Macaulay Culkin winning an Oscar. 
6 Trad not, though World Class Rugby 
does give you a lot of choice over the 
players you pick for your team. 
T 'Fraid not. The book was a complete 
sellout, but strangely never went to a 
second edition D a v e 

SOSF2 
1 After I heard the news 
about Street Fighter 2 not 
coming out on the Amstrad I 

immediately rang up US Gold asking about 

Short sharp shocks 
• I think that Simon Forrester looks like 
one of those Playdoh mop top sets but 
more like a mop. 
Daniel Thain, Cowley. 

Thanks a lot - and you probably wear 
an anorak. S i m o n 

• I took your advice and purchased 
the book Making Sense of English In 
Computers and good advice it was. 
Thank you. I know now that a warm 
boot is not a sweaty Wellington. 
Ben Anderson. Bilston. 

A computer pun that doesn't sound 
like an out-take from Carry On Poking 
- it can be done. D a v e 

• I've been collecting AA since issue 
96 and so far I think i f s the best mag 
money can buy. AA is simply the best. 
Gareth Kneil, Totnes. 
PS Can you tell me what game will be 
on issue 112? 

Er, no, but it won't be Street Fighter 
2 Turbo (that's a joke - look under *j' 
in your d'Ct onary). Dave . 

• I've been trying for ages and ages 
to f ind a certain game for my 464. 
I fs called Rodland. Can you help? 
Ann Wandalen, South Harrow. 

Rodland is ava.lable direct from Kixx 
t t 021 356 3388. D a v e 

it, and they told me. "There isn't enough 
demand for the game, so it was scrapped. 
We will br ing it out if there is enough 
demand - say, for example, if there was a 
support club formed. The game is sort of 
on hold. We never finished it and perhaps 
we will never br ing it out because there 
isn't enough demand." 

So perhaps AA could produce a support 
club for Street Fighter 2.1 would certainly 
help and I am sure there are many others 
who would too. As for not enough demand, I 
am sure there are about 20,000 readers 
out there who want i t 

2 Please could you suggest a decent 
desktop publishing package for my CPC464 
as it seems most of them are 128k and 
disk-only which I haven't got. 
3 Is a Multiface 2 essential for 
programming or is it just for messing 
around with other people's games? 
A I am thinking of producing my own 
fanzine and would review lots of games. 
The thing is, I don't know how to get 
pictures f rom the games. I don't think 
photography would be much good. Would a 
Multiface 2 get pictures of games? If it 
does, how would I get them into the 
fanzine? There is an Apple Mac at my 
school with scanners and RM Nimbuses. 

5 As for Dave working for GB Action there 
was a man with exactly the same name 
looking suspiciously like Dave doing the 
maps for games, but also for other mags 
too. If this is you. Dave, how about doing 
maps for the Addams Family or any other 
big adventure game? 

6 Ages ago I bought a really smart game 
called Hostages f rom Infogrames. 
Unfortunately it was bug-ridden and that 
was the last copy in the shop. In fact, it was 
the only CPC game there. Please could you 
put this on the covertape because i f s 
getting fairly old now. It came out before 
Mystical and surely you could get it for the 
covertape. It really is a cool game, great 
graphics, good levels, good sound and it 
doesn't take long to load. 

Alastair White. Leicester. 

1 No sooner said than done. Turn to page 
10 now and get writing. 
2 The only one we know of is PowerPage 
64, available from the reactivated Robot PD 
- see Amscene on page eight. 
3 No to both parts of that question. Ifs not 
essential, but it does make life a lot easier 
for competent programmers as it gives 
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On time shocker 
1 US Gold's excuse about 
Street Fighter 2 wasn't up to 
much, was it? 

2 What about a demo on the covertape? 
You know, one of those complicated 
graphics jobbies that the French seem to 
like producing. 
3 Whatever happened to that game that 
was to be programmed especially for 
Amstrad Action (you know, the one you 
asked us to send in ideas for)? 
4 I subscribe to AA and the January issue 
was only one day late... you caught me off 
guard there. I wasn't expecting it for 
another three or four days. You guys must 
use a random number generator or 
something to produce the 'Next Issue On 
Sale' bit of the mag. If so, could you send 
me a copy, because it seems to work - my 
AA arrives very randomly. 

5 What happened to that neat menu system 
that used to adorn the covertapes and which 
made tape-to-disk transfers so easy? 
6 Finally, AA's still a great mag. but what 
about a couple of Take That pull-out posters 
in the next issue? Wouldn't that be nice, eh? 
Shane Kelly, Co Derry, Northern Ireland. 

1 No. 
2 Are you sure? Personally I agree with Rob 
Buckley's view that he expressed in the 
interview we printed with him last issue -
programmers talented enough to write that 
sort of stuff really ought to use their skills to 
produce something a bit more worthwhile 
than lots of wobbly pictures and shaded 
balls. But if we suddenly receive a torrent of 
mail demanding demos on the covertape... 
well, we're here to serve. 

3 Ah. yes, well... and therein lies a tale. 
Actually, the person who was going to wnte 
the game for us became unavailable (yes, 
that is a euphemism). 
4 We use a top secret randomiser element 
in our production process known only as 
'tape duplicators'. 
5 Hopefully, if Simon has followed his 
instructions, the menu system has made a 
comeback on this issue's covertape. 
6 No. 

Who needs demos on the covertape? Get out your felt tips, colour In the picture above, 
fill In the section at the bottom then wave It In front of your oyos - It's the same effect. 

them access to and total control over every 
byte in memory. But i fs also great for 
messing around with games code if you like 
that sort of thing. 
4 Ah. tricky one, this. Yes. you can use a 
multiface to 'grab' pictures (as we call it in 
the trade) which you can then import onto a 
DTPed page. Unfortunately, not all games are 
multiface-grabbable. The only way you can 
grab these is by buying another computer 
and doing all sorts of techy things we really 
haven't got enough enough room to go into 
here. Tell you what - I'll mention it to Richard. 
5 Let's get this straight. I have never worked 
for GB Action. U's a foul rumour. If someone 
has been impersonating me then I suggest 
they seek psychiatric help. But if it's maps 
you want, maps you shall get. See page 51. 
6 Hang on. You want us to put a bug-ridden 
game on the covertape? Thanks. D a v e 

The bottom line 
I fs that bottom line again: 
4 Makes you go insane 
6 Make you scream 

10 Are the best thing to be invented since 
covertapes were put on mags 
11 On the tape duplicators or the desktop 
publishing feature? 
12 For the wrong kind of snow - what? BR 
apologising? Whatever next? 
14 Don't visit the AA office - why? 
16 Is non-existent 
17 Eh? 
18 No more re-runs please 
20 Do you use Head and Shoulders? I did but 
it gave me awful dandruff 
21 Isn't good for you 

22 A fly as big as a crane? What size? 40ft? 
60ft? 90ft? Where? 
23 Plenty of them on Sovereign's 384 bus. 
30 Really annoys people especially on the 
384 (see above). 
31 Campaign to stop smokers? 
32 Sounds like a character f rom Neighbours. 
33 It gets on your nerves doesn't it? 
34 The old-fashioned building in London. 
35 Had you going there! 
36 Tho Galleria in Hatfield has nine screens 
- beat that! 
37 Answer on page 39 
39 Answer to question on page 37 
40 Was definitely Bi f fs brother 
41 What, again 
42 Eh? 
43 Looks terrible 
44 No, no. No, no, no, no. No, no, no. no. 
No. no there's no limit - 1 hate 2 Unlimited? 
46 Another Neighbours character 
49 Better The Devil You Know is my 
favourite song - NOT! 
52 I have enough trouble with the 384. 
thank you very much. 
54 A driving sim? 
56 Fine. 
Chris Sweeny, Tonwell. 
PS Is Rod related to Bill Oddie? 
PPS Wass AA100 really due out on Thursday 
25th December? 
PPPS Beadle. Biff. Rod and Bill Oddie all 
could be related. 
PPPPS I hate Commodores and Amigas. 
PPPPPS And one last thing - you mag is 
great. I really enjoy the covertape. etc. etc... 

Er, I think you had to be there D a v e 

New life 
Just a tip that other readers 
might find useful. My first 
three-inch drive appeared to 

be on its last legs, continually reporting 
read errors, write errors and an infuriating 
'disk not in drive' when there was a definitely 
was a disk in there. I tr ied disconnecting all 
peripherals from the expansion socket and 
then reconnecting them all 
again, but this didn't cure m . 

H it's not too 
much to ask... 
Please would you put four 
Mario cartr idges on an 

Amstrad tape. We would like four Super 
Mario games on a cart r idge because we 
like Mario. And please would you also put 
a game like Burnin' Rubber on the 
cartr idge like the one that came with the 
computer? And please would you make 
the screen go a bit faster. 
Richard Davies. David Record, Leicester. 

Er. no. Next. D a v e 
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Omissions 

^

Having just carr ied my 
CPC6128 (including the 
monitor) f rom Dublin to Bath, I 

thought it was about time I wrote to you 
again in an attempt to get into print, now 
that after two years I finally have an 
Amstrad in my room again. 

I had been buying AA f rom issue 2, but 
when I left home in 1992 I lost touch, and 
only returned to the habit with issue 100 
(which was ace). I was, though, slightly 
dismayed at certain absences f rom the all-
t ime top 100 bit. For a start, what about 
games like Sorcery and Spindizzy? Both 
were superlatively excellent and far better 
than almost everything else you mentioned 
in their categories. Academy and Tau Ceti 
made no appearances either. Oh well. 

There was no favourite TV programme 
category in your Centenary Survey for Blake's 
Seven to win, either. And the Robins Cinema 

Saturday morning 
4 \ kids' dub cut of Or 

t j j l / V 1 I J Dateks didn't win a 
best film of "93 
category. Then 

again, AA is a V | 
computer magazine 
so these shortcomings B k M 
are probably I 
completely justified. W J j & ^ W 
Oh. and in my opinion, Y L 
AA20 With the pale Sooliti and Dayna 
blue CPC464 was the contamplata shooting 
best COVer. Hi* costume designer. 

By the way, can 
anyone offer any explanation as to why I 
get no sound out of my 6128 unless I hold 
down the right arrow key. when it works 
perfectly? Help! 

Well done reaching more issues than 
Amtix and Computing With The Amstrad put 
together and good luck with the next 100. 
Roll on May 2002. 
John 'its cheaper than Badgerline' (er, 
we're couldn't read the second name), Bath. 

Actually, both Sorcery and Spindizzy only just 
missed out on a mention in the feature. This 
type of Top 100 will always stir up lot of 
controversy because we don't include 
everbody's favourites. But now there is a 
solution - a way you can redress injustices -
and you'll find details on page ten. D a v e 

L E T T E R S 

the problem. So I decided that I would have 
to replace the drive mechanism. 

M&B Electrical Supplies (Pilgrim Works, 
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney, Sussex RH17 
5PA) who can be contacted on 0444 
881965 are selling replacement drives (or, 
more correct ly, drive mechanisms) for £ 2 0 
plus £3 postage. Replacement couldn't be 
easier as it is simply a task of opening your 
old casing (or if you have a 6128 the 
computer itself) disconnecting the data 
cable and power supply connector and 
removing the earth connector, placing the 
new drive in the casing and reconnecting all 
the relevant cables. The connectors are 
easier to put on than to take off. so be 
gentle when disconnecting. 

After performing this operation it was a 
real joy to see the drive working. The drive, 
having a white front, appears to be a 
replacement for the Plus series, and being a 
newer design is quieter with an improved 
loading mechanism. What was an added 
consolation was that a disk I had never been 
able to back up. because it failed to read 
tracks 40 and 41, successfully copied on 
the new drive. 
MJ Siddiq. Walthamstow. 

Its refreshing to hear from someone who's 
had good service from a company. Of course, 
people are always more likely to write in with 
complaints, but it's a lot more useful for other 
readers to hear about the companies that are 
doing a good job. So lef s hear from a few 
more satisfied customers. D a v e 

The final frontier 
Over the past few months I 
have read in AA the hype for 
AA100 and the game Elite. 

Christmas t ime to read and play. Centenary 
survey - favourite game: Elite. I await my 
turn on the trusty CPC6128 while the rest of 
the family play Power Tetris. Puzznic and 
Eve of Shadows, all f rom Sheepsoft PD. 
More of them later. 

First the datacorder stopped working -
another day wasted until I get a 
replacement. New Year's Eve and the 6128 
and the datacorder and Elite to myself, and 
then I tr ied loading it. The first block of 
Elite.Bin and then the message 'Disk 

missing - ignore, cancel, retry?' Outcome -
JL Copy. CAT both sides of the tape and 
then copy them on to disk only to find that 
it would run the intro then wanted to load 
via the tape. No Elite and Happy New Year 
to you, I don't think. 

So it was back to reading AA and the 
Centenary Survey. Best PD library - Robot? 
Is this a joke of yours or what? How could 
Robot be the best when it has been officially 
closed for most of the year and 
unobtainable for the year before that? They 
have had three of my disks for almost two 
years now. Phone calls, letters and still no 
action. I've had the same amount of luck 
with my subscription to Tim Blackbond's 
fanzine. Dartsma was a little better but that 
needed an oxtra letter and a phone call, and 
they came third in the poll. 

In November 1993 I still wanted Power 
Tetris, Puzznic and Eve of Shadows and 
saw the Sheepsoft telephone number 
published in The Amscene Directory. So I 

Ta very much. I 
always thought 
the hostilities 
were just a bit of 
friendly rivalry 
anyway. Actually, 
we were always 
kinda flattered 
by the mentions 
you gave us 
(like the classic 

WACCI cover Not hostile? Haiti 
we ve reprinted 
here). And best 
wishes to you for 1994, too D a v e 

tack 
"cnon 
•cnspr»on' 

gave them a r ing and got dad who was very 
pleasant and said could I r ing back after 
10pm when his son would be in. I rang and 
asked about the games. "Yes. of course -
just send your order in and I will put them 
on to one disk for you." 

He did by almost return of post and all 
for 50p. That has restored my faith in PD 
libraries and kept my family happy over 
Christmas. Many thanks again to Sheepsoft. 

Now back to best PD library. Sheepsoft 
second and your footnote - "Probably the 
most surprising result in the survey." 
Rubbish. What a silly comment. They are 
open, fast, user friendly and return disks, 
which is more than can be said about the 
one that came first. Sorry, Richard's sister 
was very pleasant on the phone last year. 

I have been reading AA since issue 48 
and found issue 100 a good read. What a 
pity about the tape. 
Chris Hill. Bradford 

Some 6128 owners did have problems 
loading Elite. Sorry about that. But you 
should have been able to use X-Copy to 
correct the problem. Ah well, never mind. 
Simon's other solution in this month's Type-
Ins on page 32 is a lot easier. V j 

As for Sheepsoft, in retrospect, yes, my 
comment did sound a bit derogatory, but I 
didn't mean it that way at all. I meant it was a 
pleasant surprise to see them come second. 
Honest, guv. And I agree that the Robot 
result was odd, but that was the result of the 
poll - we didn't make it up. 

By the way. Robot is officially open again 
now, though in a different format. Read about 
that in Amscene on page eight. D a v e 

Tiruce 
First of all, congratulations at 
reaching issue 100 of Amstrad 
Action and for bringing out 

such a good issue to mark the achievement. 
Thanks for putting the WACCI half-price 

special offer for AA readers in issue 99. It 
has brought a good response. It will help the 
club continue to provide a good standard of 
service to its members. I shall not enter into 
the Amscene 'rude comments' debate. I 
truly believe WACCI is not hostile to AA. 

Here's wishing you a happy and 
prosperous CPC new year. 
Paul Dwerryhouse, WACCI treasurer. 
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Final ly , a colour printer that 
chal lenges the Star L C 2 0 as 
the best choice for CPC users . 
Mary Richards checks it out... 

If you thought your printer was the bees 
Knees, take a peek at this baby. It's new 
and ifs called the Citizen ABC printer. 

Citizen, the manufacturer and distributor rolled 
into one. are aiming it at the home user and 
small businesses. 

Ifs being marketed by Citizen as the perfect 
choice for the first-time printer buyer, or anyone 
wanting to buy a new printer at a reasonable 
price. It has a two year guarantee and a seven 
year service life. 

We thought this sounded like the kind of 
printer that'd be perfect for loads of CPC 
users, so, on a rainy Wednesday in January 
me and hairy took a train from Bath to Picadilly, 
London, to be wined - on orange juice - and 
dined - on pizza by Citizen (and you think i fs 
glamourous being a journo). It was an 
impressive lunch... I mean launch. 

Size isn't everything 
The Citizen ABC 24-pin printer (to give it its full 

name) is a smart-fooking 
chunk of machinery. 

Compact enough to 
sit on your desk, 
at 385mm wide. 

it will still give you enough room to open Amstrad 
Action next to you as well (per-lease!). 

It has 128K RAM and. by inserting a colour 
ribbon, will print in full colour. The colour option 
will cost you £24.99 on top of the overall price. 

When printing in draft, the ABC can produce 
10 characters per inch at the rate of 160 
characters every second Its maximum resolution 
is a quality 360 dots per inch. 

It can only take A4 paper and 50 sheets will 
fit in its feed slot at a time (though there is a 
tractor feed kit available for a little extra). Ifs a 
quiet little mother - 48 dB(A) - because of its 
diamond head. This prints different characters in 

different ways which alters the pitch of sound to 
make it easier on the ear - allegedly! 

Not so easy for the CPC 
EasyStart software is included which, 
unfortunately, is not compatible with CPCs. Come 
on Citizen - there are loads of CPC dudes out 
there who use printers who'd lap up something 
like this. If you were able to access the software 
you would be given step by-step instructions on 
unpacking and setting up the printer. No need to 
search through a reference manual for 'how to 
begin' - we've been told you'll be up and running 
(away) within five minutes. That can't be too 
difficult to transfer on to then CPC, surely. 

And the price for an easy life? Only £189, 
excluding VAT of course. This, we were told by 
the men in suits, is what little Jonny will spend on 
a Saturday shopping spree without a second 
thought. Little Jonny obviously gets too much 
pocket money But. point taken, for a new 
printer, that's ain't much to pay. 

First impressions are good - decent price, 
decent specs. It's a shame about the EasyStart 
software, but even so the printer still looks 
promising. We haven't had a chance to check it 
out thoroughly yet, but expect to see the results 
of a comprehensive grilling next month, when 
we'll see whether it topples the Star LC20 from 
its position as AA's recommended colour printer. 

Details 
Citizen ABC 24 printer 

£189 (colour cartndgo £24.99) 
Citizon Europe Limited. PO 

Box 21, Aylesbury Road, Thame. Oxfordshire 
0X9 3BR « 0800 525686. 
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Why's this printer called Hie 
ABC? Because that's how easy 
If Is to use, apparently. 
Unfortunately, the software 
that makes It that easy Isa't 
compatible with the CPC. But 
It's still looks like It could be a 
great choice for CPC owners. 

> V If you think we have an easy life of it. swanning about the country to press 
i launches, think again. Everybody at the ABC launch wore suits. Except 
" Simon and me. that is. I perspired like a lost sheep in my woolly jumper. 

Hairy sweated in jeans and t-shirt undor his long black mac and looked... hairy. 
We each gulped a cup of rosy. Then we sat around a large conference table and 

stared at a big screen as a marketing man ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
flicked a switch and went into deep technology. 

The room was stuffy, the people were stuffier, the A 
printer loomed up before us and I tried hard to ^ ^ j g c a ^ R t * S f c E - S S ^ B B L j S i ^ ^ 
concentrate as Hairy made noises with his placcy ^ ^ H H 
bag and scratched his hoad over tho contents. 

Ah. haven't I mentionod the placcy bag? The 
marketing man a placcy bag 
'surprises' on each seat. "Hah, froobies! These V 
jounos got all the perks." I bet you're thinking. 
Well. yeah, but you try and got excited by this lot I 
- ono mars bar. one can of Coca Cola, three 
biros (red. blue and black), ono tube of 
toothpaste, one bar Leather soap 
one can beans (Heinz More 
to the point what the hell did they have to do with 
a printer launch? Alphabetti Spaghetti, maybe, M I 

toothpaste? Answers on a postcard please... H 



W h e n Dave told Mary s h e ' d be doing a feature on CPCs a round the wor ld , M a r y ' s thoughts tun 

To many users and readers, the 
UK is as far as the CPC's following 
stretches - they're quite 

happy to hunt round the UK 
CPC scene, getting a decent 
standard of software, of 
course, but having a 
limited selection to from 
which to choose. In 
fact, there's a world 
of good software out 
there, and people 
all over the globe 
are still quite 
happily tapping 
away at their CPCs, churning out high 
quality software, information-packed 
fanzines and diskzines and completely 
pointless demos (sorry). 

France 
This one's a little sad. really - two or three years ago. 
Franco had by far tho biggest (and. with a little debate, 
tho best) coding team in Europe - Logon system. If I listed 
all the demos they'd regurgitated we'd be here for years. 
But they are no longer which is a shame because it 
looked as if thoy were on the verge of producing 
something a little more interesting than a screen full of 
myopia-inducing patterns. In fact, in their time they did 
produce the odd utility, but if these people had followed 
Elmar Krieger's examplo, you wouldn't need to even think 
about buying a console machine. 

Since Logon's decision to pack their bags, though, the 
CPC sceno in Franco has fragmented. There are isolated 
coders dotted around the place, but no major groups. Also, 
tho two major national CPC magazines both recently folded. 

But ifs not all bad news. There's a company called 
Jessico which apparently has a number of CPC games on 
sale that were never officially roleased in the UK, such as 
Space Gun and D-Day. Unfortunately, despite repeated 
attempts wo just can't get through to them (or at least the 
one time we did there was an insurmountable language 
barrier). Try your luck on 010 3393 972200. 

- v r I 
Ireland 

A quick call to our top PD blokey Keith Woods revealod all wo needed to know 
about the Irish sceno. Yeah - it's not massivo. but it's definitely worth a 
montion. Thero are two main PD libraries. Amsof PD and Tho Vault (both 
addresses on page nine) which are virtually the UK's gateway to Europe - all 
the latest European software seems to turn up in thoso two librarios first. But 
PD isn't everything (by a very long shot). If you're a more litorary person, you 
might be interested in getting hold of CPC Forever (formerly Amstrad Fun), tho 
fanzine pulled together by Mr Woods himself which received a fairly good 
wolcome by Dave's fanzine reviews a couple of months back (send £1.50 to 8 
Springfield Drive. Templeogue, Dublin 6W. Ireland). 
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Germany 
Over in Germany there are a few disputes going on (whafs 
new?). In the eyes of many. BENG! (a coding group with a 
silly name who're based largely in Germany) aro tho 
biggest thing on tho Europoan CPC sceno, but the group is 
facing a threat - one thafs coming from the inside. 

Indeed. Da Silva, the leador of the group, has seen a few 
troubles recently, with various members (including the 
infamous Crown, apparently) swapping over to other 
computers. Da Silva is in the process of re-organising the 
group. He's on the lookout for new peoplo. and also 
maintains that given a good codor, tho French sido of the 
group could turn out quito a lot of now and interesting things. 

On a nowor note. Symbiosis, a group formod by two ox-
BENG! membors. looks to be storming into the lead, 
popularity wiso. The question still remains, though - when 
are they going to produco something other than demos? 
Actually, I've spoken too soon, as BENG! are interested in 
producing games'n'things, so anyone who's intorestod in 
joining should write to them, enclosing an international 
roply coupon, to Da Silver. PO Box 180143. 42060 
Wuppertal. Gormany. 

Demo groups aren't the only thing to come out of 
Germany, though - RUndschlag, the main German fanzine, 
is doing reasonably well, as is X-tremo, a diskzino. 
Unfortunately, they do seem to spend a hell of a long time 
chatting constantly about how to write demos, who's writing 
demos and which demos have been written so far. but If 
you like demos, this could be your bag. RUndschlag is 
available through tho coding group HJT, c/o Stephan Kuhs. 
MUnsinger Strafle 35. W7424. Koraldstat - 2. Deutschland. 

4 * 



G L O B A L F E A T U R E fa 

d to Concord a n d cont inental cafes . S imon, used to D a v e ' s cost-cutting, passed her the phone. 

Though a groat deal of Amstrad Action correspondence 
comes from Greece, tho CPC scene Is surprisingly quiet 
ovor thero. They do have a BENG! associate called Rex, but 
that's not so much a scene as a bloke. And there's a also a 
group called Olympus which apparently has produced a 
couple of games, but no-one in the rest of Europe will admit 
to having seen thom. 

The sago 
continues*. 

Those are tho main areas of CPC action we 
know about, but thero are bound to be moro. 
Wo tend to get loads of letters, for example, 
from Canada and Denmark, and we know 
that the Sydney Amstrad User Group has 
members in Now Zealand as well, but we 
don't know any firm details about the scenes 
there (if there are any). 

And a learned friend who's been to Russia 
(or whatever it's called this week) reckons 
there are loads of CPCs owners over there 
with a severe lack of software (so what's 
new?). So if any entrepreneurial CPC 
companies out there aro looking for a hungry 
market, here's your chance. 

So if you know about any other pockots of 
CPC activity around the globe get in touch 
with us hero at Amstrad Action, Future 
Publishing. 30 Monmouth Stroet. Bath. Avon 
BA1 2BW and wo'll hopefully have a global 
update in a couplo of months. 
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M i M 

Vroom with a v iew view. This excellent CPC port It almost Identical in 
feel and style to the classic arcade version of the 
game - it's that good. 

Behind-the-car 
viewpoint 

Watching the action as if you're in a car behind the 
one you're supposed to be driving, like in Burnm' 
Rubber, might seem a pretty daft idea - after all, 
where's the logic in that? Where's ^ i 
the realism* Ifs like you're . ^ f c ^ B 
steering using remote j f o i H m? B B B j 

control. But it can be an effective game-style, 
because, unlike games in which you're in the 
driving seat, you get a much better all-around 
of whafs going on, which allows for some 
spectacular crashes, collisions and skids. 

Powerdrift (Activi.ion) 
f ' f p " T h e excellent cornering action in 

Powordrift demonstrates the 
y advantages of tho behind-the-car 

C o c k p i t v i 6 W S f u n t c a r R a c e r ( K i n ) 

A more realistic way of viewing a racing game is 
to take you right inside the cockpit of the 
vehicle, so that you feel as if you're actually 
behind the wheel (or the handle bars as the case 
may be). But it takes decent game design to 
inject a feeling of speed and danger when you 
have such a limited, straight-ahead-only 

G
viewpoint. When this type of 

game is done well, though, k the results can be pulse-• poundingly effective -w games that you can really ' lose yourself in 

Ono of our favoerlles bore in Hie ofiun, 
SfvnUar ffocer is fantasy driving at its boat. 

It's tho view from the cockpit that makos Stunfcar 
Racer such a fine game. It's one of tho very few 

driving games created in the froescapo style. The 
graphics are at first unimpressive but once you 
get Into the flow, the brilliantly-constructed 3D 
vectors come into their own. 

3D Stuntrider r\ E3 
{ A r t i s o f t ) J J i n 
Okay, the whole point of f" J H f l f J 
Stuntrider is to pile your bike — ' - J U L - / 
over the buses laid out in 
front of you. So whon you switch into go-for-lt 
mode the loast you expect to seo aro a fow bus-
like graphics in the background instoad of some 
pixel-sized dots. This is far too basic for words -
thank heavens you can't buy it anymore (except 
in car boot sales if you'ro desperato). 

W h a t separates the Formula One racers 
from the S k o d a s imulators? Clur Hodgson 
strips down the dr iv ing sim genrem into its 

var ious components parts , a n d discovers which 
games ach ieve high performance results in which areas . . . 

Keeping to the tracks 
There are two distinct types of racing game; the ones that take place on specifically-designed racing tracks 
- 'Grand Prix'-style games - and those in which you drive at illegal speeds down streets, roads and 
highways. Grand Prix-style games have the more straightforward gameplay because one tap is the same as 
the next, so you can swiftly learn wtwch bends to look out for. The edge they have over their open road-
based rivals is that you're usually racing against other cars, either computer controlled or mate-controlled. 

Continental Circus iomm) Grand Prix Circuit (ao«m« i 

| | d the UMf 
Road racing 

Ah. life on the open road. If specially-designed 
tracks are a touch too tame for your liking, then 
road-based driving games can offer a whole 
variety of new challenges, from police cars 
and road barriers, to marauding cattle and 
landmines - in fact, anything the programmers 
care to throw at you. 

T u r b o O u t r u n i u s co id ) 

variety is the 
key to Tffs 
success, with 
four different 
cites to race 
through. Pity, 
really, that 
there's not a It makes me so 
lot else to say tracks wasted 
that's nice about it • a definite case of nice tracks 
shamo about the rest of the game. 

T e s t D r i v e 2 (Accoiode) 
Dull is not a strong enough word -
Test Drive 2 has a certain soporific 
effect on gameplayors. Tho 
roads are almost dead straight 
with only the odd bend every — 
mile or so. and the obstacles are 
about as challenging as The Sun 
Coffee Time Crossword.. 

If ifs docent tracks you'ro after, this has got some 
of tho best. There's little you could fault with this 
game. Unfortunately thore's also Irttto chance of 
finding it in tho shops. Your best bet is to scour our 
Reader Ads section. Ifs worth the offort. 

Don't bother wasting your time looking for this. K 
might be a track-based game but the gameplay is 
soriously off-track; the courses are so dull they 
make John Major look exciting. Darn good job you 
can't buy this one anywhere, really. 



G A M E S R O U N D - U P 

Money 
Don't let them fool you, it's got nothing to do with 
love - i fs hard cash that makes the world go 
round. And it's hard cash that some driving 
games deal in. Without money you can't update 
your car, you can't get any money without winning 
a race and you can't win a race without updating 
your car Vicious circle or what? 

Weapons 
As if driving at Formula 1 speeds wasn't a difficult 
enough skill to master some games require you to 
employ your shoot-'emup skills as well. And why 
not? Blasting things to smithereens is a staple diet 
of video games so this hybrid was a logical 
evolution. A decent high-speed shoot-up can liven 
up an otherwise humdrum race. 

Fir* And Forgot 2 (tmm) 

$ 
i . ' j ^ i i ln j to do wi. ' i 

A superb overhead-scrolling racer which allows you 
to win cash and spend it on updating your car. No 
wheeling and dealing, no bogging or borrowing, just 
a simpio case of winning a race so that you can 
update your car and move on to tho next level. 

Okay, this may seem a bit weird (because It's been 
slagged off mercilessly in the past) but Fire and 
Forgot 2 is a perfect game for shoot-'em-up fans 
who fancy hacking it down a road at 150mph at the 
same timo. Tho driving skills involved in beating 
tho game are minimal (you can't actually drive off 
the track no matter how bad you aro), but the 
action keeps you hooked. 

Manual Gears 

Ooars or m f se r i ? The <hoi<c li your* -
at I m i I O K gals tomething right. 

What happens if you want more of a driving 
challenge, but don't like the idea of shooting 
things out of your way for moral reasons? You 
have to move on to the more complicated driving 
techniques. The most logical way to go is to 
include gear changes in the game play (seeing as 
that's the most difficult thing to get the hang of 
when you're learning to drive for real). 

G r a n d P r i x C i rcui t (juraia***) 
There's not much you can say that's nice about 
this gamo, the graphics are poor and the collision 
detection is appalling. The one thing It does off or 
is the choice of manual gears or automatic. It may 
not be much to offer but at loast it can act as a 
levellor If you want to compete against somoone 
who's much better than you at this stylo of gamo. 

Rood Blasters (us Mtf) 
This poor 
excuse for a 
game takes 
drivo'n'blast 
idea and ruins 
it completely 
by making both 
the driving and 
the blasting Tfclofc y o e m N vocy fecky M 
far too easy. yoa'vo m v * t ployotl tUf . 

C I S C O neat (M l rmMh ) 
Yep. there are gears on this one but unfortunately 
only two - fast and slow. I really don't see the 
point It makes Cisco Heat — 
seem even more unrealistic 
than it was in the first • " J • W ^ M 
place. The moral of this • iT'iT* 'I 
category seems to be ^ 
that there's still the f 
opening for someone to ^ t ^ ^ ^ a S ^ V 
write a decent driving ' 
game with gears for the CPC. f ) 1 < ^ 

3 (THw) 
Not tho CPC's 
first or last foray 
into gambling but 
why link it with a 
racing game? It's 
Irritating not 
getting paid on 
the strength of 
your own 
performance, 
instead having to 
rely on your 
competitors to make sure you're not declarod 
bankrupt by the end of the season. 

±= 

Cisco Heat (Mirrorsoft) 
If you're going to sit behind the car then you should 
at least have to look at a rear end that isnt 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ offensive to the eye. Plus. 
the t»Mnd*th*car view 

| T | in Cisco Heat only 
WP- I k serves to emphasise 

E • ' the appalling 
J ^ ^ ^ - ^ w r r : scrolling as the ^ ^ £ a r $ e e i m t 0 

jump along 
track rather than 

H m •Hde smoothly down 
j j » l the straights. 

T « o r j 

Overhead 
scrolling 

If you're not too fussed about getting a feeling of 
realism, you could always go for the bird's-eye 
view This category can be subdivided into games 
that show you the whole track on one screen and 
the ones that display just a portion of the track 
and scroll around it as the car moves. Generally, 
the closer you are to the ground, the better the 
feel you get for the driving because you can see 
more details on the car and the track. One-screen 
track games don't tend to score very highly -
Super Sprint (Electric Dreams) is about the best, 
and even that is barely road-worthy. 

S u p e r c a r s locomiin) 
At first glance Suporcars looks a little limited, but 
even though it only uses four colours, the graphics 

Championship Sprint (AHon»ativo) 

Avai lable on its own or In Hio 4 -Mo i f 
Super Sports Compilation (worsa luck). 

are woll-designed. The great 
thing about this gamo is that 
you get to build up your car's 
abilities by buying stuff with the 
money you win from tho races, 
so tho difficulty lovol adapts suitod 
to your ability as a drivor. 

There are tiny cars, there aro minusculo cars and 
then there aro the microscopic 
I vehicles racing round the tracks 

of Championship Sprint. They're 
too small to control effectively 
and the tracks make the M25 

during rush hour look exciting. 



action, plain 
and simple. 
The car 
really feels 

TlBlE 

G A M E S R O U N D - U P 

Steering 
There's nothing more disappointing than revving 
up your engine, building up speed, then turning 
the first corner and finding that your car has the 
responses of a dead halibut. Get the steering 
wrong and the whole game's down the pan. 

Wee Le Mans 
(Ocean) 
No fancy add-ons. no money 
to eam or spend, no 
criminals to 
apprehond. just top 
class racing 

as if it's drifting away 
from you when you try 
and take a really sharp 
comor at too high a 
speed. Fantastic. 

Test Dr i ve 2 
(Accolade) 
Steering your car in Test 
Drive 2 feels tike you're 
driving through a pilo of 
fresh cow dung. Try to 
follow a slight bend with a 
delicate twitch on tho 

[J joystick and youll find 
t your car horrendously 
fl oversteering and 

ploughing into the 
nearest hedge. 

A C C E L E R A T I O N r- •» » i r> rw . . . — 

Why, oh why, oh why, when a gome is complete and utter pap 
do Hioy insist on br inging out an even worse sequel? 

V 

Motorbikes Super Hang On i i imm 
m m m m m ;BBami 

flfl 0 C 3 G O B ma 
CXiBBti 

B 3 

Don't |aet droam 11/ do If. Buy yooreoW f 
big f n t Hartay Dcnrfeon riykt now. 

An arcade 
fiSp^SM. conversion that 

does its original 
version justice. There 

are piles of stages to work 
your way through and the bikes do a fair enough 
improssion of not handling liko two-whoeled cars. 

SOOc€ Grand 
Prix (Met.) 
This has to be the ftrst time 
when a two-player mode 
hasn't added at all to the playabilty of a game. 
The graphics aro amazingly bad with ugly line 
drawings of bikes jorking around a badly-drawn 
background. Steer woll cloar. 

In real life motorbikes handle 
very differently 
to cars, and 
corners are a 

whole new 
ball... er. driving 
game. So a 

decent motorbike 
sim should have a 

different, more frantic, 
feel from a straight car 
racing game, otherwise 

what's the point? 

If there's one thing more irritating than computer-
controlled opponents with perfect driving skills 
it's having a trackfull of really thick drivers who 
don't know their exhausts from their big ends. Ifs 
like any sport really - you need to race against 
opponents at or just above your skill level. 

Nigel Manse 11'a World 
Championship <emn*) 

Speed 
Most driving games are about getting 
somewhere fast, so you don't want to be stuck 
in a game where the speedo says that you're 
cruisin' at 120 mph and It feels like you're 
hopping forward at about 50 inches per hour. 

Bvrnin' Rubber iom*) 
What it lacks on the payability stakes it makes up 
for in the speed stakes - not only is the screen 
update really smooth and fast but you get a real 
fooling of speed from the game. 

This is what we like to see - logical opposition. 
Most racing games seem to feature opponents who 
pull away much faster than you over could and then 
keep on overtaking you when you're at top speed. 
There's no way that you could ovor accuse our 
Nigol of having opponents like that. Fab stuff. 
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Sound fx 

Championship 
S p r i n t (Altormrftvo) 
Talk about tough opponents. In 
Championship Sprint you seem 
to be playing against zombio drivers In ghost 
cars: they seem to sail straight through your car 
with no bother at all. Spooky! 

Games designers very rarely use sound effects 
to their full extent. All we seem to get in driving 
games on the CPC are tinny crashes and the odd 
blob of white noise when you're revving up. 
Driving games need to create the right 
atmosphere and what better way to do that than 
with the right fx for the job? 

Toyota Cellca GT 
ftciily (Gremlin) 
Vrooooom. vroooom, 
eeeeekkkkk.screeeeck. 

vroooooooooom. Thero's nothing like a bit of 
realistic rowing to set you up for a hard day's 
work. A couple of tracks into it and your 
neighbours will be on the phone to their estate 
agent trying to sell because they think somoone 
has built a race track down tho end of the street. 

Turbo Outrun (us oo id) 
This is a bit of a cheat, really, bocause the sound 
effects aren't actually bad, they're simply not 
there. There are no sound fx at all, just a vile 
theme tune constantly buzzing in tho background. Super Monaco GP (u» aoid) 

Not only is the scrolling slow 
and jerky but the game 
lacks any sense of 
spoed in any 
department. 
There's a 
particularly 
long and 
tedious 
qualifying lap. 



G A M E S R O U N D - U P 

Racing the clock 
No one likes to be set an impossible goal. Yes. 
most people like to be stretched, but set a 
goal that's just too hard to attain and drivers 
will soon get bored of trying. If a game you're 
playing has a set time to beat before you can 
pass to the next level and you're fall short by a 
margin measured in geological terms you're 
going to feel ripped off. Conversely, if the time 
limit's too easy it's not going to entice you 
back for another attempt. 

Graphics are one of the most important sections 

if youcat f t tet Z d t f f e fence^ tw^en .an^ 
coming cactus and a rival car. the game's not 
going to be much fun. 

Hard Drivf in ' <HI< * , « « * ) 

Toyota Cellca GT Rally 

Okay so this isnt really a i | i A A 
racing game, it's more a HJ. \ 
driving simulator, but • U • 
that's what makes It ™ ^ W S 
great - just driving against the clock. There's 
far too much to think about let alone having to 
worry about other competitors ramming you 
from behind. An archetype of a game. 

Not the best of the driving games we've looked at 
but ifs certainly the most realistic. It hat a 
freescape design like Stunt Car Racer's, but 
much more dotailed. You'll And yourself zooming 
through lusciously-designed landscapes thaf n 
take your breath away. It has to be one of the 

Super Scramble S imu la to r 
grace an Amstra<fs 

This game managess A 1 • W 
to simulate super flnf -AV i I M 
scrambling about as well W 1 F ACT I I P 
as Neighbours simulates 
real life. Far too slow and 
far too tough, there's no incentive to come back 
for more. And the time 
limit is completely 
unreasonable. — - r ^ j r j j 
Avoid j J M ^ 

Cisco Heat 
(Mlrrorsaft) 
The graphics arenl that 
hot in general but the 

particularly poorly 
designed. The city-
scapes are blocky and 
the perspective i t 
decidedly dodgy. 

sight of such a beautiful car being damaged 
unnecessarily (you like Lotuses, then? - Ed). 

Cisco Heat A i l ] 
(Mirrorsoft) W* J T I V 

This one really should be in the — ^ m a m * ^ 
ugly section the amount of 
times I've picked it for a bad example of 
something or other. But somehow ifs not quite as 
bad as the ones that did make it. although it has 
got collision detection on a par with Street Rally. 
Even though your car appears to be steering well 
clear of the obstacles and other cars on the track 
you'll more than likely still incur some damage, no 
matter how skillful a driver you are. 

Lotus Esprit Turbo 
Challenge (OBH) . 
With a car like a Lotus you'd want to be darn 
careful not to get a scratch on the paint work, so 

It may look a bit blue, but you won't bo 
unhappy (groan) with H»e racing action. 

Car graphics 
Lef s face it, who really wants to be seen around 
town m a Skoda? Your cool rating would be in 
minus numbers if your mates caught you. Driving 
games are all about fulfilling your fantasies and 
people don't fantasise about driving around in a 
sensible Volvo. They do fantasise about owning 
Ferraris and the like. Would you want to play a 
game in which you drive a box with wheels? 

Supertrux ( r o t * ) 
The game it solf is 
decidedly duff - it 
plays like a lame dog 
to put it bluntly. But 
the well-drawn truck lA 
make up in part from 
the lack of gameplay. • 
It takes up most of 
the height of tho 
screen and is 
particularly well-
detailed. One for the 
Yorklo bar-loving, 
checked shirt-wearers. 

4x4 Off Rood o 7A\ Tfl 
Racing ( «py* j JnM IN 
Thank your lucky stars that I / U L I I 
you won't find this one to buy 
anywhere apart from dodgy dealers in car boot 
sales. You might as well get out your old tonka toys 
and race thein around tho kitchen floor. Tho car's 
viewed from behind and consists of a rectangle for 
the car. a couple more rectangles for the wheels 
and a yellow circlo for the driver's head. A/nsfro C 

Two-player 
There's a buzz that you get from trashing your 
mate at a game that you'll never be able to get 
from beating the computer (and ifs a great way 
of solving long standing arguments too), 

Lotus Esprit Turbo 
Challenge (oim) 
One of the most important things to be able to do 
in a racing game is to see 
you're going - that's why Lotus 

Esprit works so well in two-player mode. The 
screen is split horizontally which means that each 
playor gets an essential full-width view of tho 
track rathor than a pointlessly skinny picture 
thafs half-filled with sky. 

500cc Grand Prix (Acclaim) 
This is one of those raro cases in which a 
simultaneous two-player option 
doesn't work well. The scroen is 

split vertically for a 
start and ovory 

motorbike 
thaf s in the race 

looks identical. It's tough to 
toll whether you're chasing 
your human opponent or 

a just some computer-
controlled bike. 

And the ugly.. 

Stroe 
Roily 

c 

These games are jutt too 
awful to justify giving 
them loads of space on. 
That's why they've all 
been squashod here 
into one box-out. Ifs a 
lot like the government 
warning they put on 
cigarettes - theso games 
could seriously damage your health. Commit 
tho following games to momory and then givo 
them a very wido detour at all times: 
• Badlands from Domark 
• Stunt Bike Simulator from Silverbird 
• The Spy Who Loved Me by The Hit Squad 
• Street Rally by CPC Now' 



G A M E S TIPS ^ 

Are you 
befuddled 
by listings? 
Don't panic if you're new to listings. There's a 
full explanation of how to type in the darned 
things and what the four-letter codes at the 
beginning of each line mean in the Type-Ins 
section which starts on page 32. 

SUB CRflSN. 

Is it ethical? Is it moral? Is it a symptom off a decadent society? 
Is Lee Rouane a threat to civilisation, undermining modern 
society by encouraging people to cheat? Maybe. Maybe not. 

Classic Axiens 
Cheat Mode regulars Tony and Donna Parker 
from Lowedges in Sheffield are set to impress 
the gaming masses once again with this cheat 
for Classic Axiens. Not only do they provide you 
with infinite lives (always handy, I find) but. get a 
load of this, they have also included a routine that 
enables disk drive owners to transfer the game 
to disk. Aw shucks, thanks you two. we never 
knew you cared... 
LACN 100 'Classic-Axiens-Cheat-A-Transfer 
JACB 110•'Tony-4 Donna•Parker-29/12/33 
PABB 120-'Hello-To-The-Han-That-Relieves-A-Re 

nault-25 
JAHJ 138•'Is'Really-A-Shiny-Ferrari 
AAMN 140•' 
LACA 150-DATA-3E,O1,CD,0E.BC,06,0O,0E,0O.CD,3 

I,K,31,08,01 
LAIA 160-DATA-0O,0E,0O,CD,32,BC,3E,O1,O6,1A,O 

E.1A.CM2JC 
KAI0 17O-DATA'3E,02,06,0E,0E,OE,CD,32,BC.3E,O 

3,06,17,0E,00 

LANC 180-DATA.CD,32,BC,21,B3,99,CD,85,99,21,D 
2,99,CD,85,99 

LAAC 190-DAIA'21,F9I99,CD,8S,99>CD,18,BB,CD,1 
4,BC,21,00.20 

KAHH 2OO-DATA-11,0O,S3,3E,16.CM1,BC.C3,7M 
9,11,48,00,21 

LAHB 210DATA-FF,AB,0E,07,CD,CE,BC,06,06,21,1 
E,9A,11,00,28 

KAAL 220-DATA'CD,8C.BC,21,00.20,11.00,53,01,0 
8,20.3c,82,CD 

p l r v c r nwc • i d 
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They're 
It t t l 11 

This has to be the most thorough and comprehensive 
solution that has over graced these hallowed pages. 
Congratulations to Archie Fulton from the windy 
Shetland Isles for the masses of work that must have 
gone Into this. Well done Archie, have a prize for 
your efforts. No, go on. I insist 

Mission 1 : The Mine Rescue 
• Select the LAMP and the OILCAN for Alan. 
• Select the TORCH and anything else for Brains. 

The LAMP and TORCH are for areas without lights: 
H you don't have them your energy will reduce rapidly. 

The first objective is to start the pump. Select 
Brains. Move him along two screens until you come 
to a ladder and move up two ladders. Now go right 
two screens and drop the second item Brains is 

carrying and pick up the SPANNER. Go left four 
screens (and watch out for the falling rocks). 

You should see a laddor. Move up three ladders 
then right one screen until you come to the broken 
lift. Drop the SPANNER next to the lift. Go left one 
screen and back down three ladders to the bottom. 
Go left one screen and get the HAMMER. Go back to 
the broken lift and use tho HAMMER twice. Drop the 
HAMMER, and pick up the SPANNER. Get on the lift. 

The lift goes up five screens. The DETONATOR is 
on the third screen up; leave it there for now. 
Once the lift stops at the top move right 

I reckon Hint Hie ThurulrHiirils rcvivol (on be put 
yWlfl of conditioning to Hir woocSrn c;c •»»!<) in 

Once the lift stops at the top move right 
one screen and you should see the 
broken valve in the middle of the .. . tMW> | 
screen; use the SPANNER to repair '•'71- hg 
its. Onco Brains has finished go back , 
and collect the DETONATOR. Move — V J j 
up the lift again and go past the valve 
until you come to a ladder. After the * 

first ladder you should pass the L j l j 
" f i s j l FUSE WIRE (which you will collect ^ i 

* | \ » later). Move up two more ladders then go left 
tazi. two screens. Go down the ladder and drop bu . 

tho DETONATOR. Go back and collect the 
FUSE WIRE then go back to the DETONATOR. 

Drop the TORCH and pick up the 
DETONATOR. Go loft one screen. Move 

H j S | towards the dynamite. Brains should 
mjmm automatically move one screen right and blow 

up the rocks blocking your way. Now move 
one scroen to the left and down one ladder. 

S
then go left until you reach the miners. 

Select Alan, move down the ladders, go 
right one screen and drop the OIL CAN. Pick 
up tho LADDER and move right one screen. 
Move to the middle of tho screen and drop 

i to the LADDER to cover the hole. Move right one 
«r*. screens and pick up the OILCAN. Movo right 

six screens and down two ladders. f?mZE£rzmm / 

then right one screen and down two g i ~ " ^ 
s ladders. Go left one screen and X j l M s 11 
i down two ladders. Go left one 

screen use the OILCAN to free the j g g g g ^ f 
i. wheels of the cart. Push the cart 'w.wwwwiw. 
to until it falls down the mine and blocks the hole. Drop 
le the OILCAN and move right six screens until you find 
t the PNEUMATIC DRILL. Move left nine screens until 
is you come to the lift (bewaro falling rocks). 

Go down tho lift and right ono screen. 
Jr- f r i j f^g Drop the TORCH and go down one 

' L . . . . . , A D D E R P I C K U P ! H E A J R H 0 S E A N D G 0 

fefljfc back up the ladder. Move right two 
' fat* f tjfrrc- screens and connect the AIR HOSE to 
^ i - J the compressor. Now move to the 

\ d o o r a n d p r e " flr0'17,6 P N E U M A T , C 

W & j f f DRILL should start to break down the 
Z+ f f t t _ door. Move right and you should meet 
tftsn W l t t l m ' n e r $ a n d Brains. Move Alan 
I r l g g i o n t 0 fljg c a r t a n d a m e t M g a asking Virgil 
rft to lower the grab appears. Brains says he will 

return to the MOLE. When tho cart starts to move 
up you should roturn Brains to the MOLE where 

R. you'll be given the code for mission two. 
Brains has to start the pump as quickly as 

possible otherwise the mine fills with water. 

March 1994 AMSTRAD ACTION 

Mission 2 : 
The Sub Crash 
• Seloct the AQUALUNG and the 
RADIATION PILLS for GORDON. 
• Select tho AQUALUNG and tho 
SHARK REPELLENT for ALAN. 

Press fire to a 

make Gordon 
use the \ 7 * 
RADIATION ] a w 

LACF 230-DATA-98,BC,CD,8F,BC,3E,A7.32,8D,3B,C 
3,0O,20,7E,FE 

XAIP 240-DATA-00,C8,CD,5A,BB,23,18,F6,CD,14,B 
C,U.40,00,21 

LAXB 250-DATA-FF,AB,OE,07,CD,CE,BC,21,1E,9A,1 
1,00,20,06,05 

LAIJ 2SO DATA-D5,CD,77,BC,El,CD,83,BC,CD,?A,B 
C,C3,7D,99,1F 

KADK 270-DATA-0B,01.OF,02,41.78,69,65,6E,20,4 

KACL 290-DATA•IF,06,03,OF,03,41,6C,6C,20,43,6 
F>64,65,20,S4 

KACN 3OO-DATA-6F,6E,79I20,41,6E,64,2O,44,6F,6 
E,6E,61,20,50 

54,72,61.SC.73,66,65,7 



G A M E S TIPS 

Classic Mwncher Poking the 
mulKface way 

1 Make sure that you've got a Multrface 
plugged Into the back of your CPC; it helps 
2 Load the game as normal. 
3 Press the RED button on the Muftiface. 
4 Press T for tool. 
5 Press *" to select the code. 
6 Press *H' for HEXADECIMAL Input 
7 Press -SPACE' for Input. 
8 Type in tho ADDRESS (le. 3A7C) 
9 Type in the POKE (ie. A7) 
10 Press RETURN' 
t l H there's more than one POKE go to 7. 
12 Press "ESC" back to the menu 
13 Press 'R* to return to the game. 

Did Lady Penelope and J off Tracy over have 
a f l ing? If not, who's H«o Tracy boys' mom? 

PtLLS, then go to the door and pross Are to open It 
(from now on press fire to open a door unless 
stated otherwise). Go left and a hatch will open. Go 
down the hatch then right three screens and pick 
up RADIATION PILLS. Take them to Alan at 
Thunderbird Four and drop them. Seloct Alan and 
drop tho AQUALUNG Pick up the RADIATION PILLS 
and press fire to make Alan use them. Pick up the 
AQUALUNG and go to the hatch. Select Gordon and 
move left one screen. Go up the laddor and collect 
the BLUE CARD from the captain. Climb down the 
laddor, go to the hatch and go down the second 
ladder. Move light throe screens. 

Solect Alan who should bo at tho hatch. Go 
down the ladder, move left throe scroens and 
another hatch should open. Climb down the ladder, 
go left three screens until you come to tho room 
with the torpedo and stand in front of the lever. 

Press Are to launch the 
^ torpedo. Move right five 

( ^ . screens until you reach the 
1 ^ m * ] screen with the hatch. 

/ ' ™ Before trying to go down tho 

hatch close the door on the loft of this screen. 
Botween tho doors is a switch; when you press fire 
this will empty out the water and allow you to go 
down the ladder. Go right and open three doors. Go 
back three screens and fall down the hole; this 
takes you outsido the sub. 

Once outside the sub seloct tho SHARK 
REPELLENT and go right one screen. What looks 
like a small fish will swim towards you. When it 
touches you it will die. Go right two screens and 
collect the YELLOW CARD. Move left three screens 
and re-enter the sub. Go left as far as possible 
opening the doors as you go. Do not empty the 
water out yot. Instead, go right until you come to 
the ladder. Climb up the ladder and go left until 
you reach the ladder. Climb up the ladder and 
make your way past Gordon until you reach the 
hatch. Go down the ladder. Move right until you 
reach the consoles. Move in front of the 
console with the Y on it. 

Now select Alan and movo him down to 
the console with the B on it and press fire. 
Select Gordon and press fire. Once the 
reactor has shut down move Gordon one j i -j-
screen left to the reactor room. Go down 
through the hatch and then right until you 
reach the torpedo room. Press fire when J - j ^ * 
you're in front of the lover. 

Move both players back to the screen 
titled 'Bridge'. Select Alan to return to the 
flooded sections. All the doors should bo 
open. In the middle of the room is another 
switch - stand In front of it and press firo. 
This will empty the flooded sections. You are 
told that the submarine has been refloated 
and to make your way back to Thunderbird 
Four. Go there and you will be given the Tha 
password for the bank job. footi 

Mission 3 : 
The Bank Job rrrrr.jj£r:|| 
• Select the HAIRSPRAY and y w j ^ i | 
the CLOCKWORK MOUSE for J 
Lady Penelope. 
• Select the CROWBAR and ^ ^ 
the STETHESCOPE for Parker. 

Use Lady Penelope first. Select the HAIRSPRAY 
and move left one screen. Approach tho guard and 
use the HAIRSPRAY. Once the guard is asleep, 
climb the laddor and drop the HAIRSPRAY. Select 
Parker and move left one screen then up the 
ladder. Go left two screens and up in tho lift. Step 
out of tho lift, go right and stand In front of the first 
filing cabinet. Swap to Lady P and follow Parker 
until you're standing in front of the open drawor. 
You're looking for a KEY - you may have to keep 

The game lacks one vi ta l element from the series; stock 
footage of Tbunderbird 2 coming out of its hangar. 

KAFH 340•DATA•00,61,78,69,65.6E,20,20,20,20,2 
0,03,52,43,02 

CAAL 350'DATA*TAD 
EADE 3S0 chk=0:x=«990e 
JAPC 370•READ-if:IF•*!=•IAD"•THEN•400•ELSE•380 
CAFD 388•a:UAL<"I"*al):P0KE'X,a 
HAB0 390 xrxtl:chk=chkta:C0T0-370 
HAXC 400• IF• chk(>46651• THEN GOTO• 520 
LAML 410•NODE-I:CLS:BORDER 0:INK 0,0:INK-1,24 

,6:INK-2,19 
PABA 420-L0CAIE•9,1:PRINT'"PI ease-Choose-An'O 

ption":PEN-2 
LAIC 438>L0CATE•11,4iPRIHT"!•»•Tape-Cheat-Onl 

LACH 440 LOCATE-11,6:PRINP2-«-Transfer*To-Di 
sc" 

LAJE 450-LOCATE-11,8:PRINIH3-«-Disc-Cheat-On1 
H" 

KACI 460-PEN-1:L0CATE-9,12 .-PRINT-"Choice->•", 
i f 

KAPB 470 WHILE•2=0:zt=IHKEVI:x=VAL(zt):UEND 
FAMI 480 ON-2-GOTO'490,500,510 
HAJF 490-CALL-4990€:REN-Tape-Load 
JAPH 500 POKE-49954,456:POKE-49955,499:CALL-4 

9900 
JALC 510-CALL-4998F:REN-Disc-Only-Load 
LA0B 520-PRINT-"0h«-Dear,-Typing.Error":END 

Mufttfoco Poke 
388D,A7 Infinite lives 

LABD 200 DATA-21,0B,9A,CD,95,99,CD,18,BB,CD,1 
4,BC,21,32,9A 

LAEB 210-DATA-CD,4E,99,3E,01,CD,6B,BC,11,00.0 
i,06,07,DS,CD 
LAEE 228-DATA-77,BC,El,CD,83,BC,CD,7A,BC,C3,8 

D,99,11,40,00 
LAKA 23O-DATA-21,FF,AB,OE,O7,CD,CE,BC,06,07,2 

1,32,9A,11,00 
KACJ 24Q-DATA-01,CD,8C,BC,21,0O,81,li,OQ,94,0 

1,03,01,3E,02 
LACF 250 DATA-CD.98,BC,CD,8F,BC(3E,C9,32,E9,0 

9,C3,03,01,7E 
LAPB 260-DATA-FE,00,C8,CD,5A,BB,23,18,F6,CD,l 

4,BC,11,00,01 
LAIA 270 DATA-21,FF,AB,0E,07,CD,CE,BC,21,32,9 

A.11,00,01,06 
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KAPK 

XACL 

310-DATA-SI,72,6B,65,72,0D,OA,OA,00,IF,0 
7,05,0F,01,49 

320-DATA-6E,73,65,72,74,20,41,78,69,85,6 

72,65,73,73,20,41,6E,79,2 

Tony and Donna Parker are BACK with another 
listing, this time for Classic Muncher. Once again, 
not only do you get infinite lives, but the game 
can be transferred to disk as well. Three cheers 
lor the Lowedges posse. 
NAAA 100••'Nuncher'Cheat I•Transfer•To-Disc 
JAAD 110••'Tony-4-Donna'Parker•23/12/93 
LAEG 120••'Greetings- To - The - David•Ba11ey-
NABP 130 "'Mho's-Really-A-Trainee-Sueo-Mrestl 

er-
0ACA 140••'464/*-Owners-Remove• The•I TAPE•in•1 

ine-480-•• 
AANN 150 

LADA 16O'DATA'3E,01,CD,0E,BC,O6,8O,OE,O0,CD,3 
8,K,31,00,08 

LAJA 170-DATAOO,OE,OO,CD,32,BC,3E,O1,06,IA,O 
E,1A,CD,32,BC 

KAJ0 180-DATA-3E,02,O6,OE,OE,OE,CD,32,BC,3E,O 
3,06,17,0E,00 

LAED 190-DATA-CD,32,BC,21,C3,99,CD,9S,99,21,E 
4,99,CD.95,99 



G A M E S 

T h e Ilia mu l t ipoke m a n i a zone 
Rustling up this month's batch of POKEs aro good old Ken Wood of Blyth and 
Peter Curgenvon of Cornwall Cheers lads, and as usual, the initials after the 
namo indicate who penned which POKE. If you've found any POKEs you want 

to share with the world, then jot it down and send to us here at Cheat Mode. 
Amstrad Action, Future Publishing. 30 Monmouth Street. Bath Avon BA1 2BW. 
and instant fame and fortune will be yours. Wed. fame anyway, 

Gamo Format 
Untouchables <KW) Tape 

Turrican 2 (KW) Tape 

Poke, Address 
0FD2.A7 
4577.A6 
4915.00 
9898.00 
C741.00 
3C91.00 
8835.00 
2160.00 
3698.00 

Effect 
Infinite Time 

Two shots to kill bookkeeper 
Infinite bullets (level three) 

Infinite everything (level one) 
Infinite everything (level two) 

Infinite everything (level three) 
Infinite everything (levol four) 
Infinite everything (level five) 
Infinite everything (level six) 

Game Format 

Crazy Erbert (PC) 
Dark Star (PC) 
Attack of the Killer Tom 

Jonny Quest (PC) 

Tape 
Tape 
oes (PC) 
Tape 
Tape 

Poke, Address Effect 
3952.00 Infinite everything (level eight) 
398E.00 Infinite everything (level nine) 
3044.00" infinite everything (level ten) 
3093.00 infinite everything (level eleven) 
4A1B.00 Infinite lives 
4945.00 Infinite Uvos 

36IB.00 Infinite everything (level seven) 

3625.00 
77A7.00) 
7782,00) 

Infinite lives 

Infinite energy 

LALI 2 88-DATA-87,1)5^0,77,BC, El, CD, 83, BC,CD, 7 
A,BC,C3,8D,99 

KANL 290DATA-IF,O9,01,OF,02,4D,75,6E,63,68,6 
5,72,20,43,68 

KAAJ 300-DATA-65,61,74,20,26,20,54,72,81,GE,7 
3,66,65,72,OD 

XAHL 310 DATA OA,0A,00,IF,06,03,OF,03,41,60,6 
C,28,43,6F,64 

KAHN 320 DAIA'6S,2O,54,6F,6E/79,2O,41,6E,64,2 
0,44,6F,6E,6E 

XAJJ 330-DAIA*61,20,50,61,72,66,65,72,OD,OA,0 
A,00,IF,85,OS 

KAEN 340•DATA-OF,01,49,6E,73,65,72,74,28,4D,7 
5,6E,63,68,65 

KAAJ 350•DATA*72,20,41,6E,64,20,50,72,65,73,7 
3,20,41,6E,79 

KABK 360-DATA•28,48,65,79,07,00,6D,75,6E,63,6 
8,65,72,88,80 

LADL 370• check:8:FOR• sUrt:«9988• TO • A9A39:REA 
Da l 

OADC 380• a:(IALC*"»af > jPOKE• start,a:check=che 
ckta:NEXT 

IAJC 390• IF • checkOI6FDB • THEN GOTO• 518 
LALL 400 NODE•1:CLS:BORDER-0:INK 0,0:INK 1,24 

,6:INK-2,19 
PAAA 410-LOCATE-9,1:PRINT-"Please'Choose-An-0 

ption":PEM-2 

LAW 420 LOCATE ll,4:PRIHT"l « Tape-Cheat Oni 
9 

LAFN 430• LOCATE•11,6:PRINT"2 «»-Transfer• To• DI 
sc" 

LAIE 440 LOCATE-11,8:PRINT"3-«-Disc-Cheat-Onl 

KAFI 4S0'PEN•1:LOCATE•9,12:PRIHT-"Choice•> 
zl 

KAOB 46O-HHlLE-z:0:zl:INKEYI:z:VAL<zl):WEND 
FABJ 47O-ON-Z-COIO-480,490,500 
JAID 480•I TAPE:CALL A9900:REM•Tape•Load 
LAKG 490-1 TAPE:POKE-49964,166:POKE-49965,199: 

CALL-49900 
JALC 508-CALL-4999F:REM-Disc'OnlyLoad 
LANB 518 PRINT•"Oh!-Dear,-Typing-Error':END 

M u l t i f a c e P o k e 
89E9.C9 Infinite lives 

Stuck on a game? Or have you discovered a 
cheat or hint that other people should know 
about? Then write to: Cheat Mode. Amstrad 
Action, Futuro Publishing. 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 

swapping back to Parker and 
moving him a cabinet at a time 
until you find i t 

Once you have the KEY take 
Lady P down in the lift and right 
one screen. Go down the ladder, 

then right and movo her in front of the lift. Do the 
same with Parker. Go up in the lift, move Parker to 
the left of the trolley and use the CROWBAR to start 
the trolley moving. Push it to the lift and go up to 
level four. Use Parker, drop the CROWBAR and 
move left one screen then pick up tho KEY and 
return to the lift. On level six move Parker out of the 
lift then move Lady P. Select the CLOCKWORK 
MOUSE and move left into the start of tho next 
screen. Press fire and the CLOCKWORK MOUSE will 
switch off the lasor and return to Lady P. 

Once the lasor is off. move left one screen and 
down two ladders, but wait at the top of the second 
laddor until tho guard has gone to the right. 
Move right one screen and down two ladders. 
Set the switches to the following: UDUUOD. 
Movo left. Select Parker then move him two 
screens loft and down two ladders. Move left 
until you come to the ladder going up; climb 
this and the next ladder then move to the 
safe. Select the STETHESCOPE and open the 
safe. Pick up the KEY and move down two 
ladders. Wait at the top of the second ladder 
until the guard goes right. 

Go down two ladders until you come to the 
switches, these should be set as follows: 
UDDDUU. Move right until you come to a room 
with a safe. Select Lady P and move left then 
down two sets of ladders Go left and pick up 
the KEY. Go right one screen. Don't go into the 
next right screen because you'll die; move up 
two sets of ladders and go left to meet up with 

Parker. Use both keys on the drawors, then swap to 
Parker and use both keys on the othor drawers. The 
safe will open; pick up the papers. You should now 
be given the code for your next mission. 

Mission 4 : The Hood's Lair 
• Select the SHADES and the GLUE for Scott 
• Select tho SHADES and tho GUN for Virgil 

The SHADES protect you from tho guards after 
you pass the force field. 

Move Scott right two screens and position him 
behind the piano. Solect Virgil and move him two 
screens left. Drop the SHADES and the GUN 
near the piano. Go up the ladder and collect 
the KEY. Go left one screen, stand to the right 
of tho left-hand bedside lamp and press fire. 
Now go loft a little and you should see the 
SHEET MUSIC. Pick this up and go right 
one screen and down the ladder. Select 

the KEY then go to the piano. Press fire to use the 
KEY. Now pick up the furthest-away Hem which you 
left t l m earlier. Select the SHEET MUSIC, return to 
the piano and press fire. Collect the remaining item 
and stand with Scott behind the piano. 

Once the piano has moved down select Scott 
and the GLUE and move right a little. Pross fire and 
the GLUE will land on the floor. Move Scott two 
screens left and pick up tho LIMPET MINE. Return 
to Virgil and the guard should be trapped on the 
GLUE. Movo both playors right and down until they 
come to a force field. Select Virgil with tho GUN and 
fire three times; the forco field will disappear. Move 
both playors right one screen, up one screen and 

right two screens. There should be a ladder on 
this screen. Select Virgil, move him right 
three screens, down one. left one. down one, 
right one. down one and right one screen. 
Press tho rod switch on tho wall. 

Select Scott, move him up the ladder, 
right one. up one. left one, up one and right 
three screens. Drop the shades and pick up 
the SECRET FILM. Now go left one screen 
and throw the red switch. Move left one 
screen - on the wall at the left-hand side of 
this screen is where you deposit the LIMPET 
MINE to complete the mission and the game. 

Muttifoce Pokes 
6E48.00 Infinite time for mission 1 
5FFC.A7 Infinite time for mission 2 
57C6.A7 Infinite time for mission 3 
5746.A7 Infinite time for mission 4 

Thunderbirdi might Have saved hundred* of lives, but 
all those fumes were environmentally unfriendly. 

Passwords 
Mission 2 
Mission 3 
Mission 4 

RECOVERY 
ALOYSIUS 
ANDERSON 
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DOOR 

MONSTER 

C2Z3 SECRET DOOR 

^ BOOBY TRAP CHEST f \ BLOCKAGES 

TABLE MONSTERS 

DOOR 
i. J DOORS 

CUPBOARD SECRET DOORS 
TABLE MONSTERS 

CUPBOARD 

Ei£3 BOOBY-TRAP CHEST 

P ^ l FIREPLACE 

BLOCKAGES 

BLOCKAGES 

DOOR 

PIT TRAP 

MONSTERS 
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521 C H E A T M O D E 

E e x , t TABLE BOOK CASE 

OOOR j 
Y BLOCKAGES 

FALLING BLACK TRAP 

( 3 CHAIR 

PIT TRAP BENCH 

f 
f J 

QUEST 5 
MONSTERS 

$ BB E 

CO 1 

ttf U U 

EXIT 

DOOR 

BLOCKAGES 

TABLE 

PIT TRAP 
« 
* 

TRESSLE TABLE j j ' 

M 

CUPBOARD f J MONSTERS 

B 

B 

L 

O E x r r 

F] BLOCKAGES 

DOOR 

S TREASURE CHEST 

I S ? TABLE 

BENCH 

QUEST 7 

/ SPEAR TRAP 

W TABLE 

N DOOR 
J 

-i 
V 

1- //// 
P BLOCKAGES 

I PIT TRAP 

^ BOOBY TRAP CHESTS 

E EX,T 

TZZI SECRET DOOR 
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A complete guide to every tip w e ' v e given out in Cheat Mode in the 
back issues of AA still avai lable ( 6 6 , 7 5 - 1 0 2 ) excluding multiface 
pokes because there were massive lists of them in issues 9 0 and 9 8 

Spike In Trantyfvanta Map 
Spike In Tran*yivante Tip* 
Stairway To Hal Keypre.. chert 
Stairway To Hmt Keyprett cheat 
Stag The Slue Pa*sword. 
Stag The Slug Poke 
Stormtord Keypre.. chert 
Stridor Keypret. chert 
Stryker ft tho Crypto of Trojan KeyprM. Chert 

i4i .in I -».» DMldMira 
M»cjrv£ht RotHtsnco 
Minion Genocide 
Monty Python 

Kcyprfttt cheat 87 

Army M m * l Poke 100 _ 
Astro lAwine Corpt K o y p f t u cheat 17 
Atom Ant Keypress Chert 94 F16 Combat Plot 
Auf WtedorsehenMonty Tip* 93 F16 Combat Plot . _ _ . 
_ _ Fantasy Work) Otny Complete Solution 92 Mo*ng Target Keypran chaat 97 M t o r W d r t S p e c 
B Fantasy Work) O iny KeypreM chaat 17 MytftcaJ Tip. 95 O f f l oad R. 
Baby Jo Passwords 94 Fiendish Freddy Tip 101 Myth. Hrtlory In The Making Complete solution 94 ^ R b r t H o o d 
Baby Jo Poka 96 Fighter Bomber Keyprese chert B1 am f^f*!?^ 
Back To Tha Future 2 KeyprM. cheat B7 Final Fight KeypreM cheat 90 • > • Super StuntBlko 
Back To The Future 3 Keypre*. cheat 97 Flmbos Quest Poka 99 Nare KeypreM cheat 91 ^ r S t u n t m e n 
Badlands Poke 100 Forbidden Ptanat KeyprM. cheat 88 NarcoPoOce KeyprM. cheat 97 
Baloon Buiter Poke 97 Forbiddan Planet KeyprM. cheat 86 Navy Move* Pat.word 79 SuperkW 
Batman The Movte Poke 0 / — N e b u l u s KeyprM. cheat 79 . 
Batman The Movie Poke 99 Neil Android | Poke 99 
Batman - Tha Movte KeypreM cheat 79 Galactic Plagua Tip 94 New Zealand Story Keypress cheat 79 
Bedlam Keypress cheat 97 Game Over Poke 100 New Zealand Story KeypreM chert 97 Sword Of tha Sam 
Biff Complete lokjtfor 100 Garheid Complete solution 79 Night Hunter Tip. B4 
BM Complete solution 89 GarAekfi Big Fat Hairy Deal KeypreM cheat 92 Nin»a Poka 99 • 
BM Keypress Chaat 98 Gana's Super Soccer Keyprei. Chaat 101 North and South Tip. 79 Tank butter* 
Biggie* Pattword* 98 Ghoslbutten Kaypra** chaat B7 Nuclear He.*t Kaypra** chaat 97 Target Renegade  
0 % The Kid Tip 88 Ghortburter* 2 KeypreM chert 87 — ^ Teenage Mutant Ninja Turd** Keypre*. ehaat 97 
Blaring Thunder Keypre.. cheat 97 Golden Axe Keypre** cheat 81 Tempert Kaypra** ehaat 97 
Btoodwych Poka 79 Graham Gooeh'* Tart Cricket Tip 101 Operation Thunderbo* Kaypra.. chaat 97 Terminators Kaypra** ehaat 90 
BMX Free»tyt* Kayprat* chart 97 Grand Prti Simulator Kaypra** chart 97 Operation Thunderbolt Poke 99 Terror of tha Deep Tip* 
Bob Winner Kaypra** Chart 91 Grand Prt. Simulator 2 Kaypra.. chert 97 Operrtton Wo* Keypre.. chaat 97 Tha Grand National Tip 99 
Bounty HUnter Kaypra** chart 97 Grange HW Complete Solution 93 Operation WoH Pokt 99 Tha Great Escape Complete toution 96 
Buftdertand Pa**word* 77 Gridiron Kaypra**chert 97 Out Run Europa Tip 89 Tha H* Squad Keypre** chart 97 
BuBdartand Tip* 77 » — \ ^ The Jetton* Complete *okiOon 97 
Bum*'Rubber Tip 91 N ' . ^ J j " The Light Corridor Keypre*. cheat 97 

Hamerftrt Tip* 84 P47 ThnderboH Kayprau chart 97 The Sentinel Paaaword* 94 
W Hammerft.t Keypre.. chert 97 P47 Thunderbolt Keypre*. chert 79 The SimpMn Tip 98 
Captain S Paaaword 79 HardOrfvWT Poka 101 Pang Tip 95 The Untouchable* Keypre*. chert 79 
Cepttan Blood Tip 91 HardOrMn* Tip* 79 Paperboy 2 Tip* 91 The Untouchable* Keypre*. chert 97 
Cartoon Collection Poke 90 Havoc Keypre** chert 85 Penguin* Poke 100 Three Week, in Paradne Keypre*. cheat 97 
Carte Matter 2 Complete •okitton 96 Havoc Keypre.. cheat 97 Perteeope Up Keypre*. chert B4 Thrurt Keypre** chert 97 
Cave Mama Keypre*. cheat 90 Heavy on the Magick Complete solution 75 PeritcopeUp Keypre*. chert 97 Thunderbolt Complete Solution 102 
Cerebu* Keypre*. Chert 94 MeroQuest Tip* 101 Popeye 3 Poke 9C Time Machete Complete lokition 66 
Cha*e HQ Ksypre.t cheat 79 HeroQuert Tip* 77 Pot.worth ft Co Keypre*. cheet 92 TinOn on tho Moon Tip* 97 
Cha*e HQ Kaypreaa chert 97 HeroQuert Tip* 85 Powordrift Poke 98 Trtu* the Fo« Complete toiution 99 
Ch.pt Challenge Level code* 75 Hideout Poke 95 Predator 2 Keypre.. chert 77 Titus The Fes Pattwordt 94 
CHco Hart Kcypre** chart 84 Hobgoblin Keypre** chert 90 Predator 2 Keypre*. chert 97 Titus The Fe» Poke 96 
City Slicker Keypress chert 88 Hong Kong Phooey Kaypre*. cheat 97 Prince ol Ponte Level 3 Map 99 TNT Completion Poke 101 
City Sicker Tip. 91 Hudson Hawk Complete tokidon 85 Prince of Portia Level 2 map 99 Tombertoane Complete toiution 89 
Cutt ic Alien* Poke 10? Modton Hawk Map 86 Pre Powerboat Sim Keypre*. chert 97 Tomcat Keypre*. chert 85 
Ctauic Muneher Poke 102 Human K « * « Machine Keyprett chert 87 Profenlonal Boning Tip 77 Tomcat Keypre** chert 97 
Cobra Force Keypre.. cheat 84 Hunchback Keypre.. chert 76 Puunlc Keypre*. chert 76 Top Cat In Beverty HUH Cat Keypre** chert 97 
Cobra Force Keypre** chert 87 Hunchback 2 Keypre.. cheat 87 Purmk: KeypreM chert 94 Total EcHpte 2 Solution part I 92 
Combat Zone K.ypre** chert 97 — Puunic Keypre** chert 95 Total EcHpte 2 Solution part 2 93 
Continental Circus Keypre.. chert 97 • Purnec Keypre.. chert 97 Total Recrtl Keypret. chert 97 
Contraption Poke 97 Impouabail Keypre** chert 87 Purntic Poke 99 Treaeure Wand Otny Complete Mkibon 92 
Crackdown Keypre** chert 91 hmpo.Mball Keypre** cheat 77 ^ ^ Treaeure Wand Olny Keypre** chert 97 
Crackup Keypre.. cheat 94 Impo.tamole Keypre*. chert 79 m d l Turbo Boat Simulator Keypre** chert 97 
Crackup Keypre*. chert 97 Impo.umole Keypre** chert 97 Qurttro Poka 93 Ti»bo Chopper Simulator Keypret* chert 97 
Croco Magneto Poke 94 kxSana Jonet . LartCnnada Keyprett chert 97 Quanro Adventure Poke 66 Turbo Kart Racer Keyprett chert 77 
Crystal Kindom Dtny Patavrord* 91 Indiana Jonet . Lart Crusade Keypre** Chert 94 Quattre Adventure Poke 90 Turbo Kart Racer Keypre*. chert 97 
Crystal Kingdom CNuy Complete toiution 91 IndyJonet.. Temple of Doom Keypre.. chert 66 Quattro Arcade Poka 90 Turbo The Tortolte Keypre.. chert 99 
Crystal Kingdom Dlr iy Keyprett Cheat 91 Indy Jonet Temple of Doom Keyprett chaat 76 Quattro Cartoon Poke 90 Turbo Tha Tortolte Keypre*. chert 97 
Crystal Kingdom Dlxiy Poke 94 indy Jones. Temple ol Doom Keypress chert 97 Quattro Combat Poka 90 Turbo Tha Tortoise Poka 94 
Cybemoid Keypress chert 97 InMtrator Tips 97 Quattre Firepower Poke 90 Turbo The Tortoise Poke 96 
Cybemold 2 Keypress chert 97 Inspector Heed Passwords 76 Quattro Power Poke 90 Turbo The Tortolte Tips 91 

international Karete Keypress cheat 75 Quattre Racer Poke 90 Turtcan Keypress chert 79 
Into The Eagle . Nest Keyprett chert 87 Qurttro Superhlts Poke 90 Turrican Keypress chaat 66 

Dark Fusion Keypress chert 97 m Quick Draw McGraw Keypreea chert 92 Turrican Keypret. chart 97 
Dead Or Akve Poke 96 ^ ^ ^ B Quick Orew McGraw KeypreM chert 97 Turrican 2 KeyprM. chert 97 
Ortkrorance Keypre.. cheat 87 Jaws Poke 66 ^ ^ Turrican 2 Tips 79 
Dettructo Keypret. cheat 77 Jaw. Tip 66 Turtle.. The Coin-Op Keypret* cheat 91 
Oertructo Keypre*. cheat 97 Jlrdit Keypre** chert 97 Race Against Time Koypre** cheat 97 Turtle*. The CouvOp Kcypm.. chert 92 
Diny Complete wluhon 92 Jungle Warfare Keyprett cheat 85 Rambo 3 Keyprett chert 94 Twin World Poke 66 
Oury Keypre.« chert 97 Jungle Warfare Keyprett chert 97 Rambo 3 Keypre.. chert 97 
Dtxiy Coloctton Poke 90 Jungle Warfare Keyprett chert 97 Real Ghortburtart KeypreM chart 97 
Oirry Down The Rapid. Keyprvtt cheat 91 . Realm KeypreM chert 95 UN Squadron Tip 79 
Olr<y. Prince ol the VoBi Folk Complete toiution 91 t ^ L Reekie.. Ruhi. Keypre** Chert 99 
Way. Prince ot tha Yo* Folk Map 91 Kllapede KeypreM chert 97 Reckless RufUs Password* 94 
Olrxy. Prince of the YoBt Folk Complete solution 92 Kla« Poke 75 Renegade 3 KeyprM. cheat 76 virtual World* Co-ordMtate* 77 
Double Dragon KeypreM chert 90 Knight Force Tip* 79 Renegade 3 Keypre** chart 97 — _ _ 
Double Dragon Keypre** Chert 89 Knlghtmere Complete solution 86 Rick Dangeroo. Poke 66 W W 
Double Dragon 2 Keypres. cheat 80 _ Rick Dangerou. 2 Poke 66 Wanderer 3D Poke 66 
Dragon Spirit Poke 100 L Ricochet KeyprM. Chert 96 Wld Wert Seymour Complete solution 88 
Or agon tore Complete solution 95 Lemming* Keypre** chert 88 R* The Roadie Poke 99 Wonder Boy Keypre** chert 92 
OrehdriM KeypreM chert 98 Lemmings KeypreM chert 85 Roadrunner t W i o E Coyote KeypreM chert 92 World Class Leader board Tip 93 
DrehdrHs KeypreM Chert 89 Lemmings Keypress chert 97 Robin Hood Poke 95 Wrestle Mania Tip* 94 
Orted Keypress chert 97 Lemmings Pnswords 95 R oboe op Poke 75 Wriggler Poke 93 
Dynasty Wars KeypreM chert 97 Lemmings Tips 95 Robocop Poke 99 
— Light Corridor Passwords 76 Ruff and Ready Keypress cheat 97 
K Lightforce Poke 79 ^ X-Out Keypress chert 97 
E-Motion KeypreM chert 87 Uttie Puff KeypreM chert 97 Xenon KeypreM chert 97 
Edd tho Duck KeypreM chert 77 Lopears Complete KAjtion 93 Saigon Combat Utrt Keypret. chert 90 _ _ 
Edd The Duck KeypreM chert 97 Lords of Chaos Poke 66 Salamander Poke 99 W 
Eduro Racer KeypreM chert 66 Lords Of Chaos Complete sokidon 98 Satan Poke 66 Yogi Bear . Greed Monster KeyprM. cheat 97 
Elite Poke 97 LordtOfChaot Tip. 93 Scooby Doo ft Scrappy Doo Keypret. chert 97 Yogf . Great E»cape KeypreM chert 97 
Elite Tip 79 Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge Poke 97 Seymour Goes To Hollywood Complete solution 101 
Elite Tips 100 _ _ Seymour Goes To Hollywood Complete solution 90 
Elite Tip. 93 I V l Seymour SavM The Planet KeyprM. Chert 93 ZapTBaft* Pattwords 89 
Emlyn Hughe. Int Soccer Tips 96 Magicland Dtuy Complete sokidon 92 Seymour Stuntman KeypreM Chert 89 ZapTBrth Pattwords 95 
Endure racer Keyprett chert 97 Marsport PhaM One solution 76 Shadow Warriors Tip 75 . . . 
Endure Racer Tip 97 Megabucks Keypresscheat 95 Shanghai Warriors KeypreM cheat 90 • Hsue 66 contained a complete I r t of games 
Equina. Keypress chert 97 Megabucks KeypreM cheat 97 Shanghai Warriors KeyprM. chert 94 featured in Chert In every AA up to «Mt Issue 
ESWAT Tip 75 MkMght Resistance Keypress chert 66 Shark KeyprM. cheat 85 • Issue 97 contained a keypre** chart tpodr t 

Keypre** chart 

C H E A T MODE E X T R A 



A D V E N T U R E S 

P l a n n i n g t o e m b a r k o n a n a d v e n t u r e ? T h e n t h e r e ' s o n e v i t a l p i e c e o l e q u i p m e n t y o u n e e d 

i n y o u r i n v e n t o r y - D e b b y H o w a r d ' s l a t e s t r o u n d - u p o l t h e C P C t e x t a d v e n t u r e s c e n e . 

Angelicus Answer 
Price: £2 on tape, £4 on disk. 
Available from: WoW Software, 
78 Radipole Lane. Weymouth. 
Dorset. DT4 9RS. 
Crossed Cheques/Postal Orders payable 
to: JG Pancott. 

You are Gamaluchad, a valued member of the 
Angelicus army. Once, a fierce war broke out 
when pirates invaded your planet. Angelicus. 
Fortunately they were defeated and you 
captured some of them. The leader. Captain 

enjoy this one (although you • • I I I • 
can get all three adventures [ 1 L I I L 
for £6 on disk which is great 1 ! I ' 
value for money). 

ft comes with its own 
BASIC loader with the option to view the 
scenario and instructions. You can look IN, 
UNDER, etc and TALK TO any characters 
that you come across. 

You start off inside a spaceship, and the 
first puzzle you encounter is how to get out; a 
careful examination of things around you will 

Here w e h o v e • h o X g p . 
M o d e l T Ford S t o r t i T l g J F ^ J I 
coup6 . G o o d m l l e o g C T p J r J 
Hie g a l l o n , b u t H ie \ 
s t e e r i n g ' * a b i t l u m p y . ^ O 

CC » 

Morgan, who has his headquarters on the 
planet Skully, could not be captured and 
you are sent back again to get him by fair 
means or foul. 

This is a text-only GACed adventure 
written by M & MJ Crewdson and the sequel 
to the two-part Angelicus Saga. Fortunately 
you don't have to play the Saga adventures to 

Where to go 
If you're looking for now and re-released 
adventures, then drop these people a line 

(enclosing an SAE of course) for their latest 
stock lists. 

• WoW Software. 78 Radipole Lane. 
Weymouth. Dorset. DT4 9RS. 

• Advonture Workshop. 36 Grasemere Road. 
Royton. Oldham. Lancashire. OL2 6SR. 

• Amstrad Adventure Solution Service. 10 
Overton Road. Abboy Wood. London. SE2 9SD 

help you there. It's not an easy adventure to 
play, and the consequences of some of your 
actions may not be instantly obvious, because 
often the solutions to problems lie some way 
from the problems themselves, but logical 
thought should reveal the solutions. 

Ifs worth saving your position often as you'll 
probably meet with a few untimely deaths or 

only have several moves to 
do something. 

The only really 
annoying thing that I found 

was the part where you 
have to get the right colour 

bear from the booth; this 
section seemed to drag on 

forever, and I seemed to have 
every colour except the colour 

that I wanted. Frankly, it just 
became very frustrating. 

8ut this is a minor quibble in 
a decent adventure which should 
keep you tapping ^ 
away happily on 
your keyboard ( Ofc /O) 
for some time. S 

If you're stuck on ono of the games listed below, 
these kind souls are willing to help you. Please 
remember to enclose an SAE with your enquiry 
and DONT ask for a full solution, as you might be 
disappointed. If you want to become a Lord or 
Lady please write in with a full list of the 
adventures you've completed. 

• Adult 2. Boredom. Can I Cheat Death?, 
Doomlords Nil, Dungeon, Firestone, Jason & The 
Argonauts. River. Spacy, Tizpan, Wolladay - Stuart 

| Mainland. 2 Douglas Road. Coylton. Ayr. KA6 6JJ. 

• Avon. Forest At World's End. Hollywood 
Hyjinx, Kobyashi Naru, Mordon's Quest. 
Scapeghost - Angela Allum, 22 Point Royal. 
Bracknell. Berkshire RG12 7HH. 

• Knightmare, Kobyashi Naru. Rebel Planet, Who's 
Afraid Of The Balrog? - Ross Younger. 3 Cammo 
Parkway. Edinburgh. EH4 8EP. 

• 4th Protocol (parts 1 &2). Knightmare, Mega 
Bucks. N.E.X.U.S. - Andy Riddings. 10 Berkshire 
Street. Chaddesden. Derby. DE21 6SQ. 

Cluepot 
Revenge Of Chaos 
The beach: take the axe and EQUIP it. Get the 
gold chain - i fs treasure. 
The great valley: you can take the slave with 
you, but he's not essential. 
Rubbish pit: get the lantern and the ring (yet 
more treasure). 
Wrecked house: take the loaf of bread. 
West corner of a rubble road: Give the bread 
to the starving woman. 
One-room house: take and EQUIP the sword. 
You can now drop the axe because the sword is 
a much better weapon. 
The inn: don't drink the wine because you'll get 
drunk and won't be able to continue. 
The cellar: get the tooth (treasure). 
Narrow path between damaged buildings: 
move the plank to gain further access. 

• 



Guarantee you get a piece 
off the Action eves* v month 

Order AA from 
your newsagent 

T h e o n e n i g h t m a r e t h a t a l l A A r e a d e r s 
s h a r e i s t h e i r n e w s a g e n t u t t e r i n g t h o s e 
g h a s t l y w o r d s , " S o r r y , m a t e , s o l d o u t . " 

B u t i t d o e s n ' t h a v e t o h a p p e n ! Y o u c a n m a k e 
s u r e y o u a l w a y s g e t y o u r c o p y b y o r d e r i n g 
AA a t y o u r n e w s a g e n t s - t h e y ' l l m a k e s u r e 
t h e y k e e p o n e b a c k y o u . J u s t t h i n k . . . 

N o m o r e f r a n t i c h u n t i n g a r o u n d t o w n 
w h e n s o m e o n e e l s e b e a t s y o u t o t h e l a s t 
c o p y a t y o u r h a n d y l o c a l n e w s a g e n t . 

A g u a r a n t e e d p r i s t i n e i s s u e t h a t n o - o n e 
e l s e h a s t h u m b e d t h r o u g h . 

Y o u c o u l d e v e n g e t i t d e l i v e r e d . 

E v e n i f y o u r n e a r e s t n e w s a g e n t d o e s n ' t 
s t o c k A A a t t h e m o m e n t , I I y o u o r d e r a n 
i s s u e , t h e y ' l l b e h a p p y t o o b l i g e . 

M i s s i n g a n i s s u e o f A A is a r i s k t o o g r e a t t o 
t a k e . O r d e r i n g a c o p y f r o m a n e w s a g e n t o r 
s u b s c r i b i n g a r e t h e o n l y w a y s t o m a k e s u r e 
y o u g e t e v e r y i s s u e . Y o u k n o w I t m a k e s s e n s e . 

MAG* jjf ATJ 
D e a r N e w s a g e n t , 
T h e m a g y o u c a n s a v e I 
l o r m e e v e r y m o n t h i s . ~ | 

| 
I Mihk^m/m 

j i c n o i f c ^ j 
Could you pleas© order me a overy month, starting with the April Issue, ' 
which'll hit the shotvos on March 17th. Amstrad Action is published by 
Future Publishing, and you can order it from your wholesaler. 

My name 

My address. 

THE AWARD WINNERS... 
First disk drives for the CPC464/464+. Includes 3.5" disk drive. 
D D I - I interface, connect ing cables, power supply and utility 
s o f tware . T h e c o m p l e t e P L U G I N tk G O so lu t i on . Full 
instructions and 12 months guarantee. Only £159.99. Please .state 
464 or 464+ when ordering. 

erry Paint drawing program RRP £14.99^ 
FREE with every first disk drive 

Winner o f the Best Disk Drive award, 
Amstrad Action July '93 

3.5" Second disk drives for the CPC464/664/6128. T o p quality 
'Panasonic* 3 . 5 " dr i ve mechan i sm, inc ludes power supply, 
connecting cable, full 16 page manual. R A M D O S , KAMdlsk & 
many more utilities. Format 800K per disk just like a PC, Amiga. 
Atari ST etc. The complete P L U G & G O solution. 

^SUPERB LOW PRICE, ONLYt64.99!! 
• • O ¥ m W # • • • ROMDOS XL 

Superb high capacity disk operating system available on R O M or 
complete in its own R O M BOX! Nothing else compares with these 
features:-

Builr in disk formatter 
Built in file copying/erasing 
Full 19 page printed manual 
Built in Sector/Directory F.ditor 

Very simple to use 
Uses no user memory 
Auto detects format 
464/664/6128 compatible 

ROM version only £24.99 
Complete in ROMBOX onlyZ39.99 

Winner o f the Best Disk Operating 
System award, Amstrad Action July '93 

ALSO AVAILABLE... 
3 . 5 " Blank Disks O n l y £ 7 . 5 0 f o r 10 

H A C K I T - excel lent Award W i n n i n g hacker/machine code 
programming cartridge. O n l y £ 2 4 . 9 9 

PC-TRANS - transfer files from a C P C to a P C and vice versa. 
O n l y £ 2 4 . 9 9 

RS232 Serial In t e r l ace - can be used to connect the C P C to 
another computer, modem, serial printer etc. Ideal for use with 
Amstrad N C I 0 0 / 2 0 0 (connecting cable available priced £9.99). 
Includes built in R O M software. N E W L O W P R I C E £ 2 9 . 9 9 

P l ea s e a d d £ 5 . 0 0 p o s t a g e and p a c k i n g t o all d i sk d r i v e 
orders. O t h e r orders please add £1 .00 . A l l m a j o r credit cards 
accepted. I m m e d i a t e despatch for credit card orders. 

Siren So f tware , W i l t o n House , Bury Road, 
RadclifFe, Manchester M 2 6 9 U R 

Te l : 061 724 7 5 7 2 
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A m s t r a d S e a Q - R 
Somehow, they m a n a g e d to escape. Somewhere between 

being written and getting printed Q and R made a bid lor freedom, and succeeded. But 
their joy was short l ived. W e sent Camp Commandant Clur Hodgson out to hunt them down, 
and she brought them back a l i ve . This is their story... 

Quarts Inside every Amstrad CPC there is a 
tiny quartz crystal that oscillates at exactly 4MHz 
(that's dead fast to you and me). Programmers 
use this crystal as an extremely accurate stop 
watch. 

c i . a s s i c c ; a m e 
Q - B e r t ( M U r o b y f e ) Actually, this was 
called Er'berl on the CPC, but on every other 
format i fs known lovingly by the name Q-Bert 
(and we needed a game to bolster up the Q 
section a bit. so we're prepared to bend the 
rules). II was a strange beast, m which a refugee 
from Magic Roundabout bounced around a series 
of pyramids floabng in space, changing the 
colour of any tiles he stepped on. 
It was one of those games 
you either loved or loathed, 
mainly because of the ffi, 1 
weird diagonal control I * 
system - Dave loves it W ^ j . 
Simon loathes it. I 
by the way. ^ 

QuoHro Compilat ions (CodcMaste rs ) 
For some unintelligible reason, the Codemasters 
decided that they could make some money by 
putting four sad but undeniably linked games on 
one tape and selling them for a pitiful amount of 
money. We saw monsters like Quattro Sport and 
Quattro Combat each sconng less than 60 per 
cent despite the attractive pricing. Needless to 
say they were a bit of a flop in the shops too. 

Quit Many programs (Protext for example) allow 
you to exit the program and get back to CPC 
BASIC by using the quit command (we are getting 
desperate to fill out this 0 section). 

QWERTY The standard Bntish layout of 
alphabetic keys on a keyboard, with the letters 
QWERTYUIOP on the top line. The original design 

J Q u o t a t i o n m a r k s When you're writing 
I !> a program, if you surround a set of 

characters with quotation marks I ' - ' ) then 
computer treats them as an 

unintelligible string of data which it can add, 
print or store but not use as a command. 

for the layout was decided upon originally to stop 
people typing too fast for the early type writers 
(has it become apparent why we tried to sneakily 
miss out the Qs the first time around?). 

RAM This is an acronym that stands for 
Random Access Memory (and also another in a 
long line line of nudge, nudge, wink, wink, phnarr, 
phnarr computer phrases). This is memory to 
which data can be written and from which it can 
be read in any order. As soon as the power is 
switched off all the data stored in RAM will be 
irrecoverably lost. 

Raster A method of presenting graphical 
images by a rapid succession of parallel line-by 
line movements of a spot of light on the VDU (like 
the way a TV picture is displayed on your Hitachi 
23-wch Nicam stereo telly). Much beloved of 
demo coders. In fact try and find a demo that 
doesn't use them. If you do. keep it safe - it's 
probably a collector's item. 

Raster bars - Hie staple dirt el demo*. 

READ A programming command that orders 
the computer to retrieve data from a data line 
and store it in the computer's memory ready for 
use when the time comes. 

C Record a) Transfer data on to 
^ tape for future use. b) A 

constituent of a database -
^ j v 4 each name and relevant address 

in an address book database file would be 
talked about as an individual record. 

RENUM Short tor RENUMBER, if a program's 
line numbers are a little erratic RENUM will 
renumber the lines in steps of ten. 

Right Justified Text When you're using a 
word processor or DTP package you can justify 

the text to the right like we have here. 

Rik the Roadie We choose to remain silent 
on the grounds that we might otherwise 
incriminate ourselves. Next... 

REM An abbreviation of the word REMARK. REM 
statements in programs are used for signposting 
sections of programs for the programmers own 
use; the computer will ignore the line completely. 
They are handy for marking out sections within 
longer programs which makes bug hunting a 
darned sight easier. 

ROM Stands for Read Only Memory. If data is 
stored on a ROM chip then it cannot be altered. 
Preservation of a ROM chip's data is not 
dependent on the supply of power like the RAM 
memory. You usually buy with ROM chips with the 
programs already 'blown' on to them (the 
process of 'programming' a ROM chip is known 
as ROM blowing). If you buy a ROM chip for you 
CPC. for example. MAXAM. then you need a 
ROMbox in which to install it. These are little 
black boxes that will usually take up to eight ROM 
chips that plug into the back of mmmrnrnm 
your CPC. 

RS232 interlace The industry standard 
serial interface cable, used to connect almost 
everything to everything else. 

Rutabaga A Swedish turnip. 

M a r c h 199 '1 AMSTRAD ACTION • H I Mooiry uUUil. NOvwmlMr* 

• . o r r y , b u t 

Rick D a n g e r o u s 2 (Kixx) One of our Ed's 
favourite games (you might have noticed the 
amount of totally gratuitous references it has 
been getting since he jomed the mag). And it is a 
mightily fine platformer. 
which briliiantty combines J f 
cartoony graphics and f V 7 7 t i B R S 
first rate sound with • r j ^ ^ m * - " 
engrossing gameplay . K 
that challenges your . 
joystick skids, sense of I [ , f 
timing and puzzle solving J 
abilities. It's a also very I 
big and very difficult 



P E R I P H E R A L S 

ROMBO ROMBOARD 
Now only £35.00 

lit* moil widely uwd of all Romboordt 8 tockett eoch w.th on on/off twitch; high 8 o» low 8 ROM ilon uj lettable. focillty lev o ZIF tocket Of 16k RAMROM 
DISCOUNTS 

20% with tho LWMode Disk Drivo 
10* ROM vaftwore ol C20 ond 

VIDEO DIGITISER 
Now only C65.00 
(MM oho D.I.Y KiH) n*. n it« fcOMfiO VCX H oapMot picuret bom any video tcutu mch o» a vtioo teocrdar. Comoro or oncrfher computer ond hwi *> doc. The picturet con bo manipulated in rootty wayt rdiwi con bo imported into todad pockooet Uu» Slop Pre»t. Ad«nced Art Sftjdo. ek VIDI toflvrote on ROM odd £5 

32k RAMROM - £14.95 
(MM alto D.I Y Kilt) 32k ol RAM iliol ihinkt Wi two ROMt Whon loaded with ROM tofiware. eoch 16k Mock behove* exactly I'ka o ROM. even iwrvtvtng retelt, until the computer n toned oil 1ft primofy purpote ii to toil ROM toftworo during development. moling tho blowing and 1 of EPROM», 

3?" DUAL-MODE DRIVE 

erowng i . unnecevtory. 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 
with ZIF tockof £30.00 
with EJECT tockot £35.00 
Program. 8k and 16k EPROMt. 12 5vand 21v typo; full or part EPROM ot tingle bylet ROM file editing. Supplied with eaty to ute rooiw driven disc toltwore. PO gamut ROM Mo, reody to blow, ond utiUim lo him BASIC ond mochino coda program* into ROM lilet 
ROMONOFF SWITCH £7.95 

|M« alto 0I V. K.tt| Connoclt to Iho expontion port lo turn all external ROMt on or off at needed H ii not tuitoWo lor a 464 wtlh on • •teinal ditc drive mtwfooe at iho dx ROM would alto bo turned off. 

/\-r&i 

Winner of the Best Disk Drive 
award Al IMh od Action 

Tho above tioiomont it unlruo Amilrad Action nnvor 
presented »uch on award Don't bo docoived by any tweh 
italoirwjnt whorovot yoo might too it. 

Tho No.l 3>" ditc drivo pock ago around. 
Tho price includes all of theie:-

* MS800 on di»< ' MS800 on ROM ' 22 Disk 
* 10 blank discs * Powor supply * Carriage 

Our drivot do o««*y<l>inp that oil oitm- drrve* do ood o good <Wol 
morol Cliecl II out. 
M O D I 1 WofVi ot o compute alternate to Ihe normol Amtfrod 2nd drive |FD«]. ttorlng 180k on eoch tide ol tie due 
MOO( 2 M. unimpeded ute with RODOS. RAMDOS, ROMDOS ond ROMOOS XL ghrtng up lo 800k per <fcx without the need to we the drlve't clever tide tw.lch fun eOOk ute nl MS»00 |i«e b-Jkr-vJ 
O V I RAIL 
Uka quiet TEAC mechonitm con be wed ot o 14Mb drive on crher computeri; tuper tmol; tepniu* power tu|tp*y Included; tWl tturrty meeal cote Vou rued to buy "orinnfl nlte k) ino y<x« drive •rainod'Criely There to a 20X dtoowir on lU ROMfeQ RCW8OAR0 il II it purxhot»d 
iwiPi I N v M l 

THt drive it not luitobW at a 161 1U dirve 
Suilablaota 161 Mm I tl drive weti on interface 
Thii drrve it not tu<lobie at o 46' let drive 
Suitable ot a 464 Plut IU drive wrt\ on .nterface 
Plea to dale vow a 

£79. 
Cĵ jw 

M ] 

U T I L I T I E S 

BONZO SUPER MEDDLER 13.95 
Suporb lapo to ditc irontiet utility Doolt wilt motl formt of protection! Mottlve ond mcrooting data bo to of verified Irontfett STANDALONE trandert 
BONZO BUTZ 13.95 

MS800 • high capacity disc system 
Simply tlie be»l ond not wi+»i>4 many good rootont AAS800 t<or«» up t:i 400i «nt«l.>idtolo 3 3" d.tc ".oV.r̂  a total al 8001 Eoch tide hot Itt own dietary io diict full oI tmoll hlet con Uil l« rtte.r d>reck>«ii on the tcreen MS800 moke* ttand olone dltct. MS800 •» "he OMV >r>te<n 
that doet nor need to be pretent lor the ditct to be gted. thai a compaSbW vrih al tôwore inckjding CPM rh<* oiet no memory at ot rlto' con mm lit ditct in dr/ve A {AS8A twdch utert) and #KH wtxkt «i»> rhe Cut mochlnet. 
n 't tuppltod wii'i in own copying utility and a program rltot atowi many uncooperative gomet lo run Irom drive D Oieck out oil ihete leohwei ogaintt Nte letl ond you will um why MS800 it umply ihe boil MS800 on ditc or ROM C995 

PROTEXT 
PROSPCU. 
PROMERGE 
PD GAMES 
6128 ROM 

£30 00 
£25.00 
£25 00 
£3.50 

£25.00 

UTOPIA 
MAXAM 
MAXAM 15 
VIDI ROM 
MS800 

£25.00 
£3000 
£25.00 
£5.00 
£0.95 

Trondort all lormt of SPEECHOCK tapoi onto ditc. producing STAND-AIONE Irontfort lorae dolaboto of varified Irantfert Include! 4 FRtE odveritutet 
BONZO S FLASHPACK 9.95 
Over 60 poworlul odditiont to BASIC fo< uto wllhJn your own orogromt Producet Uond alone programt. i.o Flotli 8awc doot not need to be proton! for the progtamj to run. 
BONZO S BIG BATCH 9.95 
Fott, lleiible DATABASE, tuperb POOtS PREDICTOR, SCREEN and SPRUE DESIGNER 
MAXIDOS 13.95 
The motl comprehenuvo and effective of all CPC ditc itHlittot AU furtcliont work with AMSDOS. CPM. RAMDOS and ROMDOS formon Function! include • ditc/Ho copy, optimite d-tct tpeeding up accettet by up to 50%. CAT includei orated filet orate filet, uneroto filet, ditc editor, format. CAT lile information .denlity formal, kill ftlet. 'cnomo filet. pr>m CAT tot uter numbert. make filet Reod Only. ReodWme Svtiom and non tytlem, backup dltct. verify ditct. archive ditct to tope o«d much more 
22DISK (Shareware) 5.00 
The premier CPC lo PC to CPC hie trunder ulitlly Workt with AMSDOS ditct ond one of the MS800 for mott to your program't data ditct can simply be token straight lo ihe PC for hie ttontfert 220liK runt on ihe K 
ROM SOFTWARE 

0274 602180 

R S - 2 3 2 (dual-channel) 
with comms software 

by ifte datigrter of the PACE RS-232 
£39 .95 

1(p«wg<»l , combined 

3rd DRIVE SWITCH 
ABBA SWITCH 
SOE SWITCH | 
AB8A4SOE 
3* Individual ditc cates 
3.5* ditct 10 for £7 50; 
3 5* locking ditc box (40). 
64k RAM PACK IDkTromct) 

12 95 
12.9$ 

14 95 
.10 for 5 95 
30 for 20 00 

7.95 39 95 

D.I.Y. KITS 
All kiti marked * require olte<attent to your compear*! ctrceli bcord II yen ore not comfortable With *M. don't buy tf«e in 

in* are ne« Mad m machine tpecAc wort | 
an aR mochmet 
All kitt ore tupplied with d>ogremt ond MttewcAont 
VKHO DtOIIISIB .46.00 
Thit It Ihe full ROMBO VI0I ond IncUdet everything you would receive if you bought |r ready mod* 
32V RAMftOM T»A 
W SWITCH 3 ,00 
Meratton to your «4tc cktve't cobM 
A I M SWnCH* 3 . 0 0 
J n l OtJVI SWITCH 7.SO I 
RomonoM SWHCH .............................4. JO 
404 -6 I3S CONVmSION' .4S.00 ] Thu it the complete 6128 circuit boo id whicl include* the d<tc mterfoce and Ihe 128V RAM The | con«er*ion It to reptace the 464 ci»«v' boord 6128 ono and 4m >ete* it a 61}« In a 464 | cote A ditc drive M olto needed 
6138 ROM" 35.00 
6 1 3 * H u . TAW Mxket* ................... I t . 0 0 
(m<kidet »»tfMOTf foctleyl 
464 H u t OtSC inter face' 30.00 ] 
4«4 Wu i ox t ro 64k RAM* 13.00 

wiR U tie foAowtng kit* for you il yew te"d 
yo«r compter to u* • 
6138 Phi* TAPt locket 30.00 
404 Ptwt DISC interface 43 .00 
164 Mu* entro 64k RAM 33.00 | 

AM pritmt tnclwde tart tape 
SAI tor fuller detail* ot tttete kite 

Avatar for Amstrad Action, Jan/100, 1/2 h, mono bromo. Michelle 

a I D i V J I C I l O ^ 
Seriously supporting the Amstrad CPC 

Software Disks:.I.MD .' V- m- *t>»' 
DtSK-UA.St(4fc4-«il3e>. CM.W 
Fau .ind Jiitnnvwr rtxt l l k orR^rtiu-. 
MAILING U$T i tM. l .U f t i H i SO 
Addrnt nuruxvniml «ivl Ulv l iMinlmg 
I KJM< ACC0CINI5|-IM,>,IJ8J i n . 0 0 
HamBrt bank, mvwib* and crrdu«jrrt. 
GRAPH MASTIR J t |_ . . . . -11500 
Cut let Iktr. lur, pie ( h t m ami morr 
PICASSO AKriM,4^.1J8) _... _ .115-00 
IVwwrtut end arKanr t d u w i <tmi»m-» 
PAta fVHUSHfS H38K CPCD.. £25 00 
Tlw utiiiii.ni DrtJ. Top mblitliiri|( ^ U r m 115% AAI00 
Pli I t ' l l DISKS I A : eech LI J SO 
Clip art tCM Pagr Pulilnhet^riop Pirtt iPfoete i t i v 
CtNCMALitOGCR t128 t i n no 
Simplitird but i l int tiook Wetii'"* 
STOCK ACCOUNTING 61.'It 140 00 
Irtcuralnl ttock control and Mvoictnt 

Compu te r Supplies: 
l lot of 10 Manrll CfJ V t)..k»„, ,11.* 50 
10 DSOD Ortkt ton t V drn*>* t ' 50 
10 DSOD DKkv I 5* bulk p.ickrd L5.00 
10 SJS' ROHMM DWo £5.00 
Di«£ ttrad ( Inmcv r / 3 W . J J " £400 
lockablr Ditk ion I ' f l .V (40 caftarity) - IS 00 
R i j t ^ i CW*k C a * hoktt 10 « J.S* £3 00 
Miinitiv Copy Holder <fKt any tctrm) -14 00 
Unlvctwl (Slntrr SUltd .... £650 
Mouw Mat lanti «utl< nrm dips, _ X2.50 
Moute Houtr I|>Uuh i»>ck(ci S i 00 
(jualilv PMWi- Kllibont Ull all £1.IX) 
f>MP JOOO'JOOO. 5w ICIU1CJ4 I0. O t t m IJOCMkfUt 
Compuvi Addn-tt lab*<* prr I Oil U 00 
PCAil 28* Printer Ciith £5 00 
D«k Cumwion Srrncr L5 00 
DJC.I rraiKtm K o C T O K W (p» <litk> 

SAE for CPC catalogue PCW and PC ftminc.it to/ftntn* alxo aiwlahlr. plane rryt M»J/ a i-at<il(>t(i* 
Send Chrqnri/f*On tlallng computer tvpf. Add Sl.00 P&P (S2 max) 

SD MU r.wv.Hhms (Dept A), PO Bo* 24. Swaffham. Norfolk (07fi0) 720381 

ST 
l A r > ° U T d 

Transported down Into a seemingly deserted complex, your eight crew 
members, (each with their own special skills), have to locate and retrieve 
a Security Item and repair the five generators which power the complex. 
Without the power restored, your crew cannot transport back up. plus the 
fact that it is dark and you can't see the aliens which are attacking your 
people until you get close enough to see them with your suit lights. 
With many objects to use including Light-Sabres. Medi-Kits. Energy Pills. 
Trackers and Teleport Rings, this strategy game will keep you glued to 
your computer for days. And with a different map generated every game 
you can be sure of a new challenge every time. 

To order send a Cheque PO lor £4.99 Tape £6 49 Disc made payablo to 
A Swlnbourne. to: CRYSTALX SOFTWARE. 11 VICARAGE VIEW. REDDITCH. 

WORCS B97 4RF. OVERSEAS ADD £1 
Tel: 0527 68419 (Ask lor Angela) 

C O M P U T E R R E P A I R S 
* AMSTRAD AUTHORISED • 

Quality Assured! 
Fixed price repairs on many machines 
Over 2500 square foot ensineering complex 
Top quality technicians at your disposal 
All work warranted 
Fast turnaround 
Simply post or hand deliver your machine 
and we will do the rest 
Collection Service available 

Please supply evening and daytime telephone numbers 

Amstrad 464 
Amstrad 6128 

All monitors 

Others 

£29 00 
£33.00 (extra £25 if disk drive 

needs complete 
replacement) 

£15.00 Diagnostic charge 
plus quote 

P.O.A. 

( Wit (tcctrorac* ltd r**f>* If* nf* to retute meOine* Ih* n Vw* ootwon ere oerend rneeonttM reoew cnar* accen 

Tel: 0582 491949 (4 lines) 
WTS Electronics Ltd, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ 
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'Your gua ran tee of value' 
This magazine comes from Future Publishing. 
Here's what we can offer you: 

•«M«r adwke. Our two* are packed with tipt 
suggestions and etplanatory feature*, written by the best tn 

Itrwopor rwiawt. We luwe a cast-bon poftcy of 
editorial independence and our review* give clear buying 
ftCflf lWHIftdlt lOfW 
Clewrer deslpn. You need wU information fan So our 
designer* highlight key alaments by using charts, diagrams, 
summary botes, annotated photographs ate 
O—wtoe rwlwvotMs. At Future, editors opecate under two 

• Understand your readers needs 
• Satisfy thorn 
Ntorw reader IwtwrectiwM. We draw strongly on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the Hyeitett loners page* 
and Iba best raador bp* Buying one ot our magaiine* it 
Hie joining e neflonartde user group 
Petto* vwtwe for aaewey. Magarine* you can bint 

Home of Britain * finest magazines 
Commodore Format • PCW Pkn • PC Gamr • PC Plus • PC Amem • PC 

format • Amp format • Amp Farm* SpecUU • ST Format • Saga 
Poear • TOTAL) • MMgi Poaar • Anaga Snoop«r• Super Play • Msgs • 
CaraatMasnr • Mac Formal • Ed|» • Gam* Zaaa • Sap Zona • F«u»» 

Music and aba Oaaac CO • lAounta* Hong UK • Cyciig Plat • 
WsiPacidl • Oraaa-SBteS CatocSaa * Caratsr Plus and maey mar* 

Amutrad Action recognises all copyrights 
contained In this issue. Where possible we 
have acknowledged the copyright holder 
Please feel free to contact us if we have 
failed to credit your copyright - we will be 
happy to correct any oversight. 

C o p y i n g d e v i c e s 
Art they pirating devices that are killing off 
the CPC, or are they keeping the scene alive? 
If the software companies don't sell the game you want any more, 
then why shouldn't you be able to copy it? We ask programmers, 

software companies and retailers for their views on the controversial 
subject of copying software. 

„ • At last! The t ! The definitive review of 
Radical's platformer FLUFF. 

• Campursoft's on-disk machine code 
tutorial, BASIC IDEA - reviewed. 

• NEBULUS - A 93 per cent-winning 
Mastergame adorns on the covertape. 

Pages and pages of GAMES CHEATS. 
Reams of TECHNICAL TIPS. 
BASICALLY BASIC part 3 - programming made easy. 
All the latest NEWS from around the CPC world. 
The GOOD, the BAD AND the UGLY of shoot-'em-up games. 
More TYPE-INS for you to... er... type in. 

ABC 21,832 
I fomtof or ma Audit Ouroau of Circulation! Fob 93 - Jun 93 I 

C T I O N March 1994 

Write this date 
down In your 
diary or tie a bit 
of string around 
your finger. Do 
whatever you 
have to do, fust 
remember you 
can get the next 
Issue of AA on: 

cay 



WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE! 
AMSTRAD GAMES CARTRIDGES 

FOR THE 6128 + / 4 6 4 + / G X 4 0 0 0 
WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING GAMES CARTRIDGES AT 

A SPECIAL OFFER PRICE OF £9 .99 (WHILE STOCKS LAST) :-

• NO E X I T 
• NAVY S E A L S 
• PRO T E N N I S TOUR 
• B A R B A R I A N I I 
• B A T M A N 

• O P E R A T I O N T H U N D E R B O L T 
• S W I T C H B L A D E 
• K L A X 
• R O B O C O P I I 
• PANG 

A L L G A M E S A R E UNBOXED AND WITHOUT I N S T R U C T I O N S 

D O N ' T D E L A Y O R D E R T O D A Y ! 

A M S T R A D 61 2 8 + / 4 6 4 + / G X 4 0 0 0 
TROJAN PHAZER GUN WITH SKEET SHOOT CARTRIDGE .. .. £29.99 
ENFORCER CARTRIDGE FOR ABOVE £14.99 
AMSTRAD BURNIN RUBBER / LOCO BASIC CARTRIDGE £19.99 
AMSTRAD 6128+/464+ INSTRUCTION MANUALS .. £14.99 
AMSTRAD 464+ COMPUTER WITH MONO STEREO MONITOR .. X12S.00 
AMSTRAD 6128+/464+ KEYBOARD MEMBRANES .. £12.99 
AMSTRAD PADDLE CONTROLLERS^128+/464+/GX4000) £2.50 
AMSTRAD 6128+ COMPUTER WITH MONO STEREO MONITOR £160.00 
AMSTRAD GX4000 POWER SUPPLY UNIT .. £15.99 
AMSTRAD 6128+/464+ PRINTER LEADS £9.99 
AMSTRAD CM 14 COLOUR STEREO MONITORS £125.00 
AMSTRAD MM 12 MONO STEREO MONITORS .. £65.00 
AMSTRAD 464+ COMPUTER CONSOLES .. £65.00 
AMSTRAD 6128+ COMPUTER CONSOLES £85.00 

AMSTRAD 464 AND 6 1 2 8 - GENERAL 

AMSTRAD 464 LIGHT PEN & SOFTWARE £19.99 
AMSTRAD 6128 LIGHT PEN & SOFTWARE - £29.99 
AMSTRAD 464 LIGHT GUN & GAMES CASSETTE..— .. £19.99 
AMSTRAD 6128 LIGHT GUN & GAMES DISC .. .. £19.99 
AMSTRAD GREEN SCREEN MONITOR GT65 .. £65.00 
AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE MECHANISM WITH TAPE HEAD «t MOTOR £29.99 
AMSTRAD 464 CASSETTE HEAD ALIGNMENT KIT .. .. £9.99 
AMSTRAD CASSETTE TAPE HEAD DEMAGNETIZER £9.99 
AMSTRAD PRINTER LEAD (34 EDGE CONNECTOR TO CENTRONICS PLUG) £9.99 
AMSTRAD JY2 JOYSTICK .. .. £9.99 
AMSTRAD 464 TEACH YOURSELF BASIC TUTORIAL GUIDE WITH 
TWO CASSETTES .. PART 1 £9.99 

PART 2 £9.99 
AMSTRAD 464 NEW CIRCUIT BOARDS WITH CHIPS/PLUGS ETC (PART No. Z70375) X34.99 
AMSTRAD 6128 NEW CIRCUIT BOARDS WITH CHIPS/PLUGS ETC (PART No. Z270290) (NO DISK DRIVE) £44.99 
AMSTRAD 6128 CASSETTE LEADS .. £5.99 
AMSTRAD 464 SPEECH SYNTHESISER WITH STEREO AMPLIFIER & TWO SPEAKERS - .£19.99 
AMSTRAD MP1 MODULATORS (RECONDITIONED) £30.00 

II YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE PUT ON OUR REGULAR MAILING LIST FOR SPECIAL OFFERS ETC. 
PLEASE WRITE AND ADVISE US STATING WHICH COMPUTER MODEL YOU HAVE. 

We also stock spare parts, software etc, for Commodore 64 and Spectrum computers. 

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN: 
CHEQUESMSA/ACCESS/POs 

TRADING POST, 
VICTORIA. ROAD, SHIFNAL, 



W A V E ELECTRONICS, DEPT AA9401 
1 B u c c l e u c h St , B a r r o w - i n - F u r n e s s . C u m b r i a L A I 4 1SR 

Mouse Mats 
Quickshot 2 Turbo Joysticks......: 
GX4000 Paddles x 2..'. 
3.0"/3.5" 40 Capacity Disk Box.. 
3 .073.5" 100 Capacity Disk Box 
Soft 999D - 12 G a m e s on Disk... . 

..£1.50 

..£7.99 

..£4.99 

..£5.50 

..£6.50 

..£4.99 

LEADS & CABLES 
("I'M to Meg idrivc 
CTM to Megadrivr 2 
CTM to Sjxvtrum +2/ O 
CTM to Amiga .......... -v.... 
C M)4 to Megadrive I 
CM 14 to Megadrive 2 M a 
v M t4 to Amf tpK^ 
CM 14 to Spectrum 
CM 14 to CD tftym 

•.CPC Joystick Spliinrr....^:.. 
loyjtick Extension — a v a i 
OX: lo Printer U5M 
CTC to Printer 2.0M 
'CPt f .W m w - M ' w 
Cl'C m Video BN'C ..... 
CPC U) Video Phono ^. 'vWO^xSf j 
CTC 6128 to Cnwsottc.vL.. j&JS. 
Expansion Port Adaptor 
KSTKUoM 10" • J w S r S S t ™ ^ 

tt* PC Null M ^ c & S ^ ^ ^ 
D! r i a * 
Dt.«26128 CPC6I28* to KD-1 A 

..C14.99 

. . X H . 9 9 

x h : ^ . 
jEt4,99 

. . C L x W 

^jeiw 

. . . i S . W 

JAMS 

....,69.99V 

CONNECTORS & 
CABLE 

6 ('in DnvSoeket ......... 
$ Pi l l Din Plug.. 
8l*rrv Din Socket... :..... 
A I'm Om I'l.iv: - M«v..ulrt\v '11 fA> 

..I'ftciinn Plug k c i \y> 

50 Way Ed#c Hoard 
o hi, M.ilc im i loud •-•'-•"'• •^NQ^ 

23 Pin Male Jnc Hood ^ w i ,£2.49 
23 Pin Female inc I foodv. ....... £2.49 

, 2? Pin Mate mc Hood 
25 Pin Female inc Hood 
SCAKT Plug .....w,— 
Cable* Core 1 Metre 
( able 8 Con ' . X2:00 
Cable 10 Cote I Vktn.- .;.. C£50 • 

RIBBON CABLE 
CONNECTORS 
Board tfWiy l̂ î ^w.JCI'.tt 

Ribbon < able -I Way lit G 
I r>o \V.,v i. rnlronu'** Plu^:,.--. ..W....-.CT W 

EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 

Under 5s 
5 to 7s 

8 to 12s 
G p e Disk £5.99 each 

U n d e r 5s 
5 to 7s 

O v e r 7s 
Casset te £8.99 each 

Disk £12.99 each 

U n d ^ - S s 
® ; l o 7 s 

7 to l i s 
o . w h 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

HARDWARE 
& PERIPHERALS 

FTM. CPC664/6I2S Second Drive ~ 
FD-W, CPC612S* Second 
FD-IODL CTC4M/4M* Second Drive 
Ml'-l. CPC464 to TV & PSU 
MP-11; CPC4M to SCART TV D5.99 
MP-2F. CPC684/G128 to SCART TV C15.99 
RS2J2CPC CTC RS232 Interlace £29.99 
RS232CPC*. CPC* RS232 Interface £34.99 
MK RAM Expansion CPC 4M £41.99 
AM40025, CPC464 Upgrade ROM £2i.9<> 

CPC SYSTEM DISKS 
CPC612H. CP/M Plus — £ 1 4 . 9 9 

CPC6I28. DR LORO & Help £ H . 9 9 

CPC6I28*. CP/M Plus £8.99 

CPC612H+. PR |.ogo (t Help £8 .99 

CPC464. CPM2JI ao.<« 

SEGA MEGADRIVES 
McgJidrive 1 plus Sonic the Hedgehog 

4c M e g a G a m e * — 

Mrgadrive Conlrollrn — 
Megadiive/C.ame Gear PSU-
Game Gear Cat Adaptors 
Sega IlintM & Tips Hook 

.only O J 9 . 9 9 

£7 .99 

£14 .99 

£8 .99 

J2M 

NS 
u r t O WW \ 
I.C21KI > JCJ.W 
DMP2IW) 
0MP41XH) C449 

tS.56 £14.99 
£4.58 CV)W 

vcw^nm 'JC4.5S cio.99 j 
e r r i Z c N i2tic> fcitjs; 

Ml Dink Game* Mow ClM 
cu-co :Hwi 

Rock n Rail 
Cbnrtbusters | 

Swecx'o's World 
nIOCOH^ 

Ml Disk Games fwltriv OM 
Barnitt/a Brt>> 

Quartet 
Ml Below As Priced 

Ten of the ^I^SSSpW-
Ten ol the Best 1 
Quartet - 4 Gamts.,.X5.99 
Disk 50.5aCame6...£7.99 
Blue Ribbon Ganû s.C/i.W 
Tbrtles 

CPC Cassette llnrttcs 
T u r t l e s - S p a n i s h CYA9 
Turt les C o i n O p £ 1 » 9 
Back to the Future 2.C1.4^ 

m i 

M: 

t/S * 
60 

Z 
< 

i C M 

. iJI 
s o u 

m 
5 S S 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
Touch *n' GvviTyjiing Tutor ^ rj - OiW 
i.»-swnrd eil2«-ThcBest C l C Woni Prpce&̂ >r 
Mlcrofiie/Word + Word Pro & Database i B ^ ^ - ^ ' l i l H 
Mini Offuf 2 Wi>rJ Pro. Database. Spreadsheet. 
^Craphics '̂Citmtiriumcations..,,....., CiiwHc VVr?MU £10.9̂  

.......pisk Vchimi 
Dioology V3.3 - CPC Disk Utilities: 
Disk Copier'/ Backup Fast & Ultra + Disk L'ditoretf 

Electric I antern Show - Printer Utilities £4.W 
Art Studio Colour Printer l>iver>i 
Microdcslgn i. futUeattire desktop publishing package & • 

PHONE OUR SALES LINE ON: 0229 870000 


